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Abstract 

Vehicle behaviour near the limit of adhesion is studied using linear optimal . 
control techniques and relatively simple vehicle models. Both time-invariant and 
time-varying approaches are used. Controllability is applied as a post-processing 
tool to analyse the resultant vehicle behaviour. 

First, a 4WS controller is developed using a linear time-invariant method, with a 
reference model control structure. Two handling objectives are defined, which are 
thought to provide predictable dynamics. Advantages of using a reference model 
control are clearly shown. With a developed control structure, it is shown that the 
prescribed target dynamics is achieved, provided tyre forces are available. It is 
also found that the controller is robust to small changes in the various vehicle 
parameter values. 

As a next step, time-varying modelling approach was used in order to better 
represent the vehicle operating conditions through the various dynamic range, 
including the limit of adhesion. An iterative vehicle path optimisation problem is 
formulated using a linear time-varying control approach. The validity of the 
optimisation method is studied against the steady-state simulation result at the 
limit of adhesion. It is shown that the method is capable of finding a trajectory in 
the vicinity of the friction limit, where the front tyres are used fully whilst 
retaining some margin at the rears. However, a couple of Issues are discovered. 
First, due to the quadratic nature of the road geometry cost function, the trajectory 
could get locked if the vehicle runs very close to the edge of the road. Hence, the 

. optimisation needs to be formulated such that the level of "optimality" on the 
trajectory remains consistent throughout the manoeuvre at each iteration. 
Secondly, it is found that inappropriate control demands are produced if the 
system matrix becomes poorly conditioned near the limit. This results in 
optimisation failure. 

In order to understand the mechanism of this failure, controllability of linear time
varying system was analysed and its properties were discussed in detail. First, the 
calculation methods of the controllability gramian matrix are investigated and 
some practical limitations are found. The gramian matrix is then used to define an 
open loop control sequence. It is found that the damping of the system has a 
significant influence on the control strategy. Subsequently, "the moving 
controllability window of a fixed time period" is found to provide the most 
relevant information of changing dynamics through the time. The study showed 
that the failure of the optimisation in the vicinity of the friction limit was indeed 
due to lack of controllability and the optimisation method itself was functioning 
correctly. 

The vehicle path optimisation problem is then extended to include longitudinal 
dynamics, enabling simulation of more general manoeuvres. The single corner 
simulation showed that the optimisation converges to an "out-in-out" path, with 
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iterative solution improving continuously in a first order manner. Simulations with 
various controller settings showed that the strategy is reasonably robust provided 
that the changes in parameter settings are kept within a reasonable magnitude. It is 
also confirmed that the optimisation is able to drive a vehicle close to the limit 
under different types of operations required, i.e. braking, cornering and 
acceleration. The study was then performed with slightly more complex road 
geometry in order to investigate if the· optimisation is capable of prioritising 
certain· part of the manoeuvre in order to achieve better overall result. 
Unfortunately, this problem could not be solved successfully. The optimisation 
concentrated on the latter part of the manoeuvre as it had higher sensitivity to the 
final cost. This resulted in clearly sub-optimal overall performance. 

Finally, relatively simple study is conducted to investigate the correlation between 
various vehicle settings and optimisation results. Using the path optimisation 
problem formulation, iris found that the more oversteer vehicles are able to 
achieve better· result with more margin left in rear tyre force capacity. The 
handling objective functions used for the 4 WS controller is also calculated for the 
resultant trajectories. It is found that the neutral steer cost had a strong correlation, 
whereas the linearity cost showed no noticeable correlation. 

The controllability analysis was applied on the various vehicle settings using step 
steer simulation. It showed that more understeering vehicle retains higher 
controllability throughout the dynamics range. It is also found that higher inertia 
gives better controllability near the limit, however, it gives less controllability at 
more moderate operating conditions. 
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control techniques and relatively simple vehicle models. Both time-invariant and 

time-varying approaches are used. Controllability is applied as a post-processing· 

tool to analyse the resultant vehicle behaviour . 

. First, a 4WS controller is develope; using a linear time-invariant method, with a 

reference model control structure. Twu handling objectives are defined, which are ... 

thought to provide predictable dynamics. Advantages of using a reference model 

control are clearly shown. With a developed control structure, it is shown that the 

prescribed target dynamics are achieved, provided tyre forces are available. It is 

also found that the controller is robust to small changes in the various vehicle 

parameter values. 

As a next step, time-varying modelling approach was used in order to better 

represent the vehicle operating conditions through the various dynamic range, 

including the limit of adhesion. An iterative vehicle path optimisation problem is 

formulated using a linear time-varying control approach. The validity of the 

optimisation method is studied against the steady-state simulation result at the 

limit of adhesion. It is shown that the method is capable of finding a trajectory in 

the vicinity of the friction limit, where the front tyres are used fully whilst 

retaining some margin at the rears. However, a couple of issues are discovered. 

First, due to the quadratic nature of the road geometry cost function, the trajectory 

could get locked if the vehicle runs very close to the edge of the road. Hence, the 
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In order to understand the mechanism of this failure, controllability of linear time

varying system was analysed and its properties were discussed in detail. First, the 

calculation methods of the controllability gramian matrix are investigated and 

some practic:iJ. limitations are found,The gramian matrix is then used to define an . 

open loop control sequence. It is found that the damping of the system has a 

significant influence on the control strategy. Subsequently, .. "the moving 

controllability window of a fixed time period" is found to provide the most 

relevant information of changing dynamics through the time. The study showed 

. that the failure of the optimisation in the vicinity of the friction limit was indeed 

due to lack of controllability and the optimisation method itself was functioning

correctly. 

The vehicle path optimisation problem is then extended to include longitudinal 

dynamics, enabling simulation of more general manoeuvres. The single corner 

simulation showed that the optimisation converges to an "out-in-out" path, with 

iterative solution improving continuously in a first order manner. Simulations with 

various controller settings showed that the strategy is reasonably robust provided 
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under different types of operations required, Le. braking, cornering and 

acceleration. The study was then performed with slightly more complex road 

geometry in order to investigate if the optimisation is capable of prioritising 

certain part of the manoeuvre in order to achieve better overall result. 

Unfortunately, this problem could not be solved successfully. The optimisation 

concentrated on the latter part of the manoeuvre as it had higher sensitivity to the 

final cost. This resulted in clearly sub-optimal overall performance. 

Finally, a relatively simple study is conducted to investigate the correlation 

between various vehicle settings and optimisation results. Using the path 

optimisation problem formulation, it is found that the more oversteer vehicles are 

able to achieve better result with more margin left in rear tyre force capacity. The 

handling objective functions used for the 4WS controller is also calculated for the . 
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resultant trajectories. It is found that the neutral steer cost had a strong correlation, 

whereas the linearity cost showed no noticeable correlation. 

The controllability analysis was applied on the various vehicle settings using step 

steer simulation. It showed that more understeering· vehicle retains higher·· 

controllability. throughout the dynamics range. It is also found that higher inertia 

. gives better controllability near the limit, however, it gives less controllability at 

more moderate operating conditions . 
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Introduction and Literature Review 

Chapter 1 

Introduction and Literature Review .. 

The topic of vehicle dynamics and its control has been explored for many years, 

including the limit-performance enhancement at the edge of a friction envelope. 

Mechanical linkages I parts of a vehicle are often replaced by sol~noid valves and 
. . 

actuators, equipped with real-time. controllers. Probably one of the most well 

known systems using such technology in the early days is all active suspension 

control developed by Lotus in early 80s. The continuous advances in such 

technologies have enabled engineers to tailor a vehicle to have "desired 

characteristics" more freely. For instance, various steering geometries can be 

tested on one test vehicle with active systems, rather than developing multiple test 

linkages. Such advantages have been accelerating the development and 

understanding of vehicle dynamics. 

Moreover,· safety has increasingly become a more important issue for· 

manufactures due to a rapid increase in the amount of traffic as well as the 

travelling· speed of vehicle itself. Active control systems are now taking a 

significant role in the active safety as well as the passive safety [Holzmann, 2006; 

Nagai, 2007). Some controllers are designed to improve the emergency I accident 

avoidance manoeuvres, some are designed to provide more predictable dynamics 

through the various range of dynamics (assumption here is that more predictable 

dynamics are easier to control). 

In such a wide and well-researched field, the work summarised in this thesis 

concentrates on using a linear control law on relatively simple vehicle handling 

models. The purpose is to produce analytical results based on the theoretical 

assumptions constructed, therefore it encourages the understanding of the problem 

formulated. 

1 
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This thesis considers the application of Linear Optimal Control theories, both in 

time-invariant and time-variant cases, to enhance. the driver-vehicle dynamic 

characteristics. The major emphasis is on the design and development of an 

·optimisation methodology within a highly nonlinear environment UI,inga linear 

control law . Since the large part of this thesis deals with the vehicle operating at· 

nea;. the lilllit of adhesion, the significance of controllability in the optimisation 

process is highlighted and is investigated. 

1.1 Background and Motivation· 

There exist various control laws I systems to enhance vehicle handling dynamics 

to date. A couple of well-known control strategies, Direct Yaw MomentControl 

and Four-Wheel Steer, are reviewed as well as Integrated control strategies .. 

Driver model development is then reviewed which forms a key part in 

understanding driver-vehicle interface. Finally, application of various control 

theories is discussed. 

1.1.1 Direct Yaw Moment Control 

Direct Yaw Moment Control aims to control braking or traction forces at 

individual tyres in order to generate the desired yaw moment. 

Shibahata pointed out that minimising the variation in vehicle dynamics at 

different operating conditions makes a vehicle easier to control as it is more 

predictable [Shibahata, 1992]. Shibahata then discussed that the decreasing in the 

stabilising/restoring yaw moment, Equation 1.1, has a major influence in causing 

this variation, and proposed a ~-method Direct Yaw Moment Control (DYe) 

where it controls the yaw moment proportional to the longitudinal and lateral 

accelerations of the vehicle. The stabilising yaw moment is defined as shown in 

Equation 1.1 below. 

4 

M = -b* Fyf +c* F"r + LTsak (1.1) 
k=l 

2 
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Although the vehicle sideslip angle has a significant influence on the decreasing 

. yaw moment, it is not directly used within the control law due to its measurement 

difficulty. Instead, yaw rate feedback is used to compensate for the error. It must 

be noted thatwith a current technology, it is possible to measure the vehicle 

sideslip angle fairly accurately provided that the road surface remains reasonably 

consistent. However, this is probably still not suitable for production. vehicle 

applications. It is also possible to estimate the sideslip angle in real time using a 

linear observer with yaw rate as the only measured signal [Aoki et al, 2006]. 

As it is well-documented in many papers [Matsumoto andYamaguchi, 1992], 

DYC . benefits from a di;ect gene~ation of yaw moment through left/right 

difference in traction or braking forces. By contrast, front/rear force distribution 

control generates yaw moment indirectly by utilising friction circle property 

[Motoyama et al, 1992]. In other words, the amount of lateral force generation is 

controlled by the longitudinal usage of tyre performance envelope. This indirect 

method is not as effective, since the control depends on highly nonlinear tyre 

. characteristics to produce desired tyre forces laterally. Moreover, the longitudinal 

weight transfer has a dominant effect on its dynamics. In order to maintain 

stability, particularly on low friction surface, it is essential to distribute 

appropriate amount of longitudinal forces with regard to tyre's combined force 

capacity [Sakai et al, 2002]. 

Raksincharoensak et al [Raksincharoensak, 2006; Raksincharoensak, 2008] used 

DYC with two different cost functions; lateral deviation regulation (lane keeping) 

and side-slip angle regulation (stability control). The controller switches between 

the two cost functions depending on driver's intention, which is identified from 

the driver's steering activity by applying Hidden Markov Model (statistical model 

applied to a Markov process system (random evolution of state is only dependent 

on its present state) with the states not directly visible to observer). Meng et al 

[Meng, 2006] used Hidden Markov Model to identify and capture driver 

behaviour for an intelligent vehicle security application. 

3 
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Although not used within this thesis, such recognition technique can also be 

applied to assess the severity of vehicle operating condition and hence modify the 

cost function I target vehicle behaviour accordingly. For instance, zero side-slip 

target might be appropriate. only up to a certain level of lateral acceleration. 

Beyond such point, cost function may be altered to accept certain level of increase . 

. in side-slip and actually use this dynamic information as a feedback to the driver 

to make himlher aware that the limit is approaching. 

Hancock et al [Hancock, 2005] compared the performance of active brake control 

and overdriven differential control (torque can be transferred in both directions). 

Both systems used exactly the same yaw moment controller. Note that this· active 

brake control is different from conventional DYC as braking is applied to only a 

single tyre to generate yaw moment. The two systems produced a similar vehicle 

dynamic performance, although the active differential offered some advantages. 

This is mainly due to the fact that active differential generated yaw moment from 

two tyres instead of one. However, it was noted that the strategy for active brake 

.. controller can be improved to compensate this disadvantage. More significantly, 

the differential controller was found to be considerably more efficient. This is 

because it attempts to re-proportion the torque rather than dissipating it as heat 

through one wheel. This makes the active differential control more attractive 

throughout the operating range, whereas it makes the braking control undesirable 

except for limit manoeuvres (where one needs to slow the car down). 

1.1.2 Four-Wheel-Steer (4WS) 

In parallel with the development of DYC strategy, Four-Wheel-Steer (4WS) has 

also been researched to enhance vehicle performance at the limit of adhesion. 

Some [Higuchi et al, 1992; Lugner et al, 1992] controlling both front and rear 

steering angles (4WS) and the other controlling the rear steering angle only (Rear 

Wheel Steer), keeping the conventional driver authority at the front axle. The 

simplest controller of the early days just steers the rear wheels in proportion to the 

fronts. 
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Many researchers [Ackerman, 1994; Harada et ai, 1996; Lee, 1995; Kleine et al, 

1998] proposed· controllers to achieve zero side-slip angle/velocity whose 

implications on vehicle dynamics are as discussed earlier. Well-known problem 

for this type of controller is that the vehicle exhibits heavy understeer 

characteristics at high lateral acceleration range [Un, 1992]. As the vehicle 

behaves much more towards oversteer in the low lateral acceleration range, this 

significant change in dynamics is thought undesirable. In order to keep the vehicle 

characteristics more consistent throughout the operating speed range, Un used 

extra feedback to maintain constant yaw response time .. Yaw rate .. following 

control was also used in many 4WS strategy to mruntain certain steer to yliw rate 

relationship [Nagai and Ohki, 1989; Hirano and Ono, 1994; Tran, 1992; Hirano 

and Fukatani, 1996; Song and Yoon, 1998]. However, as the tyre starts to saturate 

near the limit of adhesion, there is only so much . lateral force that can be 

generated. In the worst case, the controller will keep demanding more slip angle 

that actually reduces the lateral force generated. Canale et al [Canale, 2008] 

proposed a control system structure using Internal Model Control (IMC), which 

was able to guarantee robuststability in the presence of saturation function. 

In addition, the control strategy often differs depending on the vehicle speed. At 

low speed (approx less than 35 kph), the rear wheels are steered in the opposite 

direction to the front wheels. Whereas the front and rear wheels are steered in the 

same direction at high speed. This is because the manoeuvrability is the priority in 

low speed, whereas the stability concern is great at high speed. Such change of 

dynamics between low and high speed mayor may not be desirable. 

Wang [Wang et al, 2002] investigated the influence of active rear wheel steering 

vehicle for the aged driver. Aged drivers often have worse feedback information 

due to decline in vision and perception abilities, as well as hislher control ability 

& adjustability and reaction time. It was found that a 4WS vehicle is easier to 

drive for aged drivers than a conventional 2WS vehicle. A 4WS vehicle 

performance was consistent when the driver reaction time was increased and was 
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more roust with respect to gain magnitude change due to variation in road surface 

friction. 

1.1.3 Integrated Vehicle DynamicS Control 

Abe et al comparedthe benefits of 4WS and DYC [Abeet al, 1994], highlighting 

the limitation of 4WS strategy as the tyre lateral force capability saturates. By 

comparison, tyres are expected to have capability to produce. more longitudinal 

force even when the lateral force reached its limit. Moreover, 4WS has a greater .. 

time delay in vehicle response. His research found that the 4WS is suitable tothe 

zero sideslip control strategy, and DYC is more suitable for the yaw rate model 

following control. This is because DYC does not use lateral force, hence cannot 

control sideslip motion directly. He also found that 4WS strategy strongly 

depends on the tyre vertical load and hence sensitive to the variation of running 

conditions [Abe, 1996]. Therefore 4WS control coupled with Roll moment 

distribution control (RDC), which regulates the front/rear lateral load transfer ratio 

and hence controlling the resultant· yaw moment, is a more robust solution 

[Kageyama and Jo, 1996; Li et aI, 2008]. 

Moreover, as it is covered in many papers, DYC can be used in conjunction with 

4WS to suppress the deterioration of steering control effects in nonlinear 

operating range [Kageyama and Jo, 1996; Nagai et al, 1996]. Mokhiamar 

[Mokhiamar et al, 2002] compared the stability and responsiveness of three 

different combinations of chassis control (Dye + RWS, DYC + FWS, Dye + 

FWS + RWS). Dye + RWS control had detrimental effect on vehicle stability 

limit as the work loads on rear tyres are high. By contrast, Dye + FWS solution 

had good stability, but had worse response due to front tyre saturation. DYC + 

FWS + RWS was found to utilise the tyre capacities best, maximising the 

stability. Mokhiamar [Mokhiamar et al, 2005] then performed a comparison of 

"optimum tyre force distribution conltol" and "Dye + Active 4WS". Both 

controllers showed their effectiveness near the limit handling condition. However, 

under the very severe manoeuvre, it was found that "Dye + Active 4WS" failed 
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since DYC part of the controller used up the tyre capacity as it tried to generate 

large yaw moment to stabilise the vehicle. This resulted in loss of controllability . 

. By contrast, "optimum tyre force distribution control" was able to achieve the 

objective by prioritising steering controL It was also found that the driver could· 

adapt his driving more easily with the optimumtyre force distribution control. 

In Chapter 3 of this thesis, the author suggested a model reference 4WS controller 

that targets zero sideslip and neutral steer yaw rate gain in both linear and 

.. nonlinear operating conditions. It must be noted that. the main emphasis was on 

the development of the control system structure rather than the definition of the 

.. "desinid" dynamics itself. 

1.1.4 Application of Tyre Model and Friction Estimation 

As a vehicle relies on the performance of tyres, it is obvious that having a well

represented tyre model and friction estimator are incredibly important. Clearly, the 

degree oftyre model's complexity depends on the accuracy of the measurements / . 

estimations available and the purpose of the model. For instance, it is important to 

include thermal effect if the model is to be used for race car tyres, whereas this is 

not essential for passenger car tyres. In addition, structural tyre models require 

detailed measurements / data to simulate the tyre contact patch behaviour to high 

frequency [Lugner et al, 2005]. 

Wakamatsu et al [Wakamatsu et al, 1996] estimated the friction coefficient from 

the ratio of actual yaw rate to the linear model yaw rate at high friction roads 

. using least-squares identification. By contrast, Furukawa et al [Furukawa, 1996] 

used a relatively simple on-board tyre model to estimate tyre forces and found that 

the fairly low level of accuracy in the friction coefficient estimation was 

acceptable. On-board-tyre model was then used to estimate vehicle sideslip angle 

that allowed DYC to regulate sideslip angle directly rather than controlling the 

resultant yaw moment [Furukawa, 1998; Abe et ai, 1998]. Abe et al reported that 

the adaptation of tyre-track friction coefficient due to the variation in the track 
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condition was not necessary [Abe, 1999]. In other words, only an approximate 

measure of. the track condition was good enough for their control application. 

Gordon et al [Gordon, 1999] proposed a Lyapunov Friction Adaptive controller 

" where the rough estimationof friction is made from vehicle response in order to 

" adapt demand signals .. "".". 

In this thesis, the nonlinear tyre model proposed by Pacejka et al [Pacejka, 1989] " 
. 

is used." This type of tyre" model does not necessarily give insight" into" tyre 

dynamics itself and hence not suitable for a tyre development. However, it is well

suited for fundamental vehicle dynamics studies as it only requires a map with 
" . 

certain physical significance. This empirical model approach is considered 

appropriate for this thesis, since" the main aim is not to improve the tyre 

performance itself or to understand the mechanism of tyre construction, but to 

improve the way in which the available tyre forces are used in order to enhance 

the vehicle dynamics. The effects of friction variation are not investigated and it is 

assumed that tyre force information is readily available to the controller. In 

addition; the constant time delay is used for the tyre force generation although this 

varies in real life [Higuchi, 1996]. Other parameters such as wear, temperature 

and compound degradation are not considered. 

1.1.5 Driver Model! Path Optimisation 

Driver modelling is the final piece in the study of Vehicle Dynamics and Control. 

As the driver characteristics gets superimposed on the vehicle characteristics 

(vice-versa), it is very important to understand its influences. However, it poses a 

major challenge as a human is an incredibly complex system and there is no 

guarantee to understand its control mechanism mathematically at present time. 

Therefore the simplification has to be made in order to capture some human 

control dynamics. It is well-known that a human control action can be divided 

into feedforward and feedback actions. Assuming that the driver produces linear 

feedback action, one of the simplest forms of driver model can be expressed as a 

transfer function in a following form [Abe, 1992]. This equation includes a time 
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delay for human reaction, which is represented by e-</, where "L is the reaction 

time_ Simplest form of human control action is proportional control, which is 

represented by h_ It also includes derivative and integral actions, represented by 

coefficients "D and ti, respectively_. 

The above transfer function basically represents PID control with time delay. 

Human learning means that the parameters in the above transfer function are 

variable (adaptive). Ishio, et al [Ishio, 2008] performed an experiment to 

investigate how simple driver model parameters(pr~portional, derivativ~andtime 
constant) can be determined. It was found that while these parameters are defined 

based on his I her inherent characteristics, they also respond to the derivative term 

change in active front wheel steer controller. This demonstrated human ability to 

adapt to a change in vehicle dynamic characteristics. It is also interesting that 

drivers responded differently to the same change in dynamics. Hence, it can be 

said that the way in which a driver adapts to such changes is coupled with his I her 

inherent characteristics. 

Lugner and PlOchl (Lugner, 1994; Lugner, 1999] presented 3-level driver model. 

On top of a standard anticipatory (feedforward) and compensatory (feedback) 

controls, 3,d level controller is added to compensate for large deviations, which 

will then bring the vehicle back to the desired trajectory with smooth transition. It 

is reported that the 3rd level of the driver model enabled a good adaptation to 

different driver behaviour or driving tasks. 

Sharp (Sharp et al, 2000] proposed a steering controller via path preview using a 

set preview time (Le. distance becomes a function of vehicle velocity). As well as 

the preview path errors, two state feedbacks are used (lateral offset and attitude 

angle relative to the tangent angle of the intended path). Optimal linear discrete 

time preview control structure is used with the limitation on control magnitude 

placed via saturation functions in order to avoid tyres operating at heavily non

linear range: In his work, longitudinal and lateral controls are decoupled, hence 
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infeasible condition may occur. This was monitored by using an inverse of vehicle 

forward velocity as a scaling factor. Sharp [Sharp, 2005] conducted a further study 

of a relationship betweeri preview distance and vehicle characteristics. He found 
- - - - - - -= _." - - -. - -

that a large saloon car required the driver to use much extended preview distance 
. _. - .- - ". -. . 

compared to a small sports car. Sensitivity study showed that for good tracking 

. performance with short preview distance, yaw inertia and mass should be small, 

whereas wheelbase and tyre cornering stiffness should be large. Thus, it was 

suggested to use required preview distance as a car handling criterion. 

Cole etal [Cole, 2006] compared predictive and LQR control theories for the 
.. . 

path-following problem. Influence of various combination of pr~view and control 

horizons on controller gain are examined. Identical control gains were obtained 

for both approaches when the preview and control horizons are long. Different 

gains were obtained when the preview horizon is longer than the control horizon. 

This difference comes from the cost function where the path-following errors 

were evaluated up to preview horizon for the preview controller, whereas LQR 

control evaluates errors up to control horizon. 

Gordon et al [Gordon, 2002] produced an automated driver based on the 

convergent vector field approach. For the path planning part· of the control 

(feedforward), road geometry is represented using a vector field. At the current 

vehicle position, the automated driver has its desired velocity vector. It was shown 

that feedback control is then applied to guarantee stable asymptotic tracking of a 

reference path, with the physical constraints (friction, acceleration, etc). 

Yamakado et al [Yamakado, 2008] compared the driving strategy of "normal 

driver" and "expert driver". They found that "expert driver" rarely uses pure 

braking. In stead, "expert driver" performs combined steering and braking 

operation from the beginning. Of course, this depends on a type of the corner 

driver is negotiating. However, this indicates that "expert driver" is able to co

ordinate and distributes longitudinal and lateral controls better. They also stated 

that drivers' bodies are sensitive to jerk (first derivative of acceleration), which 
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reflects the changing forces applied to the vehicle. Hence, they developed a jerk 

sensor and a driver model utilising such information. The model used a preview

follower model (lateral) as a steering input and lateral jerk information (as a result 

. of . steering input)·· to determine longitudinal . acceleration .. In other words, 
. - . . 

longitudinal movement is decided by lateral movement. This model structure was 

able to emulate the driving strategy used by "expert driver". 

Neural Network is often used in an attempt to mimic human-like behaviour, 

including learning aspect. MacAdam et al [MacAdam, 1998]. used Neural 

Network to categorise the driver behaviours. It was then used to model the 

longitudinal control behaviour with the presence of other traffic. 

Pick and Cole [Pick, 2007; Pick 2008] investigated the dynamic properties of 

driver steering control from the neuromuscular system point of view. It studied the 

changes in stiffness and damping of driver's arm when the torque offset was 

applied. Similar change in stiffness was observed when the pair of muscles co

contracted in order to stabilise the joint. Through mathematical model study, it 

was reported that increase in stiffness and reflex gain improved driver's path 

following ability, although increasing reflex gain has a destabilising effect. In 

addition, muscle co-contraction reduced as the driver learnt to predict the steering 

feedback torque. Inclusion and understanding of such human factors is crucial in 

advancing driver-vehicle interface, however, is outside of the scope for this thesis. 

Casanova et al [Casanova 2000; Casanova 2002] developed the minimum time 

manoeuvring method based on non-linear programming. The optimum racing line 

was computed for a lap of racing circuit, which was discretised into short, totally 

. de-coupled segments. The length of segment was set short enough so that the 

vehicle does not have enough time to get seriously out of shape within each 

segment. Automatic differentiation was used to improve the efficiency of the 

computation. 
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In this thesis, time-varying linear optimal feedback controller is used as a driver, 

for a vehicle path optimisation, rather than trying to mimic the human-like control. 

The controller does not include human's physical characteristics such as; their 

reaction 1 information processing time, the way in which human treats visual 

. information and the information obtained· from the vestibular (inner ear) and 

killaesthetic (body distributed) chanllels. All of these are key factors in human 

dri ving operation [MacAdam, 2003]. Therefore, the approach taken in thesis does 

not necessarily give insight into how a human actually operates. However, 

together with the other work described in this thesis, it is hoped to gain insight 

into kind of vehicles that are relatively easy to control and are able to achieve the 

set target. Moreover, use of linear optimal control technique provides analytical 

results rather than numerical results. Nonlinearity of the vehicle dynamics is 

addressed by using time-varying approach. Initial study focused on developing a 

steering controller with constant longitudinal vehicle velocity. The model was 

then extended to optimise the lateral and longitudinal dynamics simultaneously in 

order to achieve the maximum distance for a given time period. 

1.1.6 Driver-Vehicle System 

So far, researchers have discussed the objective of controllers to give consistent, 

hence predictable dynamics throughout the operating range. This consistency has 

to cover not only steady-state, but also transient and frequency responses. As 

discussed earlier, one of the most popular objectives is to achieve zero sideslip in 

order to maintain stabilising yaw moment. Hogg et al [Hogg, 1992] reported that 

as well as keeping a consistent yaw gain, shifting a yaw damped natural frequency 

towards the frequency limit of driver bandwidth contributes to driver control and 

enhanced stability. Findings of Hoffrnan and Joubert [Hoffman, 1966] also state 

that the yaw damping of a car has a major influence on its path following ability. 

Higuchi et al [Higuchi, 1996] reported that yaw natural frequency, lateral 

acceleration gain & phase and yaw velocity phase have major influences on the 

driver subjective evaluations. Waterhouse [Waterhouse, 2002] also mentioned that 

minimising phase difference between yaw velocity and lateral acceleration had a 
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positive correlation with drivers' subject feedback, however, only up to a certain 

point. Chen and Crolla [Chen, 1996; Chen, 1997; Chen, 1998] have carried out an 

extensive work in subjective-objective correlation of vehicle handling dynamics, 
" " 

however reported that there" is still "some way to go before constructing a 

correlation matrix that covers wide handling range. 

"Driver-in-loop simulation" is becoming increasing common [Cipelli, 2008] as a 

tool to evaluate driver-vehicle interaction. This is a logical step as the actual 

vehicle response is determined by both system" dynamics and driver operation. 

Using a simulator, Miura et al [Miuia; 2007] investigated a correlaticlll between 

driver model parameters and subjective handling quality rating. It was reported 

that frequency response of steering angle to yaw rate had a strong correlation to " 

driver's subjective evaluation. 

In this thesis, work in this area has been approached from a theoretical point of 

view. Through the application of controllability theory at different operating 

conditions, tbe relationship between dynamics, including the objective function 

and the driver controllability is investigated. 

1.1.7 Control Strategy 

Various control strategies, both linear and nonlinear, are applied in the area of 

vehicle dynamics control. As mentioned earlier, some of the early production 

control scheme only employed an open-loop proportional control. However, the 

yaw rate feedback control is most commonly used scheme for such systems as it is 

relatively easy to measure the required signals and provides fundamental vehicle 

information both in transient and steady-state. 

Inoue and Sugasawa [Inoue, 1992] compared the feedforward and feedback 

control for a yaw rate follower type 4WS controller. It was found that the 

feedback controller improved vehicle stability against disturbance. " 
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Sliding mode control was used by Furukawa et al [Furukawa, 1996] for the Direct 

Yaw moment Control where the vehicle .was also equipped with a linear 

feedforward zero-slip 4WS controller. Sliding mode control was also used for the 

stand-alone DYC byAbe et al [Abe, 1999], as a sideslip model following 
- . --

controller. It succeeded in stabilising the· vehicle motion i~ the nonlinear region. 

Lugner and Pliichl [Lugner,· 1999] used sliding control for. a driver model, 

mentions that it has an· advantage ill· disturbance rejection and robustness to 

vehicle parameter variations. Y oshioka et al [Y oshioka, 1999] used sliding model 

control for DYC. It was also reported· that the controller was able to deal with . 

. significant error in model parameter, hence showed good robustness. 

Lugner et al [Lugner, 1992] used a reduced observer with a linear optimal control 

based on yaw rate feedback. The observer was utilised for the split - mu condition 

recognition strategy, and was found to improve the states control in such a critical 

situation. 

Hirano and Ono [Hirano, 1994] combined Hoo andmu synthesis to achieve robust 

control for the 4WS & 4WD integrated system. It reported that the need of an 

adaptive logic with respect to the different road surface condition was eliminated 

as the robust control performance was improved by an addition of mu synthesis 

CHoo only guarantees robust stability, not robust performance). 

Nagai et al [Nagai, 1994] used Neural Network in conjunction with a linear yaw 

rate feedback control law for a 4WS control system. Based on the bicycle model, 

Neural Network was used to identify the vehicle characteristics variation through 

the operating condition as well as serving as a nonlinear controller. It was found 

that addition of Neuro control enlarged the range of lateral acceleration at which 

the objective function was met successfully. 

Gordon and Best [Gordon, 1999] applied Lyapunov-based controller for a 

handling control on a variable friction surface. When compared to the dynamics 

controlled by Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR), it has shown very similar result. 
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However, it was mentioned that Lyapunov control is simpler to implement in real 

time. This Lyapunov-basedcontroller was then extended to adopt the control 

demand· signal based on the estimated friction available (Lyapunov Friction 

Adaptive controller). In other words, when the initial control demand is not 

reasonable with regard to the estimated friction, the controller signal would be 

modified so that the undesirable transient dynamics can be avoided. 

Alfi el al [Alfi, 2009] proposed a fuzzy logic 4WS controller. that combines the 

state-feedback controller and sliding model controller. A fuzzy system is used to 

decide when to use each of these controllers or a combination of both. This 

- enabled theresultant system to benefit from the advantages of both controllers. 

The controller performance showed faster yaw rate response, reduced side slip and 

better disturbance rejection. 

Throughout this thesis, a relatively simple linear controller is used. The aim of this 

thesis is not to compare and determine the best control method available, but to 

produce results that can be analysed qualitatively. It is thought that using a linear 

controller enables more analytical approach to the problem, hence enhancing 

one's understanding. 

1.2 Approach & Objective of the Thesis 

The objective of this thesis is not to identify THE controller for the optimisation 

task, but to formulate a methodology with a controller which can be investigated 

analytically. From this point of view the optimisation carried out is based on the 

linear control theory. This also means that human factor in driver model is not 

included even though it was identified as important factor in improving our 

understanding of driver-vehicle interaction. In order to focus on obtaining 

analytical results, topic of driver-vehicle interaction is approached from 

controllability point of view. 

The main objectives of the thesis are: 
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• To investigate the application of linear optimal control within a certain 

structure such that it can be successfully applied to a highly nonlinear 

environment with the information from the simplest possible vehicle model. 

• To establish a meth~dology and measurement parameter for· the vehicle 

dynamics performance under various operating conditions ... 

• To establish a system that is capable of finding a limit of adhesion and hence 

provides more insight into dynamics around this peak. 

• To . investigate a relationship between mathematical· and. practical 

understanding in the vehicle. handling dynamics. (i.e. does mathematical 

results reflect the actual physical phenomena?) 

1.3 Outline of Thesis 

Chapter 2 introduces the "tools" used in this thesis. This includes the modelling of 

vehicle handling dynamics at various Degree-of-freedom; together with the tyre 

and Quarter-Car vehicle ride models. The fundamental characteristics of handling 

dynamics are then investigated. It also covers the theories of time-invariant and 

time-variant linear optimal control theories. 

Chapter 3 investigates the application of Linear Quadratic Regulator as a 

reference model tracking controller. It is implemented as the controller for an 

active Four-Wheel-Steer vehicle, where the objective of the controller is defined 

solely from a vehicle handling dynamics point of view. Reference model control 

structure uses both 2DOF and 3DOF vehicle handling models. 

Chapter 4 describes the design, application and analysis of vehicle path 

optimisation based on time-variant linear optimal reference control. The method is 

developed using a 3DOF vehicle handling model, where the forward vehicle 

velocity is set constant. The algorithm is validated against the steady-state 

simulation at the limit of adhesion. A limitation of the optimisation method within 

the vicinity of friction limit is discussed. 
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Chapter 5 presents in-depth discussion of controllability, mainly with time-variant 

linear models, in order to understand the optimisation limitation experienced in 

the previous chapter. A couple of calculation methods are presented and their· 

.. relative meritsanddemerits are discussed, The open loop regulation contr~l based· 

on the controllability analysis is then performed to investigate the m~aning of . 

controllability within a context of vehicle dynamics. Various measurement 

parameters are investigated· and discussed. The controllability information was 

then applied to the path optimisation result obtained in the previous chapter. It was 

concluded that the optimisation failed as a result of poorly conditioned matrix due 

to lack of controllability, and that the optimisation method itself was functioning 

correctly. 

Chapter 6 extends the vehicle path optimisation problem formulation with the 

longitudinal degree of freedom to simulate more realistic manoeuvre. Path 

optimisation was performed successfully using simple corner geometry, and 

various robustness evaluations were carried out. As a next step, the optimisation 

was applied to slightly more complex road geometry. This is to investigate 

whether the ·controller was capable of prioritising a certain part of manoeuvre in 

order to obtain better overall performance. 

Chapter 7 discusses the effect of various vehicle parameters on the vehicle path 

optimisation result. The handling objective employed for the 4WS project in 

chapter 3 is re-visited in order to assess its significance with respect to the 

optimised manoeuvres I path. 
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Chapter 2 

.VehicIe Dynamics Modelling, Fundamental Analysis and· 

Control Theories 

In order to carry out research in the topic of vehicle dynamics and control, certain 

types of tools are required.Thetypes of research could broadly be divided into the 

following three groups: theoretical, experimental and the combination of both. 

The research in this thesis does not involve any experimental works, but is fully 

based on theoretical simulations. In order to perform the research in an analytical 

manner, various suitable mathematical theories and models need to be developed 

and applied. Working within such an "idealised" theoretical field allows one to 

isolate certain dynamics to the others, hence aids the understanding of certain 

system mechanism. Clearly, the assumptions and limitations need to be addressed 

so that their relationship to much more complicated real life problems can be 

understood. 

This chapter summarises such "tools" used to conduct the research projects 

covered in this thesis. First of all, the brief introduction on the subject of vehicle 

dynamics is given, where the background to the requirements for simulation work 

is discussed. The derivation of various models used in the thesis is covered in 

Section 2, where the differences in the aim of each model are highlighted. 

Simulations are then performed in order to investigate the fundamental vehicle 

dynamic characteristics as well as comparing the effect of different degrees of 

freedom involved in the various models developed. Finally, the control theories 

used in the thesis are reviewed in Section 4. 
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2.1 Background 

Optimisation of vehicle dynamics is a hugely popular topic due to the obvious 

requirements such as enb.anced safety, handling and ride. There has been 

significant progress made in the field, coupled with the control engineering, as 

lIlentioned in Section 2 of Chapter L Due to the nature of vehicle dynamics being .. 

highly nonlinear, it is not. straightforward to determine the global optimuIll. 

Moreover, the optimum vehicle dynamics varies depending on the objective of a 

specific vehicle. Therefore, even if it was possible to determine the global 
." ,- -

optimum, it is likely that such optimum remains "local" to a particular 

. requirement. Often· the final characteristics of a vehicle are decided· by the 

preference of experienced and skilled test drivers. Establishing a link between this 

subjective and objective assessments has been performed in the past [Chen, 1996; 

Chen, 1997; Chen 1998], however there certainly are areas of investigation 

remaining. 

In order to attempt the tasks mentioned, quantitative and analytical investigation 

of the dynamics is required. Thus the mathematical models of the system have to 

be established and applied appropriately. Moreover, as a vehicle has to be 

controlled. dynamically by a driver, the application of control theories is also an 

essential subject. 

2.2 Vehicle Dynamics Modelling 

This section covers the derivation of the various models considered in this thesis. 

Most of the work has been designed and developed using the relatively simple 

models, bicycle and 3 Degrees-of-Freedom (3 DOF) vehicle handling models. It is 

important to keep the model degree of freedom as low as possible in order to 

avoid unnecessary complications and computational time. This is especially the 

case, where a relatively new theory I structure I system are being developed. 

However, at the same time, one has to make sure that the models represent the 

dynamic characteristics of the system well enough to meet the requirement of the 

project; For example, a fast dynamics mode, which decays very quickly, may be 

omitted from the model at the early stage of the project. It makes the computation 
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less demanding and yet the dynamics can remain effectively unchanged. More 

complex 10 Degrees-of-Freedom (10 DOF) model is used only when the 

algorithm is validated with lower Degree-of-Freedom models. This enables to 

apply the developed method in more challenging environment and hence closer to 

real life problems. 

The axis system used in this thesis is right handed. The positive rotation is 

clockwise around the axis when viewed from the origin along the positive 

direction (as indicated by the direction of arrows) .. The origin of the co-ordinates 

is at the vehicle centre of gravity (e.G.) and is a vehicle fixed moving co-ordinate .. 

system. The picture of this axis system is shown in Figure 2.1 below. 

Vertleal 
z 

Figure 2.1 Vehicle Axis System [GilIespie, 1992] 

2.2.1 Bicycle Handling Model 

This well-known "Bicycle Model" is the simplest and the most fundamental form 

of vehicle handling models. It has yaw and lateral degrees of freedom, which 

provides the fundamental information required in the early stages of a 

development. The tyre slip angles purely arise from these two effects, together 

with the steering input as shown in Equations 2.3 and 2.4. The properties of the 

pair of wheels at each axle are represented by single wheels on the vehicle centre 

line. No weight transfer effects have been considered. The most significant use of 
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this model in the thesis is for Four-Wheel-Steer project described in Chapter 3. 

The concept of the model is shown in Figure 2.2. 

I -v 

c 

. ------ ---------r-l--.. Fyr 

Figure 2.2 Bicycle Handling Model 

Dynamic equations of motion are summarised in the following equations. 

m(v+ur) = F" +Fy, (2.1) 

(2.2) 

where the front and rear lateral forces are expressed as 

(2.3) 

F = C a = C (_(v. -cri)) yr ar r at /u (2.4) 

System states are: x=[r v], 

In the most basic form, the tyre cornering stiffness can be regarded as constant. 

However, nonlinear tyre model can also be applied depending on the objective of 

a work. 
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2.2.2 Three Degree of Freedom Model 

This can be considered as the simplest model with lateral load transfer effect. On 

top of the bicycle model described in the previous section, an· additional roll 

degree of freedom is introduced. It also incoIporates nonlinearities due to lateral 

force saturation and the vertical load dependency through the use of a Pacejka 

.'magic formula'tyre model [Pacejka, 1989]. The roll freedom and lateral weight 

transfer dynamics of the vehicle results in the more realistic dynamic tyre loading 

. information than that of the Bicycle model. 

Since thislTIodel' gives a suitable representation of lateral vehicle dynamics with 

the least complexity, this model is used for ml!iority of work described in this 

thesis. Figure 2.3 shows the diagrammatic representation of 3DOF handling 

model. 
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Figure 2.3 Three-degree of freedom Handling Model 
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The dynamic equations of motion for this system are derived as shown in 

equations 2.5 to 2.7. 

* * 
m(v+ur+hgp) '" F Yf+ F Y' 

mh.(v+ ur) + p{Ixx - EI,J- Ixi = (hf - ha) F,f 

. -(h, -ha) F,,+(mghg -kif - k .... )~-(blf+b .... )p 

• • 
.I"r+{dxz -lxx )P=bFyf-cFy, 

System states are: x=[r v ~ p], 
• • 

. (2.5) 

(2.6) • 

(2.7) 

Ff and F, denote the lateral forces computed using the Pacejka tyre model. 

kif and k", represent the front and rear roll stiffness respectively, and are 

determined depending on the suspension types. Similarly, blf andb", are the roll 

damping at front and rear axles. Non-independent suspension is used for the 

model, hence the roll stiffness is determined as follows. 

Front roll stiffness also includes the anti-roll-bar contribution. Roll damping can 

be determined in a similar manner. In (2.7), the effect of roll and yaw product of 

inertia is included with the roll axis inclination information. 

2.2.3 Ten Degree of Freedom Model 

In order to examine some of the method developed in this research, a manoeuvre 

including braking and acceleration is required. This is a natural progression when 

the method is validated with lateral dynamics model, such as 3DOF model 

described earlier. 

The lODOF model includes an additional freedom in longitudinal velocity state, 

together with the four corresponding unsprung mass rotation states. Moreover, the 

separate steer degrees of freedom are included for both left and right front tyres. 
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Pitch dynamics are not modelled in order to avoid computationally expensive 

calculation; Subsequently, the longitudinal· weight transfer is. determined only 

using the longitudinal force, not including the pitch velocity and displacement. . 

. . 

Newton-Euler Equation for this model is as shown below. 

mu =mrv.+mrph. +Fx (2.8) . 

(2.9) 

. (2.10) 

mh.(v+ur) + jJ(l", -el ,,)-1 ,/ = M, (2.11) 

System states for vehicle body are: x = [u r v I/J p 1 

For this model, slip angle calculations include the effect of yaw rate and roll rate 

as shown below. 
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2.2.4 Quarter Car Vehicle Ride Model 

As well as all the handling models described previously, Quarter Car Vehicle Ride 

Model is also used in the project. This model is widely used as it contains the 

fundamental vertical dynamics of a vehicle: Dynamic load variation at the tyre , 

contact patch and the isolation of sprung mass motion from road input can be 

analysed in detail. Thus it is often used in adesign of the systems such as active 

suspension. In this thesis,' the main objective of employing this model is to test 

and validate the control algorithms during the development stage. It is found to be 

a very effective tool to analyse th~ fundamental characteristics of the developed 

system, due to its relatively simple 'dynamics; Figure 2.4 shows the model 

structure of a single corner of a vehicle, hence Quarter Car, with respect to the 

vertical motion induced due to a road surface profile. 

X2 =Z, 

Suspension 

deflection 

Xl =Zw 

Tyre 

deflection 

Sprung Mass 
- ------

mb 

k~ 

Unsprung Mass 
- ------

mw 

k, 

------l 
X4=Vb 

b, 
Body. 

Velocity 

-------1 X3=Vw 

Wheel 

b, Velocity 

-------.,.-.,-. ------1 
' , 

u(t) = Vr 

Road Input 

Velocity 

Figure 2.4 Quarter Car Vehicle Ride Model 

As it is shown in the above figure, the system consists of sprung and unsprung 

masses. Passive suspension and tyre characteristics are expressed in terms of the 

stiffness and damping. Point contact is assumed between the tyre and the road. 

The governing equations for the above system are as shown below. 
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Sprung mass: . mbZb = k,z, +b,i, = k,z, +b,(vw -Vb) 

Unsprung mass: mw = -k,z, -b,(vw -Vb) +k,zw +b,(v, -vw ) 

Systemstatesare-: . x=[zw Z, Vw Vb]' 

Following parameter values were used for this thesis. 

Parameters Notation Values Units 

Sprung mass M 290 kg 

Unsprung mass m 32 kg 

Suspension stiffness ks 20000 N/m 

Tyre vertical stiffness k, 140000 N/m 

Suspension damping bs 1200 Ns/m 

Tyre vertical damping h, 100 Ns/m 

Table 2.1 Quarter Car Model Parameters 

2.2.5 Tyre Model 

All the handling models require a tyre performance model at least in terms of the 

tyre slip angles and cornering stiffness. The simplest model of all is a constant 

cornering stiffness gain, which is used for Bicycle model as mentioned in 2.2.1. In 

a 3 OOF model, lateral force saturation and vertical load dependency is included. 

For 10 OOF model, the longitudinal force calculation as well as the lateral force is 

required. Thus the tyre slip ratio is required as an input parameter. In this thesis, 

the tyre parameters are assumed to remain constant. In other words, the effect of 

lyre wear and degradation is not taken into account. Moreover, an empirical model 

is used rather than more physical based models. This is because the aim of this 

thesis is not to understand tyre dynamics itself, but to understand how to best use 

the given tyre characteristics in order to enhance the vehicle performance. 
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The SAE axis system [Dixon, 1997] shown in Figure 2.5 is employed in order to 

describe the operating condition in terms of forces and moments. 

Rollln9 
Resislance 

Momert 
("Y 

Overturning 
Moment 
(M,l 

Positive 
Incllo3Uon Angle 

Z 
Normat Force {Fz} 

Spin Axis 

V Lateral 
Force 
(Fyl 

Figure 2.5 Tyre Axis System 

Tyre model used in this thesis is based on the Pacejka "magic formula" as 

mentioned in Section 2.2.2; the governing equation is shown in (2.12). 

y(x) = Dsin{ Ca tan[Bx- E(Bx-a tan(Bx))]} (2.12) 

y(x) = y(x) +S, 

[Pacejka et aI, 1989] 

The product of B, C and D values determines the initial slope of the curve, hence 

determines the linear cornering stiffness in the case of lateral force calculation. 

The coefficient E, curvature factor, controls the shape of the curve around the 

peak in a way that the stiffness and the peak value remain unaffected. It also 

controls the value of slip angle or ratio at which the maximum force or moment 

occurs. The shape factor C defines the limits of the argument of the sine function. 

This value is varied in order to fit the curve depending on whether it is for lateral 

force, longitudinal force or self-aligning moment. For a passenger car, the typical 

C values are known to be 1.30, 1.65 and 2.40 respectively, which are practically 
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independent of vertical loads [Pacejka et ai, 1987; Pacejka et ai, 1989]. Curvature 

factor, E, was set at -1.29. Horizontal and vertical shift of the curve occurs in the 

presence of ply steer and conicity effects. In addition, rolling resistance also gives 

the offset to longitudinal force ch~acteristics. Raw data is often supplied in terms 

of more detailed coefficie~ts, which can then used to calculate the above four 

parameters. An example of these calculations for lateral force is shown below. It 

is clear from (2.13) and (2.14) that the effect of vertical load on the peak force is 

included. Moreover the camber angle influence on the cornering can also be seen 

in (2.14), although it was set to zero within this study. Parameter values used for 

the lateral force calculation is shown in Table 2.2 .. 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

Notation Description Values 

a1 Load dependency of friction level -0.042 

a2 Friction level 1.028 

a3 Maximum cornering stiffness 1050 

a4 Fz at maximum cornering stiffness 6000 

as Camber dependency of cornering stiffness 0 

Table 2.2 Pacejka Tyre Model Parameters 

In a case of combined slip model, the input value is expressed as a combination of 

the slip angle, et, and the longitudinal slip, k. Figure 2.6 shows a plan view of a 

tyre when it is subjected to a combined braking and cornering [Pacejka, 1989]. 

The calculations of the input values are as shown in Equations (2.15) to (2.19). 
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-Fx~~~~~~ ____ ~ 
I 
I 
I Mz 

F ------- Fy 

Figure 2.6 Tyre Force and Moment Vector Diagram 

. Longitudinal SlipVelocity: v" = kV, 

Lateral Slip Velocity: V", = Vx {tan(a)} 

Longitudinal, Lateral Theoretical Slip: O"(x.y) =' ~".'J{ 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

The resultant Forces are then calculated as shown in Equation 2.21, where F(O") 

denotes the solution of (2.12) with (J as an input variable. 

F: = _(O"(X'Y) I)F(O") 
(x,y) /0" (2.20) 

[Pacejka et aI, 1989] 

Finally, the force generation takes an exponential manner when a step change is 

made to an input value, and is a function of inflation pressure and rolling speed of 

the tyre. This effect is modelled simply as a constant time delay of 0.01 seconds, 

the velocity dependency is not included for simplicity, 

Figure 2.7 shows the effect of vertical load on the tyre forces. It is clear that the 

cornering stiffness is affected as well as the peak magnitude. Hence, the slip ratio 

at which the peak force is produced also varies depending on the vertical load. 

Moreover, it can be seen that the increase in cornering stiffness with regard to the 
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increase in vertical load is nonlinear. Understanding of these characteristics is 

essential in developing control systems. For instance, the traction control strategy 

need to take this peak slip ratio variation with respect to the vehicle speed (vertical 

... load). 
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Figure 2.7Vertical Load Effect on Tyre Forces 
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Figure 2.8 Combined Slip Effect on Tyre Forces 

Figure 2.8 shows the effect of slip angle and slip ratio on tyre forces. Longitudinal 

force decreases, and its point of peak magnitude is. shifted as the slip angle 

increases. Nonlinear relationship between slip angle and lateral force can also be 

noticed. For the very large slip angle, magenta line, it is shown that the peak 

lateral force is reduced at zero longitudinal slip. The part of Figure 2.8 which 

shows the combined slip effect on lateral force is re-plotted using 3D surface map 

as shown in Figure 2.9. 
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Figure 2.9 Three-Dimensional Lateral Force Map 

2.3 Fundamental Analysis of Vehicle Dynamics 

In order to investigate the vehicle dynamics characteristics analytically, the 

system equations are manipulated in a way so that the effect of parameters on the 

vehicle behaviou r is more apparent. Simple bicycle model analys is is summarised 

in Section 2.3 .1 and is used for all the vehicle set-ups. Simulations in both steady

state and transient conditions are also performed, and the results are di scussed 

with reference to the analytical results. From these simulations, effects of vehicle 

set-up change in the subsequent performance can be analysed both in trend 

(directions) and quantity (sensitivity) . Moreover, the validity and limitations of 

the simplified models are investigated by performing comparable simulati ons. 

This information is then used when assessing a vehicle-controller performance, 

and is described in the later part of this thesis. 
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2.3.1 Bicycle Model Linear Analysis 

The most fundamental form of handling characteristics can be represented by the' 

curve of steering angle against lateral acceleration. Steering angle to negotiate a 

given radius of curvature is defined as follows [Dixon, 19971. 

(2.21) . 

The first term in (2.21) is often refereed as the kinematic steering angl~ where 

there is no lateral acceleration present. The second term represents the amount of 

correction required to keep a" vehicle on a given radius at various la.teral . 

. accelerations.· Understeer gradient is defined as the amount of st~ering coiT~~tioil . 

required with respect to the neutral steer angle for given lateral acceleration. 

Using (2.3) and (2.4) shown earlier, Understeer Gradient, K, is defined as shown 

in (2.22) [Dixon, 19971. 

(2.22) 

Derivation of (2.22) is included in Appendix 1 at the end Chapter 2. 

This concept of Understeer Gradient is used in the analysis of steady-state 

handling characteristics in Section 2.3.2. 

Recall Equations (2.1) and (2.2) for bicycle model. By substituting the front and 

rear lateral" force definitions in terms of cornering stiffness, the following 

equations can be defined for translational and rotational dynamics. 

( 
Cef + Car) (bCef - cCar " ) 

mv+ u v+ u +mu r=O (2.23) 

. (bCef -CCar ) (b2Cef +C
2
Car) l"r+ v+ r=O 

u u 
(2.24) 

The characteristic equation (C.E.) for this system is written as shown in (2.25), 

[Abe, 1992J. with D representing a state derivative with respect to time. 
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(2.25) 

C terms denote the zeroth, first and second moments of the tyre cornering stiffness .. 

about the centre of gravity, as shown below.· 

C =2*(b*C -c*C ) 
I at ctr. 

Dynamic stability is governed by the sign of the first derivative term, damping 

coefficient, being positive. From (2.25) and the definition of Co and C2, it is clear 

that the dynamic stability is guaranteed for all positive vehicle forward velocity, u. 

By contrast, static stability is only conditional, dictated by the following 

inequality. 

(2.26) 

From the definition of understeer gradient, (2.22), it can be seen that Cl is 

negative for an understeer vehicle. Hence, (2.26) holds for all vehicle forward 

velocity. However, for an oversteer vehicle, with positive Cl. following condition 

has to be met in order to satisfy (2.26). 

or 

Therefore the critical velocity, Ucrih at which the vehicle becomes unstable, is 

defined as shown in (2.27) below [Dixon, 1997]. 

Uerit == (2.27) 

From (2.25) and the definition of standard second order system C.E., undamped 

yaw natural frequency, 00", for the bicycle model is defined as 
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(2.28) 

. From (2.27), it is clear that COn goes to zero at the critical velocity. For a neutral· . 

steer vehicle, (2.28) can be simplified as Clis zero. Equation (2.28) also shows· 

that the natural frequency decreases as the forward velocity increases, regardless 

to the handling characteristics of the. vehicle .. In terms of steady-state balance 

change, the frequency decreases as the vehicle is set to oversteer more. 

Yaw damping is discovered to have a significant influence onvehicle;s path 

following ability [Hogg, 1992J. It is represented in the second term in (2.25) and 

with the definition of 2nd order system C.E., the yaw damping ratio is defined as 

follows. 

( mC,+I",Co 
2umI,,(J)n 

(2.29) 

Substituting the definition of undamped natural frequency from (2.28) and the 

critical velocity from (2.27) into (2.29) yields 

~Ucrit2 _u2 

where the characteristic damping velocity, Ud, is defined as 

mC, +I"Co 

~4m'I"Cl 

where k is a yaw radius of gyration. 

Hence, by rearranging (2.30), the damping ratio is 

1- u/ , 
/ Ucrit 

where (0 indicates the damping ratio at zero velocity. 
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. . . 

- . In addition to the above calculations,Prodrive found that the Dynamic Index has a· 

good correction with the subjective rating of vehicles [Waterhouse, 2002] .. 

. (2.33) 

. Rearranging (2.33) with the definitio~ for radius of gyration, the relationship 

between the yaw moment of inertia, vehicle mass and its weight distribution is 

formed. 

(2.34) 

The product of band c is maximum when they are equal, in other words when 

50:50 weight distribution is achieved. Thus according to (2.34), assuming the 

mass is constant, more unequal the weight distribution and smaller the Dynamic 

Index are, smaller the resultant yaw moment of inertia is. Prodrive found that the 

dynamic index of 0.92 corresponds to most of "good handling" production 

vehicles and has good correlation with subjective assessments. This represents a 

compromise between minimising phase delay between yaw rate and lateral 

acceleration, while preventing a significant increase in yaw acceleration 

magnitude [Waterhouse, 2002]. 

It is obvious from (2.34) that the identical value of Dynamic Index can be obtained 

at different weight distribution with the yaw inertia remaining unchanged. As 

shown in Figure 2.1 0, it implies that the equal subjective handling quality is 

achieved with significantly different handling balance (i.e. the values are identical 

for both 40% and 60% weight distribution). 
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2.3.2 Summary of Vehicle Settings 

This section lists and summarises the original and altered vehicle settings used in 

this thesis. Table 2.3 below shows the reference vehicle, Vehicle "A", setting. 

Values are chosen to represent typical saloon type vehicle. 

Parameters. Notation Values Units 

Total vehicle mass m 1400 kg 

. Wheelbase length . I 2.5 m 

Roll moment of inertia Ixx 200 kgm2 

Yaw moment of inertia Izz 2500 kgm2 

Product of inertia Ixz 0 kgm2 

Centre of Gravity height hg 0.6 m 

Distance of C. G. to front axle b 1.07 m 

Front Track width tf 1.5 m 

Rear Track width t, 1.5 m 

Front Spring stiffness kf 20000 Nlm 

Rear Spring Stiffness k, 22000 Nlm 

Front Anti-Roll-Bar Stiffness stab 400 Nmldeg 

Front Damper bf 1100 kNs/m 

Rear Damper b, 1200 kNs/m 

FIR roll centre hfi h, 0.2,0.5 m 

Table 2.3 Reference Vehicle (Vehicle "A") Setting 

Table 2.4 summarises the altered parameters on the seven comparison vehicle set

ups. The vehicles B, C, D and E are set-up so that their steady-state characteristics 

are different with varying front to rear weight distribution. The vehicles F, G, and 

H are set-up to investigate the effect of transient dynamics change through the 

yaw inertia variation. For each vehicle, only one parameter is varied in order to 

investigate its effect clearly. The results of these changes on the fundamental 
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vehicle characteristics described in previous section are shown in the following 

sections. 

Altered Paramter Notation . Value . Unit 

Vehicle B Distance of C.G. to front axle b 0.9375 m 

Vehicle C Distance of C.G. to front axle b 0.8750 m 

. Vehicle D . Distance of C.G. to front axle b 1.2500 m 

Vehicle E Distance of C.G. to front axle b ·1.5000 m 

VehicleF . Yaw moment of inertia· [vc 2862.9 kgm2 

Vehicle G Yaw moment of inertia [z;: 2142.1 kgin2 

Vehicle H Yaw moment of inertia [vc 1820.8 kgm2 

Table 2.4 List of Vehicle Parameter Changes 

Following is the list of the performance parameters. These parameters are chosen 

as they could provide further insight into the dynamics of a· vehicle. The 

corresponding values for the each test vehicles are shown in Table 2.4 for the 

steady-state change and Table 2.5 for the transient parameter change. 

I} Front Mass Distribution 

2) Yaw Radius of Gyration 

3) Yaw Natural Frequency at 25 mis 

4) Yaw Damping at 25 mis 

5) Dynamic Index 

6) Characteristic I Critical Velocity 

From Table 2.5, it can be seen that the yaw natural frequency decreases as the 

vehicle balance is moved towards oversteer. The vehicle E has its critical velocity 

at 25 misec, at this speed the yaw natural frequency goes to zero, indicates the 

yaw response from this point onwards is non-oscillatory. All understeering 

vehicles are under-damped in yaw degree of freedom. As Vehicles A, Band C 

have fundamentally understeer balance, their characteristic speeds are noted. This 
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speed reduces as the understeer becomes stronger. As explained in the previous 

section, Dynamic index is at its minimum with 50:50 weight distribution. 

Index Unit! C B A D E 

Balance (us / os) us us' us os os 

, Mass Distribution % 65.0 62.5 57.0 50.0 40.0 

Yaw Natural Frequency Hz 1.07 1.02 0.89 0.68 0.02 . 

YawDamping 0.74 0.77 0.87 1.I4 53.02 

Dynamic Index 1.256 1.219 1.167 1.I43 1.I90 .' 

Characteristic/Critical Vel()city rnIs 25.90 29.10 43.5 52.50 25.00 

Table 2.5 Vehicle Performance Parameters: Steady·State Change 

The vehicle "F" is set up so that the yaw radius of gyration equals to the distance 

between CoG to rear axle. According to Chen and Crolla's findings [Chen, 1996], 

it is found that the vehicles with such a set-up are deemed to "handle well" 

subjectively. Undamped yaw oscillation frequency increases with the decreasing 

yaw inertia. Vehicle "G", which has approximately 14% reduction in yaw inertia, 

has the lowest yaw damping. Dynamic index decreases as the yaw inertia 

decreases, note that Vehicle "H" is the only vehicle that has a smaller value than 

Prodrive's magic number of 0.92. 

Units F A G H 

Yaw Radius of Gyration m 1.430 1.336 1.237 1.I40 

Yaw Natural Frequency Hz 0.83 0.89 0.96 1.04 

YawDamping 0.878 0.872 0.870 0.874 

Dynamic Index 1.336 1.167 1.000 0.850 

Table 2.6 Vehicle Performance Parameters: Transient Change 
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2.3.3 Steady-State Analysis 

Steady-state analysis is carried out using a constant forward velocity of 20mls 

with gradually increasing steering angle at the rate of 113 degrees per second. In 

order to ensure the absence of transient dynamics, this steering rate has to be kept 

low. The result is analysed in terms of understeer and oversteer terminology. 

Understeer is defined as the vehicle whose steer angle has to be increased asthe 

lateral acceleration increases, in order. to negotiate a given cornering radius. 

. Similarly, an· oversteeririg vehicle requires the steering angle to be reduced to 

track a given radius as lateral acceleration increases. The neutral steer angle is 

. determined with respect to the normalised lateral acceleration, ay, and is shown in 

(2.35) [Dixon, 1997]. 

0., =( ~2 )ay (2.35) 

where the normalised lateral acceleration, ay , is defined as 

The relationship between the steering angle and the actual lateral acceleration 

experienced during the test is defined in terms of a polynomial of an appropriate 

order. The fust derivative of the polynomial is then used to determine the 

Understeer Gradient of a vehicle as shown in (2.22). 

The blue line in Figure 2.11 shows the understeer gradient of vehicle "A". It is 

clear that the vehicle has slight understeer characteristics for the majority of lateral 

acceleration range. The understeer becomes more significant beyond the moderate 

lateral acceleration range and finally reaches the terminal understeer at around 

O.8g. Terminal understeer is exhibited when no increase in lateral acceleration can 

be achieved with the further increase of steering angle [Dixon, 1997]. 
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Figure 2.11 Influence of Weight Distribution Change on Understeer 

Figure 2.1 I also shows the variation in understeer gradient due to the fore/aft 

weight distribution change. A vehicle eKhibits more understeer when the front 

axle weight is increased, shown by Vehicles B trajectory. This is due to the 

decrease in the total lateral force generated fo r a given steering angle. Henee the 

steeri ng has to be increased further to achieve a lateral acceleration of neutral steer 

vehicle. This undesirable effect comes from the reduced slip angles at both front 

and rear tyres when the front ax le weight is increased. Although the lateral weight 

transfer is reduced at both ax les, the reduced slip angle at the rear results in 

significant decrease in lateral force generated from rear axle. It has to be noted 

that the lateral force at front axle increases despite the reduced slip angle, this is 

due to the static vertical load avail able. However, this is not enough to 

compensate the lack of lateral force at rear ax le. Hence the reduction in total 

lateral force. 
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A great deal of care needs to be taken on the interpretation of terminology. Above 

case follows the understeer/oversteer definition defined earl ier in terms of steering 

angle and lateral acceleration. However, the terminology is sometimes referred to 

the balance of lateral forces between the front and rear ax les. If such cases, 

increasing front ax le weight is actuall y referred as an oversteering effect. 

Although the total lateral force and hence lateral acceleration per steering angle is 

decreased, the ratio of lateral force generated from the front axle is far greater due 

to the tyre vertical load dependency. 

2.3.4 Transient Analysis 

Transient characteristics of a vehicle is analysed using a 2 degrees step of steer 

input at the constant forward veloci ty of 20 m/so As the true step change cannot be 

applied in testing, the simul ated input can be filtered through first order time delay 

in order to obtain mOre reali stic data. However, it is not applied in thi s stud y for 

the clarity of analysis. 

Figure 2. 12 shows the effect of weight distribution variation on yaw rate response. 

Little overshoot is observed for the vehicles A, Band C, which indicate understeer 

characteri stics [Dixon, 1997]. Understeer/Oversteer characteristics can also be 

determined from thi s test using a steady·state yaw rate value. As the vehicle 

dynamics is changed towards steady-state oversteer, the overshoot disappears and 

also steady-state values are reached at later time. Clearly, thi s increases 90% ri se

time which is undes irable. Therefore vehicles A, Band C are said to have more 

desired dynamics since the overshoot is kept minimum for all the vehicles. 
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Figure 2.12 Influence of Weight Distribution Change on Yaw Response 

Theoretical yaw rate gain is defined as the ratio between yaw rate and steering 

angle, and is fonnulated as shown in (2.36). 

Gr(u) =':"= !I , 

8 1+( K!%) 
(2 .36) 

In the case of a neutral steer vehicle, the understeer gradi ent, K, would be zero. 

Thus it simply becomes the ratio between vehicle forward velocity and wheelbase. 

The neutral steer yaw rate is calculated to be 0.279 rad/s for Ihe simulated vehi cle 

forward velocity. Based on this calculation, vehicle 0 has the handling 

characteri stics closest to the neutral s teer. As the largest steady-state yaw rate 

achieved from vehicles A, B and C is 0.265 rad/s, it can be said that these vehicles 

exhi bit understeer. Overshoot response can be seen with these understeer vehicles. 

The speed at which the overshoot occurs depends on static margin and yaw radius 

of gyration. As Ihe static margin (and hence more understeer) increases, the 

response starts becoming oscillatory at lower speed. In a case of an oversteering 
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vehicl e such as vehicle E, no overshoot exists as the vehicl e is over damped in 

yaw. However, it takes longer to reach steady-state. 

One of the most important parameters in the transient dynamics is a yaw moment 

of inertia and associated yaw radius of gyration. C learl y high yaw moment of 

inertia slows down a vehicle in yaw degree of freedom. Hence, it is not a desirable 

as it makes it more difficult to transfer the vehi cle from one state to the other. It 

cau also be described dull subject ively. On the other hand, if it is too low, then a 

driver wou ld not be ab le to control a vehicle as it requires the control input with 

much more acc uracy in both magnitude and phase. 
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Figure 2.13 Influence of Yaw Moment of Inertia change on Yaw Response 

Figure 2. 13 shows the effect of varying yaw moment of inertia values. It does not 

change the steady-state value as it onl y has an effect on the transient dynamics. 

The red line shows the response of vehicle F, where the yaw radius of gyration is 

equal to the distance between C.G. and the rear ax le. This set-up provides 

minimum yaw damping [Dixon, 2004] which in turn has a significant influence on 
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vehicle's path following ability [Hogg, 1992]. Vehicle G has Dynamic Index equal 

to one, meaning that the yaw oscillation centre lies on the rear axle. Finally, 

vehicle G has the smallestyaw. moment of inertia, hence the quick yawrate 

.. response· shown. This fast re;ponse. is achieved with· the expense of increased 

.... overshoot magnitude. 

2.4 Control Theories 

There are various control theories applied successfullyin the area of vehicle 

dynamics as mentioned in Chapter 1. In this thesis, focus is on linear control. 

theories since it can be investigated more analytically. In addition, its ability to . 

guarantee the optimality for a given environment is another advantageous factor. 

It has to be noted that it is not an objective of this thesis to iterate and then 

conclude the best controller (control theory) for a given application. However, the 

objective is to apply a linear control theory with modifications if required, and to 

establish a methodology so that linear optimal control can be used successfully in 

highly nonlinear environment. 

2.4.1 Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) 

Consider the linear time-invariant system 

x=Ax+Bu (2.37) 

Seek a control law u(t) = -Kx(t), which minimises the following cost function. 

J= I (XTQx + uTRu)at (2.38) 

Solution is obtained by solving an algebraic Riccati Equation [Bamett, 1985] 

(2.39) 

P is the unique r.s.p.d. matrix which satisfies (2.39). The existence of solution and 

its condition is only ensured when the system (2.37) is completely controllable 

and [A Q1l is completely observable. 
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Control input is then given as shown in (2.40), [Barnett, 1985], on the assumption 

that the control weighting matrix R is non-singular, hence invertible. 

Substituting (2.40) into (2.37) gives the closed system equation as 

x=(A-BW'BTP)x=Ax 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 

For the cases where a cross term between input and state variables is also present, 

the cost function is expressed as 

. J= rVQx+UT Ru+2xT Nu'yit (2.42) 

N term controls the coupling effect of input and state variables [Barnett, 1985]. 

Algebraic Riccati equation in (2.39) can be written using A in Equation (2.41) 

O=-PA+PBR-'BT P-Q _AT P (2.43) 

Re-writing Equation (2.43) with the original state matrix, A, yields 

0= -PA+(PB+N)R-'(BT P+NT)_Q_AT P 

Control input is given as 

u = -(R-'BT P+ R-' p)x =-Kx 

[Barnett, 1985] 

Linear time-invariant (LT!) optimal control is used to design a Four-Wheel-Steer 

(4WS) reference model controller, and is presented in Chapter 3. 

2.4.2 Time-Variant Linear Optimal Control 

In order to deal with the nonlinearity, piece-wise linear models can be used to 

describe the vehicles at various operating conditions. This is thought to be a good 

compromise as it still retains the aualytical capability of linear approach, while 

better representing the actual dynamics. Accordingly, a time-varying controller is 

required that is based on the piece-wise linear models. In this section, the linear 

time-varying (LTV) optimal control theory is introduced. 
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Consider the time varying system 

x(t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t) (2.44) 

with a performance criterion 

I· It·· . 
l(u) = _XT (tj ) Mx(tj ) +- fo' [XT Qx+uTR(t)u}:i(t) 

2 2.. 
(2.45) 

R is· a real symmetric positive definite matrix, and M and Q are real symmetric 

positive semidefinite matrices. M is a cost on the state at the final time, t f ' to 

either regulate or track the desired state value. The matrix is only positive 

.. semidefinite when some of the desired state values are not specified, in other 

words, when the corresponding elements of M will be zero. [Barnett, 1985] 

Using the Lagrange multiplier to establish the relationship between the system and 

the constraints, the Hamiltonian, H(x,u,t) = F(x,u,t) + pT f ,is defined as 

I TIT T( ) H=-x Qx+-u Ru+p Ax+Bu 
2 2 

The significance of using Lagrange multiplier is that it allows to replace the 

problem of determining the minima of/subject to the constraints gi = 0,j=I,2, ... , 

m, with the problem of determining the minima of the function 

The necessary condition, (~: tu ~O [Barnett, 1985], for optimality gives 

so that 

a [I * T * * T *] * T * - -(u ) Ru +(p ) Bu =Ru +B P =0 au 2 

* -I T * u =-R B p 

R(t) being non-singular since it is positive definite. 

Th d·· . . aH. 12 e a ~Olllt equattons, p. = --a ,I = , , .... ,n, are 
I x. 

I 
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., Q' AT' P =- x - p (2.47) 

p is some as yet unspecified piecewisecontinuous n-vector-valued function, and is 

caned as the costate, or ad joint, vector. 

Substituting(2.46) into (2.44) gives 

x' = Ax' _BR-lBT p' 

and combining this equation with the adjoint equations in (2.47) produces the 

. system of 2n linear equations Hamilton's equation 

d [x'(t)] [A(t) 
. dt p'(t) =-Q(t) 

-B(t)R-l(t)B
T 
(t)Ix: (t)] ""H[x: (t)]. 

. -AT(t). . P (t) . P (t) 
(2.48) 

H = Hamiltonian Matrix 

. Since X(tf} is not specified, the boundary condition is Pi(tf)=(OtP) , with ox. 
I 1=1, 

9 1 TM . ='2x x, I.e. 

(2.49) 

[Bamett, 1985] 

It is convenient to express the solution of (2.48) using the state transition 

matrix,x(t) = <I>(t,to)x(to), but in terms of the conditions at time tf ' i.e. 

(2.50) 

where <I> is the transition matrix for (2.48). Hence, using the relationship between 

the costate and final state cost in (2.49), the following definition can be derived. 

Using (2.51), with (2.49) and (2.50) also gives 

p(t) is used for simplification purpose. 
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It now follows from (2.46) and (2.52) that the optimal control is of linear feedback 

form 

,.. R-'BT ' 
U =- P. 

U'(t) = -R-'(t)BT(t)P(t)X'(t) 
(2.53) 

- - - -- -- - - - - - -

In order to determine the matrix P(t) , (2.52) can be differentiated to give the 

following. 

p' = Px' + Pi' 

P· • p.' .' 0 x + x -p = 

Substituting appropriate expressions from (2.48) produces the following [Bainett, . 

1985J 

Px' +P(Ax' -BW'BT p')-(-Qx' _AT p')=O 

From (2.52), p' = Px' , thus 

(P+ PA- PBR-'BT P+Q+ AT p)x'(t) = 0 

Since this must hold throughout 0::; t::; tf ' it follows that p(t) satisfies the 

following matrix Riccati differential equation. 

(2.54) 

with boundary condition given by (2.49) and (2.52) as 

(2.55) 

Since M is symmetric, p(t) is symmetric for all t, hence (2.54) represents 

.!.n(n+l) first order quadratic differential equations, which can be integrated 
2 

numerically [Bamett, 1985]. As the numerical integration would be performed 

reverse in time with Equation (2.55) as· an initial condition, R.H.S. of matrix 

Riccati differential equation, (2.54), has to be multiplied by-I. 

This time-varying control theory is applied in a vehicle path optimisation 

problem, and is presented in Chapters 5, 6 and 7. 
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2.5 Summary 

In this chapter, all the models used within this thesis are introduced and their 

significances are discussed. In addition, the characteristics of various vehicles 

used for sensitivity and robustness analysis are also analysed using simple steady

state and transient manoeuvre. Some of the vehicle parameters which are thought 

. to provide an insight into vehicle dynamics are also noted. Finally, the contr~1 
theories used throughout this thesis is introduced. 

Appendix I: Derivation of Understeer Gradient, Equation 2.22 

L L 
o=-+Ka =-+a,-a 

R y R ' 

a -a 
hence, K=' , 

. ay 

From vehicle fore/aft weight distribution 

c 
m, =-m 

I 
b 

m =-m , I 

Front and rear lateral forces are defined as 

Thus the slip angles are derived as follows. 

m,ay a =-
, Ca , 

Therefore understeer gradient, K, is: 
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Chapter 3 

.4WSControl of Handling Dynamics using a Linear 

Optimal Reference Model 

. -: - .' 

This chapter discusses the application of linear optimal control theory to the Four 

Wheel Steer (4WS) .vehicle using a reference model controller. 

With 4WS, the rear tyres are controlled actively to improve low speed 

manoeuvrability and high speed cornering performance of the vehicle. The project 

concentrates on the latter of the two. Both front and rear steering angles are 

controlled actively with respect to the driver steering input as a reference signal 

(4WS - by - wire). This study was originally presented at the 5th International 

Symposium on Advanced Vehicle Control (AVEC), 2000. 

3.1 Introduction 

Design and implementation of an active control system to enhance vehicle 

dynamics is important in order to achieve high quality vehicle handling, especially 

in the limit handling condition. Moreover, improving a vehicle's dynamic 

response close to this limit handling condition leads to improved driving safety. 

However, as the vehicle goes into the limit handling region and nonlinearity 

becomes significant, the altered dynamic response can be considered as useful 

feedback information for skilled drivers, and control objectives are restricted to 

achieving a. progressively linear response. The assumption here is that LQR 

control can be used to extend the linear range without corrupting this feedback. 

The study is carried out through simulation using a 2 Degree-of-Freedom (2DOF) 

linear reference model and a 3 Degree-of-Freedom (3DOF) nonlinear vehicle 

model as described in Section 2 of the previous chapter. The controller is designed 

and applied at two different levels. The primary controller, which controls the 
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reference model, is designed based on a cost function that describes the desired 

vehicle performance. Secondary control is then applied in order to minimise errors 

between the vehicle and the reference model. 

The overall view of the suggested control system is shown in Figure 3.1. There are 

two layers of control: A primary feedbackcoupled to a linear reference model 

provides a controlled reference system based on the yaw and sideslip degrees of 

freedom. A second feedback- is then applied to reduce vehicle/reference error via 

state feedback. - Both of the layers generate both front and rear. steering 

.. modification, and for simplicity, it isassumed that all relevant vehicle states are 

directly available. 

Nonlinear cj>,p 

rl)- Vehicle Model ~ r, v 

-<; , .. ...... ............................................................. 
Linear 

~ Reference Model 

(2DOF) 

lcl Primary Feedback It-
~ ........................................................................ 
r & /),. Secondary Feedback, tJ . 

/ 
Controller's reference 

Figure 3.1 Reference Model Control Structure 

The aim of. this work is to investigate the feasibility of using a simple linear 

reference model and applying linear optimal control theory for both primary and 

secondary controllers. 

First, the design of the primary controller is discussed and the results using this 

primary controller in isolation are then presented. The secondary controller is 

designed and the performance of the overall controller is assessed in terms of a 
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number of design parameters. Finally, an informal examination of the algorithm's 

robustness to plant parameter variations is carried out. 

Since this is a nonlinear problem and only a linear controller is applied, there is a 

lirnitation. to the capability of this specific controller set-up. However, it is 

important to. understand and assess the feasibility of using a linear controller with 

the reference model approach within the nonlinear environment 

3.2 Reference Model· Controller 

- The Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) is used for this study since it is a simple 

linear optimal control theory and hence is applicable for a linear reference model. 

Its cost function is defined as; 

(3.1) 

The optimal gain matrix K is determined by solving the algebraic Riccati equation 

[Barnett, 1985], as described in the previous chapter. 

By definition, a regulator tends to drive all the states to zero. However, this is .. 

clearly not applicable for this study since it will force the vehicle along a straight 

line with zero yawl The standard application of LQR must therefore be changed to 

allow state tracking. 

This is most conveniently achieved by modifying the reference model to include 

an additional state for the command steer input, Sd. This allows costs, J, to be 

prescribed in terms of the desired steady state for any given Sd. Choosing a very 

slow first order dynamic for Sd, the LQR promotes regulation only over a long 

time period. This slow filter is then removed in practice by substituting the known 

steering input during operation. 
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3.2.1 Choice of Cost Function 

There are many ways to interpret the effectiveness of 4WS control, however it is 

not immediately obvious what should be used as the measurement of handling 
--. - - ---. --- - - -- -

performance [Harada, 1996]. Moreover, according to the type of the vehicle to be 

developed, the design criteria may change . 

. The main aim of the cost function for this study is to obtain a vehicle with good 

controllability for the driver. This can be interpreted as linearity in the handling 

dynamics, and therefore· a linear relationship between y~w rate and lateral 

acceleration with respect to forward velocity is chosen as the linearity cost. From 

the dynamic equations of motion for the bicycle model, show in Equation 2.1 in . 

Chapter 2, it is clear that this cost function requires vehicle sideslip acceleration to 

be minimised. 

(3.2) 

However, using this cost function on its own would not be suitable, since the 

controller would tend to cancel out the driver input. This is because minimised 

sideslip is· readily achievable by applying zero net steer this will minimise both 

yaw rate and lateral acceleration! Clearly an additional constraint is required to 

force the vehicle to yaw. 

It is generally considered that vehicles with neutral steer characteristic have the 

best handling dynamics when assessed purely objectively. Using the definition of 

steady-state yaw rate gain, Equation 3.3, it is possible to derive the neutral steer 

yaw rate as a function of driver steering input, 

u 
Ku 2 

1+
g 

(3.3) 

where K represents the understeer gradient. For the neutral steer vehicle (K equal 

to zero), the yaw rate gain is simply the ratio of vehicle forward velocity to the 

wheelbase length. Thus an additional cost function, the neutral steer cost, is stated 

as follows. 
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(3.4) 

An aggregate cost function is then defined simply as a combination of these two 

functions and is shown in Equation 3.5. 

I=(I-J)Jb -urtdt+JJ(r-~od Jdt .. 

+[OfA][~~I~J 
(3.5) 

The weighting parameter A. was determined by minimising an auxiliary cost 

function, 

J = max{Il~J), I2iJ)} 
I, 12 

where 1,(A.) is the cost associated with Equation 3.2 for the particular design, and 

7, is the corresponding cost for the conventional 2WS, similarly for J2(A.) and 72 , 

Sharp [Sharp, 2005] studied the influence of the rear to front steering ratio on the 

required preview distance. At low speed, this had negligible influence. However, 

at higher speeds (64 mJs), required preview distance increased up to the ratio of 

0.6. The distance then decreased when the proportion of rear wheel steer is 

increased further. In this thesis, this ratio is not regulated. The controller is simply 

asked to minimise the cost function shown in Equation 3.5. The control 

parameters k\ and k2 in Equation 3.5 are then chosen to impose an overall 

constraint on the steering magnitude. Sharp stated that further work needs to be 

carried out to investigate the correlation between the required preview distance 

and handling qualities. 

3.2.2 Performance 

To examine the effectiveness of the basic reference model control structure, the 

LQR feedback gain is applied both within the reference model (Figure 3.1 with 

the secondary controller set to zero) and as a direct feedback to the nonlinear 

plant. This plant includes nonlinearity due to lateral force saturation and the 
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vertical load dependency (and hence weight transfer). A sinusoidal steer command 

(Od) is used for thi s simulation in order to emulate a single lane change manoeuvre 

and a conventional uncontrolled 2ws response is also shown for compari son. 

Figure 3.2 shows the characteristics of the neutral steer cost, Equation 3.4, where 

zero cost is obtained via a unit slope straight line, and it is clear that the controller 

perfo rms di stincti vely better when applied through reference model control. 
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Figure 3.2 Neutral Steer Cost 

0.8 

Figure 3.3 compares the corresponding vehicle paths. The reference model 

controller enables the vehicle to turn in sharper, hence achieving steady state 

lateral di splacement quicker than the conventional vehicle. In comparison, the 

direct controller cannot perform a single lane change manoeuvre in the desired 

manner for the same running condition. 
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Figure 3.4 shows the time history for the linearity cost term (ay - ur) for the three 

cases. It is clear that the conventional 2ws vehicle has the worst cost. By contrast, 

the cost is controlled very well when the primary controller is applied via the 

linear 2DOF plant. When this controller is applied directly to the 3DOF nonlinear 

plant, the performance degrades. 

From the above results, it can be concluded that the primary control ler should only 

be used as a reference model controller. In order to improve the management of 

nonlinearity still further, the secondary feedback is now considered. 

3.3 Secondary Feedback Controller Design 

The secondary controller is des igned to minimise differences between the 

reference model and the veh icle. Since the reference model is linear, thi s 

secondary controller is required to compensate for the nonlinearity of the system 

and al so the additional vehicle roll mode. The secondary feedback is again 

designed using LQR, but here the system model is taken to be the lineari sed 

combined reference and vehicle model as shown in Figure 3.5 below. In other 

words, reference model controlled vehicle becomes the "new system plant", which 

is then lineari sed in order to obtain Secondary LQR conu·ol gain . Flow-chm1 for 

the controller design is shown in Figure 3.6. 

I inpdata pi/180 driver 

steer angl e deg to lad secondary control states V-,. primary control 

3DOF Nonlinear 
Ve hi cle 

prima", control J 
driVer 

states 

2DO F Linear 
Referen ce Model 

I K I 
I I 

Secondary LOR Co ntrol 

Figure 3.5 Simulink Reference Model Control Structure 
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Linearise the Controll ed Plant 

(3DOF + Control based on 2DOF Ref. Model) 

! 
Obtain Secondary Contro ller Gain 

for Iineari sed controlled plant 

~ 
Obtain Secondary Controller Gain 

Figure 3.6 Secondary Feedback Controller Design Flow Chart 

The cost functi on for the secondary contro ller is taken as ; 

(3.6) 

where the subscript e represents error values. A values are then set such that the 

original cost functi on, Equation 3.5, is minimised. Three different controll er types 

are obtained by applying various restrictions to Alo 1..2 and 1..3. 

3.3.1 Parameter Optimisation 

Type l - 1..1- = 1..3 = 0 

Yaw velocity and sideslip velocity info rmation is avail able from both the linear 

reference model and the nonlinear vehicle. Thus the controller could be designed 

simply to mi nimise the difference between these states fro m the two models. This 

is the most basic form of the secondary controller since the roll degree of freedo m 

is not directl y controlled. The weighting AI between the sideslip and yaw velocity 

errors is determined by minimising the dynamic cost function in Equation 3.5 for 

the total system simulation, incl uding the non-linear vehicle model. 

• 
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Type2 

Using the AI value obtained from the Type I controller, weighting factors for roll 

velocity and roll angle are now also detennined using the standard Nelder-Mead 

downhill simplex minimisation. Results are shown in Tables 2 and 3, and it is 

clear that a large improvement in the linearity cost, J J is achieved with additional 

roll damping. Figure 3.7 shows the time hi story of yaw rate and sides lip ve locity 

along with the driver steering input (scaled by 0.5 for clarity) using this Type 2 

controller. It can be seen that this controller set-up produces better transient 

response of yaw rate and hence reaches steady state quickly. Furthermore, the 

vehicle response is much more in phase with the dri ver steering input, which 

clearly is an objective improvement. Moreover, neutral steer cost is slightly 

improved despite the reduced yaw rate; thi s is due to the reduced phase difference 

between the driver steering input and the subsequent yaw rate. 

In order to produce this sharp transient response, the controller invokes a higher 

roll velocity than the conventional 2WS vehicle as shown in Figure 3.8. This plot 

also shows that the roll angle is more in phase with the driver steering input, and 

the maxi mum roll angle is found to be approximately of the same magnitude to 

that of a conventional vehicle. 
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Type 3 

All three weighting faclOrs are now optimised simultaneously to seek a further 

reduction in the cost function . However, for this optimisation it was found that the 

Nelder-Mead optimisation was prone to finding local minima. An attentive Tabu 

Search' optimisation [Sait and Yousse f, 1999] was therefore used in combinati on 

with Nelder-Mead. Tabu Search utili ses solutions of the local neighbourhood and 

the best so lution is stored. One of the unique features of the method is that the 

search continues even when no improved so lution is found in the neighbourhood. 

This allows the search to 'escape' from local minima. In order to prevent cycl ing, 

recently visited solutions are stored in memory for a specified period of 

simulations. These form a tabu. list and movement to these solutions is prohibited 

unless an aspiration criterion is met. This usage of memory makes Tabu Search 

di stinctive from other algorithms. 

From Table 3. 1, it is noticeable that the Type 3 controller places much higher 

weighting on the roll angle, with roll velocity cost being kept relatively low. 

Furthermore, the weighting on the yaw rate error is reduced by a significant 

amount. Thus it is clear that there is a signi ficant difference between controller 

types 2 and 3. 

Controller AI 1..2 1,,3 

Type I 0. 160 0 0 

Type 2 0.160 O.Oll 0.4346 

Type 3 0.0633097 27.539 0.39884 

Table 3.1 Optimised Weighting Values 

Table 3.2 shows the effect of different controller set-ups on the resultant cost. By 

including a roll damping with fixed Ai. the overall cost is reduced by 

approximately half, compared to Type l . Moreover, the cost is reduced further by 

a noticeable amount under the Type 3 controller; an overall cost reduction of 60% 

is achieved when Type 3 controller performance is compared against Type I . This 
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illustrates the importance of multi-parameter optimisation when designing a 

controller. 

Controller J I 

Type I 300.868 

Type 2 149.9495 

Type 3 11 5.3567 

12.9 123 

12.2385 

11.540 I 

J 

313.7803 

162. 1880 

126.8976 

Table 3.2 Resultant Cost using Different set-ups 

3.3.2 Performance Evaluation 

Havi ng optimised both primary and secondary controllers, the incremental benefit 

of adding Secondary Control can be examined. Tests are carried out using four 

degrees of sinusoidal steer input (s ingle lane change) at a fo rward velocity of 25 

m/so Case I refers to reference model contro l using a primary controller onl y. 

Case 2 refers to a reference model control approach using both primary and 

secondary controllers. 

Table 3.3 shows that total cost is reduced conSiderably when the secondary 

controller is added using the reference model approach, justifying its use. The case 

2 system controls the non linear dynamics reasonably well ; it can be seen that 

linearity cost is improved by 45% over the case I controller. By contrast, around 4 

% increase in the neutral steer cost is observed. Since linearity cost is the 

dominant factor, the dramatic reduction in this cost leads to a 42.5% reducti on in 

total cost. 

Controller J I 

Case 1 209.2330 

Case 2 11 5.3567 

11.0674 

11.5401 

J 

220.3004 

126.8976 

Table 3.3 Comparison of Direct & Reference Model Control 
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Figure 3.9 Linearity Cost 
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The linearity cost characteristic is shown in Figure 3.9, where the difference 

between the two controller applications is especiall y significant within the low 

yaw rate region. Moreover, al though the Case I cost is better than the 

conven tional 2ws vehicle cost, the relationshi p between yaw rate and lateral 

acceleration becomes highl y nonlinear for the Case I controller when the yaw rate 

magni tude exceeds 0.25. Thi s is clearl y an undesirable effect. 
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Figure 3. 10 shows the neutral steer cost characteri stics, where the difference 

between Cases I and 2 is much smaller. Major improvement over the 

conventional vehicle is seen for both cases. It is noticeable that the conventional 

vehicle exhibits stronger understeer characteristics at the initial turn compared to 

the 4ws vehicle. When the steering angle is then reduced, the yaw rate shows 

noti ceable hysteresis, in other words, the vehicle is oversteering for thi s phase of 

the manoeuvre. This hys teresis effect is much reduced for the 4WS vehicles. It is 

interesting to note also that when this controller is applied to a linear system, it is 

possible to achieve this plot with almost no hysteresis characteri stics. 
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Resultant vehicle paths for the three cases are shown in Figure 3. 11 . The initial 

understeering characteristic of the conventional 2WS vehicle is noticeable 

compared to cases I and 2. Moreover, the termi nal oversteer in the later part of the 

manoeuvre is signi ficant on the vehicle paths. Although it is reduced considerably, 

same loss of control is also evident in the paths of the vehicle with the Case 

controller. 

Until now the control algorithms have been optimised and tested on a single lane 

change manoeuvre. To confirm that th e resulting controll ers are not uniquely 

tuned to this input, a simple design/test matri x of results was generated for two 

very di fferent input conditions. One is a si nuso idal steer test and the other a 

random steer test. Due to the physical ability of a human driver, the steering input 

on the random steer test has a frequency limit of 5Hz. 
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The parameter optimisation process is fi rst carried out for AI, A2 and A3 on each 

case. The controllers are then tested on both inputs. The resul tant costs are shown 

in Table 3.4, with test types placed in columns and the controller types in rows. It 

is clear that the controller designed using a single lane change manoeuvre 

achieves better perfOlmance. 

Table 3.5 shows the optimised parameter sett ings fo r both of the controllers and it 

can be agreed that they are noticeabl y different. The 'Random steer' contro ller has 

signi ficantly less roll angle cost and much larger roll velocity cost, through the 

yaw rate error cost is kept small for both controllers. 

Controller \ Test Sinusoidal Random 

Sinusoidal 126.8976 9685.8 

(Ref. I) (14 % increase w. r.!. Ref. 2) 

Random 2J 6.27 16 8482.2 

(70 % increase w. r.!. Ref. I ) (Ref .2) 

Table 3.4 Resultant Cost of Controller \ Test Swap 

Sinusoidal 0.0633 10 

Random 0.0 18993 

27.539 

2.9259 

0.39884 

1.9979 

Table 3.5 Optimised Controller Parameters 

3.4 Robustness Evaluation 

In order to investi gate the robustness of the controller, two further tests are carried 

out. One is a parametric sensitivity analysis, where various vehicle parameter 

values are al tered within a small range and the subsequent changes in the cost are 

noted. The second is the analysis of additional rear passenger weight; this attempts 

to simulate the reasonably severe change in a vehicle parameter which the 

controller is expected to overcome in real life. 
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3.4.1 Sensitivity Analysis 

5% changes are made to various vehic le parameters in order to assess the 

sensi ti vity of vehicle performance. The changes made to the parameters are as 

listed in Table 3.6 below. 

No. Parameter Units ori ginal modified 

Front ax le load kg 800 840 

2 CC. height m 0.6 0.63 

3 Rear roll centre m 0.5 0.525 

4 Rear damper Ns/m 1200 11 40 

5 Front track m 1.5 1.425 

6 Front spring N/m 20000 2 1000 

7 Yaw inel1ia kgm2 2500 2625 

8 Rol1 inertia kgm2 200 2 10 

9 Tyre peak Fy N 6054.9 5736 

Table 3.6 List of Parameter Changes 

The result of thi s anal ysis using the sinusoidal steer test is shown in Table 3.7. 

) I )2 JtOt % increase 

Original 115.36 11 .54 126.90 

Front ax le load 9 1.1 69 11.90 103.07 - 18.78 

C.G. height 11 8. 19 12.05 130.24 2.63 

Rear rol1 centre 147.15 11.37 158.52 24.92 

Rear damper 11 7.55 11.55 129. 11 1.74 

Front track 95.021 11.73 106.75 -15.88 

Front spring 111.64 11.52 123. 16 -2.94 

Yaw inertia 119.72 11.63 131.35 3.5 1 

Rol1 inertia 11 8.35 11 .56 129.9 1 2.38 

Tyre peak Fy 108.60 12.50 12 1.10 -4.57 

Table 3.7 Result of Sensitivity Analysis 
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Generall y, the controller can be said to be robust to these variations since the 

changes in the resultant cost are fa irl y small . The most significant change in the 

cost is observed when the rear roll centre height is raised, and the increased front 

axle load and reduced front track are also significant. The cost is actually reduced 

for the latter two cases, however. It is interesting that improvement in the 

aggregate cost is observed when the parameter change induces understeer in the 

vehicle - represented by tests I, 5 and 6. Also, changing the vehicle yaw inertia 

makes very little difference in terms of the state matrix (in the order of 10.4 ) , but 

its effect is still noticeable in the resultant cost. 

3.4.2 Effect of Additional Rear Passenger Weight 

In order to examine the robustness of the contro ller for a reasonably severe 

change, an additional rear passenger weight of 100 kg is considered. The 

passenger is positioned above the rear ax le in the middle of the right hand side 

seat. As a consequence, several other parameters are al tered as well as the vehicle 

mass and these are shown in Table 3.8 below. 

Change in Unit Value 

Vehicle Weight kg + 100 

Vehicle e.G. height m + 0.0 133 

Yaw inel1ia 
, 

kg m- + 19 1.8 

Roll inertia ko m2 
0 + 14.06 

Table 3.8 Altered Parameters and Their Values 

When the 4ws active controller is applied to thi s addi ti onal rear passenger case, 

the overall cost ri ses from 126.90 to 367.7780 - a 290% increase. However, 

although thi s seems severe, the resul tant path of the vehicle in Figure 3. 12 shows 

otherwise. The paths of the acti ve 4WS vehicle for both original and additional 

rear weight cases are very similar. This compares to the relatively disastrous effect 

seen for the conventional 2WS vehicle. 
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Table 3.9 shows that the percentage increase in the overall cost is due to poor 

performance in the linearity cost. 

Costs Root Mean Square Values 

J, h J'OI re ve <P p 

radls mls rad radls 

208.2 5.67 189.8 6.28 55.8 8.44 6.42 

Table 3.9 Percentage increase in Cost 

Figure 3. 13 shows the comparison of linearity cost for both tests together with the 

reference model perfonnance and the command steering input. It is noticeable that 

the cost is particularly high in transient states at end of the manoeuvre and also 

when the steering crosses zero. Increased phase delay effect can also be seen for 

the additional rear passenger weight case. 
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Tabu Search, as explained in the section 3.3 .1 , can be used to investigate the effect 

of redesigning the controller, given the new vehicle parameters. The search result 

is as shown in the fIrst row of Table 3.1 0 and a 32% reduction in the aggregate 

cost is achieved. Using this solution from Tabu Search as the initial cond ition, 

Nelder-Mead is used to determine the minimum condition and its result is shown 

in the second raw of Table 3. 10. Results indicate the effecti veness of combining 

these two techniques. The hi gher values of A2 and A3 compared to Table 3.5 

(sinusoidal) imply the need for improved control of roll displacement and 

velocity. Hence, although the added load tends to degrade dynamic perfo rmance, 

there is scope to reduce this effect by controller adaptation. More signifi cantly, the 

vehicle path is robust to these changes, in that the same steer input produces 

roughl y the same cornering behaviour. This "dynamic neutral steer" property is 

very desirable, as it reduces the need for the dri ver to compensate for vehicle 

parameter changes. 
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Tabu search 

Nelder-Mead 

3.5 Conclusions 

0.063 

o 
37.98 

85.45 

1.994 

2.847 

229.236 

195.749 

Table 3.10 Effect of Re-Optimisation 

14.0536 

14.8870 

243 .29 

2 10.63 

Linear optimal control theory has been applied to 4WS control in order to enhance 

vehicle handling dynamics. Both linearity and neutral steer cost functions are 

defined and assessed as being reasonably sati sfactory. A linear reference model is 

used as a primary feedback and a secondary controller is applied in order to 

control the non linearity and extra degree of freedom. It is found that the secondary 

controller reduces the overall cost function by a considerable amount. Moreover, 

the secondary controller performs at its best when all avail able cost parameters are 

optimised simultaneously . 

Robustness of the controller was investigated and it was found that the controller 

designed on the sinusoidal steer test inherits reasonably good robustness. 

Moreover, the sensiti vity analysis revealed that the controller is robust to small 

changes in the various vehicl e parameter values. These results indicate potential 

advantages in biasi ng the uncontrolled vehicle towards understeer. Al so, there is 

scope in the future work to make the secondary controller adaptive or nonlinear to 

improve pelformance and robustness. 
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Chapter 4 

Vehicle Path Optimisation using a Time-Variant Linear 

Optimal Reference Control: Part 1 

In Chapter 3, a linear time-invariant reference model control structure was 

designed as a 4WS controller. The controller was developed with a 3DOF 

handling model, as described in Section 2.2 of Chapter 2. It showed that the 

system is able to control vehicle behaviour according to a certain prescribed 

dynamic characteristics. 

This Chapter discusses the app lication of time-varying linear optimal contro l 

theory, which is an extension of the controller used in Chapter 3. The controller is 

applied to the vehicle path optimisation problem using a reference model control 

structure, which was used in Chapter 3. 

One of the most obvious examples of vehicle path optimisation in real life is that 

of racing line determination and simulating obstacle avoidance manoeuvres. [n 

this study, the racing line determination problem is solved using a time-variant 

linear optimal controller as described in Chapter 2. The controller is app lied to a 

3DOF handling model, which was also used for the 4 WS study in Chapter 3. 

The optimisation method is tested for extreme cases where a vehicle is at the limit 

of adhesion as well as for sub-limit comering manoeuvres. The validity and 

robustness of the controller is then carefully examined. Finall y, the effects of 

changing vehicle dynamic characteristics on the resultant optimum vehicle path 

are investigated. The part of this study was presented at the 6'h International 

Symposium on Advanced Vehicle Control CA VEC 2002) in September 2002, 

Hiroshima, Japan. 
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4.1 Introduction 

The nonlinear vehicle model is represented by time-varying linear models and 

controller gains are determined with respect to the linearised sequence. The 

solution is obtained through iterations where the previous result acts as a reference 

trajectory. An initial veh icle trajectory is set so that it roughly traces the road 

centre line. Alternatively, the initial trajectory can also be deri ved uSing an 

automated driver, such as that based on a convergent vector field approach 

[Gordon, 2002] . 

As a vehicle approaches the limit of its performance envelope, the nonlinearity of 

the system becomes very signi ficant. In order to express thi s change in vehicle 

characteristics with respect to the operating cond itions, the system is represented 

by continuous time-varying linear models. The advantages of linearising a system 

is that the solution guarantees loca l optimality, and the system itself can be 

investigated analytically at various operating points. 

4.2 Control of 3 DOF Model 

4.2.1 Controller Design 

The time-varying linear optimal controller, described in Section 2.4 of Chapter 2, 

is used for this study, the motivation being that it is capable of representing 

varying vehicle characteri stics wi th respect to vari ous operating conditions. 

Moreover, since it is a linear method, optimality is guaranteed provided that the 

deviation from the linearised dynamics is controlled sufficientl y small. Recall that 

the cost function is defined as follows. 

The optimal gain matrix K(t) ; 

is determined by solving the matrix Riccati equation, (2.54), in reverse time. 
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(2.54) 

with the boundary condition, 

(2.55) 

(Barnelt, ]985] 

The problem is formulated as the maximisation of a travelled distance within a 

given period of time. The LQR cost funct ion is defined using two different 

objectives, which are to achieve: 

i) the maximum distance fDr a given time periDd, and 

ii) the minimum deviatiDn from the previDus trajectory 

These cost functions work against each other; the second objective is only 

required in order to limit the change in dynamics from the previous iteration 

within the linear regiDn. Provided this condition is met, the cont.rol actiDns on ly 

depend on the distance pal1 of the cost function. 

The first objective is implemented through the Riccati matrix at final time, in 

other words by setting an initial cond ition shown in Equati on 4. 1. A pseudo 

di splacement state, Yp , is introduced as a target value. The final state cost, M, 

shown in Eq uatiDn 4. 1 is fDrmulated in terms of an errOr between the target and 

actual distance. Mc is a constant that is used to control the magnitude of this cost. 

(4 1 ) 

Reference model structure is defined as shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1 Reference Model Structure 

From Figure 4.1 , it can be seen that the controller works on the devi ation of the 

states from the reference model rather than their absolute values, except for the 

pseudo state. The problem is solved iterati vely, in other words, the reference 

system is defined by the solution at the prev ious iteration, and the new trajectory 

will then become a reference for the next iteration. Since the whole control 

strategy is based on the time-varying linear system, the deviation from the 

reference trajectory has to be kept adequately small so that the lineari sed models 

remain valid . This is achieved through an appropriate scaling of the control cost 

matrix R, which limits the magnitude of the control inputs and hence the 

subsequent change in the dynamics. Provided thi s condition is met, the control 

actions only depend on the di stance paft of the cost function - i.e. max imum 

performance becomes the sole objective. 

For, the second objective, a quadratic road geometry constraint is applied through 

the Q matrix. Its magnitude is defined so that the nearest boundary has a cos t of 

fixed magnitude. This means that the local gradient of this cost becomes steeper as 

the vehicle moves towards the edge of the road . This is required in order to ensure 

that the vehicle stays within the road boundary. This cost function is shown in 

Equation 4.2; it is time varying and also updated at every iteration. Therefore the 

reference trajectory always has a zero cost. This limits the change in control 

magnitude. 

(4.2) 
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where ni , and ni2 are unit direction vectors, Gd is a weighting factor and q is used 

to control the cost magnitude as, 

G q ::: ,I ') 

(I &Ih I + 1~lln" It 
(4.3) 

An example of the road geometry cost for a corner is shown in Figure 4 .2. In this 

figure, the reference vehicle position is taken along the middle of the road (hence, 

hav ing zero cost along the middle). The w idth of the road shown in this figure is 

much wider and the magnitude of the cost is much higher than the ones actuall y 

used . This is pure ly for graphical clarity purpose . 
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Figure 4.2 Road Geometry Constraints 
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400 

Since the optimisation problem is solvered iteratively, the road geomeU'y 

constraints are adjusted such that the reference trajectory always has the zero 

associated cost. As mentioned earlier, such format ion of road geometry cost keeps 

the deviation from the previous trajectory (solution) to minimum. This is required 

in order to ensure that the linearised models remain valid within the optimisation 
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process. Figure 4.3 shows an example of the way in which the road geometry 

constraints are updated over the oplimisation process. The figure shows road 

width on the x-axis with 0 as the centre line and associated cost on the y-axis. The 

road is 20 meters wide and the initial trajectory is set at the centre line (hence it 

has zero cost at the centre line). The red line shows the updated road geometry 

constraint when the vehicle is di splaced Sm closer to the right hand side boundary. 

As the magnitude of the cost remains at a fi xed value at the nearest boundary, the 

cost gradient is now steeper. The black line shows the cost profile when the 

vehicle is driven even closer to the boundary (s imilar to a corner apex condition) . 

The associated cost gradient is very steep, which makes it very expensive to move 

away from thi s trajectory. 
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Figure 4.3 Updating Road Geometry Constraints 

Figure 4.4 shows the flow chart of the optimisation algorithm. First of all, 

linearised models are obtained along a re ference vehicle trajectory. The matrix 

Riccati equation, (2.54), is then solved in reverse time along the linearised 
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sequence. The optimal gain matrix , K(t) = -R-1(t)B T (t) P(I) , is determined and 

applied in forward time. The new trajectory then becomes a reference trajectory 

for a next iteration with zero associated road geometry cost, as explained earl ier. 

Lineari sation of reference trajectory 

Reverse- Time Integration of RicCQci equation 

Determine Control Gain sequence 

App ly Control in forward time 

New Trajectory 

Figure 4.4 Optimisation Algorithm Flow-Chart 

As mentioned previously, the optimisation method is form ul ated using a 3 

Degree-of-Freedom (3DOF) vehicle handling model , where the forward vehicle 

velocity remains constant. Hence the single control input is the rate of change of 

steering angJ e. 

4.2.2 Cornering Optimisation Initial Result 

Figure 4.5 below shows the initial result of a double-corner optimisation. It can be 

seen that the controller is able to detennine the apex for the first corner. However, 

the path is clearly not optimised for the second corner. Although the optimisation 

failed to find the second apex, it can be seen that it is driving the vehicle towards 

it. It is noticeable that the vehicle path becomes very close to the edge of the track 

at the end of the manoeuvre as well as at the first apex. This could prevent any 

further deviation from this "new reference" path, because the cost associated with 
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the road geometry is very hi gh at these two points, hence it may lock the veh icle 

pos ition. 
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Figure 4.5 Double Corner Optimisation Result 

4.2.3 Validation using Steady-State Simulation 

300 

Following the above result, it is clear that the validity of the optimisation method 

needs to be investigated. Steady-state simulation at limit handling condition is 

used for this purpose. 

A steady-state steering pad test is emulated using a ramp steer simulation at the 

ftxed vehicle forward velocity of 35 m/s. Steering angle is increased at a moderate 

rate of 1/3 degrees per second to ensure the steady-state. The result is processed 

using an understeer gradient calculation [Dixon, 1997] , as used in Section 3.1 of 

Chapter 2. Figure 4.6 shows the resultant characteri stics. From thi s ftgure, it can 

be discovered that the maximum lateral acceleration of O.8G is achieved at 4.72 

degrees of steering input. 
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Figure 4.6 Understeer Gradient Characteristics 

This steering angle, correspond ing to the max imum lateral acceleration, is applied 

to an uncontrolled system together with the cOITespond ing initial state conditions. 

Figure 4.7 shows the resultant vehicle trajectory with thi s constant steering angle 

input. The vehicle is driven at the minimum steady-state turning radius fo r a given 

vehicle forward velocity . 
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Figure 4_7 Vehicle Path with Constant Steer Input for Maximum Lateral 

Acceleration 

The validation problem is formulated such that the final time is fixed at the point 

where thi s steady-state simulation reaches the quadrant of the circle shown in 

Figure 4.7. In other words, if the simulation is started from the co-ordi nate [0, 0] , 

the steady-state simulation takes the vehicle to the top of the circle ([ 11 0, I 10]) 

with in this given time period. Therefore, the pseudo di splacement state is defined 

in terms of the final lateral distance covered by the steady- state simulation, hence 

it needs to be longer than 110 meters. 

The assumption made in this validation exercise is that the optimisation can 

determine the steering input in order to displace a controlled vehicle to the target 

lateral displacement within a given amount of time. For the very flfst iteration , the 

reference steering angle is set zero for all time, however the states and lateral 

force initial conditions are set according to the peak lateral acceleration case. The 

resultam vehicle paths at the various stages of iterations are shown in Figure 4 .8, 
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together with the target steady-state path (black dotted line). It can be seen that the 

vehicle trajectory is continuously updated in order to achieve the increased final 

lateral displacement val ue. The final di splacement en-or at the final iteration is 0 .4 

% when compared to the steady- state reference . 
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Figure 4.8 Vehicle Path Validation Result 

The controlled steering angle characteristic is shown in Figure 4.9. It is clear that 

the resultant steering angle, represented by the blue line, is significantl y different 

from the black dotted line, which is the steady-state optimum. However, the final 

di splacements achieved are very similar in both cases. This is an interesting point 

from a controllabi lity point of view. It can be argued that resultant steering angle 

may achieve very similar performance with more controllabi lity retained in the 

dynamics throughout the manoeuvre. The optimised steering angle actuall y 

exceeds the target value after 4 seconds, hence one may think that the associated 

trajectory is less controllable. However, it can be observed that the optimised 

trajectory onl y crosses the point of limit adhesion momentarily, whereas the target 

trajectory stays on it all the time. Therefore the time-varying linear model for the 
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optimised trajectory retains non-zero gradient fo r majority of the time period. This 

will be investigated via determination of the Controllability Gramian, which will 

be di scussed in the next chapter. 
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Figure 4.9 Resultant Steering Angle Profile 

Figure 4. 10 shows that the roll angle and velocity states are converging towards 

the optimal steady-state values. Noticeable osc ill ations are present at the earli er 

time period is present due to the "incompatible" combination of the initial states, 

which are taken from the peak perfo rmance, and relatively small steering angle 

magnitude. This oscillation reduces thmugh the iterations as the steering angle 

profi le becomes more suitable to the state initial conditions. 
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Normalised tyre forces are shown in Figure 4.1l. A tyre is at the limit of adhesion 

when the normali sed force is equal to 1.0 [Milliken, 1995]. It can be seen that the 

front tyres stay at the limit after the transient period of approximatel y 2 seconds. 

Moreover, rear tyres are also utili sed at an average 93% of the ir capabi lity with 

some oscillati ons. Therefore, together with the final lateral displacement and 

vehicl e path result discussed earlier, it can be concluded that the optimisation 

method is capable of solving a problem at the vici nity of the fri ction limit. 

4.2.4 Optimisation Issue 

Although the accuracy of the res ult is acceptable in terms of the achieved final 

di splacement and trajectory, it was fo und that the optimisation method itself is 

still not very stable. This is apparent as the cost sometimes increases when the 

optimisation becomes very close to the limit handling condition . An example of 

the optimisation res ult in terms of the final displacement over the iterati ons is 

shown in Figure 4. 12. It is clear that beyond 56'h iteration the cost tluctuates due 

to the reduction in final displacement achieved. 
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Figure 4.12 Optimisation Result over Iterations 
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From the definition of optimal control [Bamett, 1985], the result at the new 

iteration should a1waysbe an improvement on the previous iteration. However, 

this is clearly not the case in Figure 4.12. One possible cause of this error is on the 

regulation of control signal magnitude. If the control magnitude is large enough so 

that the dynamics can no longer be represented accurately by the time-varying 

linearised model, the optimisation fails. However, this can. be and is carefully 

regulated via the magnitude of road geometry cost, Equations 4.2 and 4.3, and the 

control cost, R, in Equation 2.95. 

In order to further investigate this issue, the concept of Controllability needs to be 

investigated, which will be discussed in the following chapters. 

4.3 Summary 

An iterative method for optimum path finding problem is established using linear 

time-varying controller, and is applied to a 3DOF vehicle handling model. 

Path optimisation was performed for simple double-corner geometry (two 90 

degrees bends connected by short straights). It is found that the optimisation was 

able to find the first apex, however, not the second (whilst it is still driving 

towards it). Since quadratic cost function is used for road geometry constraints, 

the cost gradient becomes significantly high when the vehicle path is very close to 

the edge of the road boundary. This then prevents further deviation at next 

iteration, hence the optimisation is not able to progress further from such point. 

Therefore, the optimisation needs to be formulated in order to avoid this at the 

early stages of the iteration process. 

Because of the issue mentioned above, the validity of optimisation method needs 

to be investigated in another environment. Steady-state "steering pad" simulation 

was used for this purpose and was performed at limit handling condition. It was 

found that the method itself works satisfactory, using the front tyres at the limit 
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capacity whilst retaining some margin at the rear. The optimisation displaced 

vehicle within 0.4% of the theoretical maximum. 

However, the· optimisation encounters a. problem when the· system. condition.· 
. - -- - - --

becomes poor near the . limit handling . situation. This is characterised by 

fluctuation of the resultant cost at later iterations. It is thought . that· the matrix· 

becomes poorly conditioned due to lack of controllability and hence resulting in 

. inappropriate control inputs. This is investigated in following chapters. 
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ChapterS 

The Controllability of a Nonlinear System with Linear 

Time-Varying Modelling Approach 

In Chapter 3, the reference model 4WS control structure was designed in order to. 

achieve particular dynamic characteristics. The hypothe~is is that this particular 

dynamics are thought to be predictable and hence relatively easy to controL The 

system was represented using a linear time-invariant modeL 

In Chapter 4, a linear time-varying method is used in order to better represent the 

vehicle operating conditions through the various dynamic range, including at the 

. limit of adhesion. . This was applied to vehicle path optimisation problem and it 

achieved satisfactory result in terms of the final target. However, there was an 

issue with the optimisation where the cost fluctuates towards the end of the 

iterative method. In order to better understand the mechanism which this failure 

mode occurs, controllability theory must be studied. 

In addition, near the limit of adhesion, a driver experiences that a vehicle becomes 

more "difficult" to controL The prescribed dynamics used in Chapter 3 mayor 

may not make this task easier for a driver. Further research is required in order to 

investigate desirable dynamics for certain operating conditions. It is thought that 

the study of controllability could provide some insight into this topic. 

In this chapter, in-depth discussion of controllability is presented. The brief 

. overview of the controllability for a Linear Time-Invariant (L TI) system is 

followed by the theory for determining the controllability Gramian for a Linear 

Time-Varying (L TV) system, -applicable for the following chapters-, with two 

different methods. The first method uses the state transition matrix, and its 
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procedure and limitation are discussed: The alternative procedure (the ~ Method) 

is then presented and compared. Having defined the method to calculate 

. controllability Gramian, its property is analysed. This is then used to determine 

the open loop control action both as a regulator and tracking controller to further 
-

understand the system dynamics. The method is· firstly tested on the quarter car 

vehicle model due to its simplicity in its dynamics. It is then applied to a 3 

Degree-of-Freedom (3DOF) handling model for steady-state· and cornering 

simulation. The purpose of the steady-state simulation is the validation of the . 

method, where the maximum achievable value (in terms of the set cost function) is 

known for a given test condition. Thus the relationship between a vehicle reaching 

. the limit performance and controllability can be studied. 

5.1 Introduction 

. Prior to designing a controller to target certain performance objectives, it is 

essential to determine whether the objectives can actually be met through the 

specified set of control inputs or not. When a vehicle is driven within a non

demanding environment, states are expected to be transferable from one value to 

the other within a "reasonable" range. By contrast, if a vehicle is at the limit of its 

performance envelope, the states can only be transferable in one direction. In other 

words, regardless of whether the control effort is increased or decreased, the states 

are transferred to the direction such that it degrades the resultant vehicle 

performance. This means that the objective function itself may have to be altered 

depending on the vehicle operating conditions or some other means of control 

needs to be applied. For example, the 4WS controlled vehicle described in the 

Chapter 3 may lose its controllability due to lateral force saturation. Then, it is no 

longer able to achieve the given objective function. Other means of control, such 

as direct yaw moment control or active suspension, could then be used to "regain" 

some controllability. 

Most of the work undertaken within this research project involves a vehicle 

operating at or close to the limit of adbesion. Therefore it is important to 

understand this controllability information in order to assess the controller 
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performance. The actual integration of controllability into a controller, however, is 

outside the scope of this thesis. 

As mentioned earlier, a 4WS controller was designed in Chapter 3 so that the 

vehicle has certaifl dynamic characteristics. If the controller was able to achieve -

the same level of performance with various vehicle set-ups (for example), it might 

be possible. to argue that the one that retains the highest controllability is the 

desired set-up. 

In order to anaJ.yse the dynamics of a nonline.ar system, the system can be 

represented by a tiine~varying Ifnear model [Silvenn.an, 1967]. This enables one to 

investigate the controllability of the system analytically. When a nonlinear system 

is linearised at the peak of its performance range, the gradient of the linearised 

system approaches zero. Hence the system is insensitive to any input value 

variation. This fools the controller and it leads to a demand signal being 

unnecessarily large. Controllability information can be used to regulate the control 

effort accordingly in order to avoid such a situation in a formal manner. 

In this chapter, the derivation and property of controllability is discussed in detail, 

especially in the case of linear time varying system. The theoretical approach is 

then compared against the more practical approach, and their relative merits and 

demerits are discussed. 

5.2 Controllability of Time-Invariant System 

The controllability of a time-invariant system is well documented in various 

literatures. Although time-invariant controllability is not directly applied in this 

thesis, it is studied here since its understanding is fundamental to further work 

described in this chapter. 

Consider the constant system 

x=Ax+Bu (5.1) 
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The above system is said to be controllable at t = to if it is possible to define an 

unconstrained control signal that will transfer an initial state to any final state in a 

finite time interval to ::; t ::; tl [Barnett,1985]. The stronger condition of complete 

controllability requires every state to be controllable. 

The solution to (5.1) can be written as [BarI1ett,1985] 

. Assume that the final state is the origin of the state space, we have 

or 

e-Ar can be written [Rugh, 1996] 

.-1 

e-A
< = La,(,,)A' 

. k=O 

Substituting (5.4) into (5.3) gives 

Define 

Then (5.5) becomes 

.-1 

x(O) = -LA' B J;' a,(1")u( ")If,, 
- k=O_ 

.-1 

x(O)=-LAkBP, 
_ k:::O 

Po 
PI 

=[B AB A2B ... A·-IB] ,02 

Po 
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For a system to be completely controllable for given any initial state x(O) , (5.6) 

has to be satisfied. Therefore the system is completely controllable if and only if 

the controllability matrix 

U=[B . ABA2Bo..An
-

1B]. 

has rank n, or the vectors areline!lI'ly independent. [Barnett, 1985] 

5.3 Controllability of Time-Varying System· 

The controllability theory for time-invariant system is then extended to a time

varying system. This information is used in the following chapters where the 

research is based on a time-varying linear model representation. 

5.3.1 State Transition Matrix Method 

Consider the uncontrolled linear time varying system 

x(t) = A(t)x(t), x(O) = xo (5.7) 

If A(t) is continuous for t ~ 0 then (5.7) has a unique solution for t ~ 0 given by 

x(t) = X (t )xo' where X (t) is the unique n x n matrix satisfying 

dX = A(t)X(t), 
dt .. 

X(O) = I. (5.8) 

[Barnett, 1985] 

In order to solve (5.8) with the given initial condition for the state being the 

identity matrix, the Scaling Matrix, S, has to be defined. 

The system equation with non-scaled states is: x(t) = A(t)x(t) 

Scaling is applied as follows 

z=Az 

x=Sz 

Sz= ASz 

z=S-IASz 

:. A(t) = S-IA(t)S 
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Scaling matrix is a diagonal matrix whose elements consist of the "typical large 

values" of the states. Having solved (5.8), State Transition Matrix is then defined 

as follows and it exists for all t, to:2: 0, [Barnett, 1985] .. 

. (5.9) 

By direct differentiation, it can be verified that 

. (5.10) 

is the solution of (5.7) with the initial condition of x(to) = xo' [Barnett, 1985]. In 

other words,the transition matrix, 4>(t, to) , transfers the states from Xo tox(t). 

From (5.10) and the definition of a system matrix, A, it is clear that the transition 

matrix can be expressed in exponential form as follows. 

(5.11) 

Hence, the solution of the controlled system 

x(t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t )u(t) (5012) 

subject to the initial condition x(to) = Xo can be given using the state transition 

matrix as 

(5.13) 

[Barnett, 1985] 

The controlled system, (5.12), is said to be completely controllable (c.c.) if for any 

to, any initial state x(to) = xoand any given final state x, there exists a finite time 

t, > to and a control u(t), to ~ t ~ t" such that x(t,) = x,, The term "completely" 

implies that the definition holds for all Xo and x,, The control u( t) is assumed 

piecewise continuous in the interval to to t" in other words, continuous except at a 

finite number of points in the interval, [Barnett, 1985]. 

From the expression (5.13), the final state vector is expressed as 
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(5.14) 

Alternatively, using the property of the transition matrix .p(t,t)={, and 

rearranging the above expression, the following equation can be written. 

Since .p(t, , to) is nonsingular, it follows that if u(t) transfers Xo to x" it also 

transfers Xo -.p(to,t,)x, to the origin in the same time interval, [Barnett; 1985]. 

The controlled system (5.12) is C.c.· if and only if the nXn symmetric· 

_ controllability Gramian matrix 

(5.16) 

is invertible, where the state transition matrix, .p, is non-singular, [Barnett, 1985]. 

W(to,t,) satisfies the following linear matrix differential equation. 

d· -.. .. . 
- W(t,t,) = A(t)W(t,t,) + W(t,t,)AT(t)- B(t)BT(t) (5.17) 
dt . 

with the initial condition W(t"t,) = 0, [Rugh, 1996]. This equation is solved 

reverse in time to determine the Controllability Gramian. 

The following control input, u(t) , that transfers x(to) = Xo to x(t,) = x, is then 

u(t) = -B(t)' .pT (to,t )W·' (to ,t,)[ Xo - .p(to ,t,)x, 1 (5.18) 

[Brockett, 1970] 

For a simple regulator case (5.18) becomes 

(5.19) 
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However, in practice, determining the controllability Gramian using the reverse

time state transition matrix, <I>(to' 1") , encounter its limitation when used for a 

well-damped system especially when 't values are large. In such a system, state 

values decay quickly to zero, hence the transition matrix would be very large. 

Moreover, as X(t) is close to singularfor such a sy;tem, the inverse of x(t) , 

.. Equation 5.9, is not well defined. 

Although this result is still valid mathematically, it is not totally applicable in a. 

practical sense. From experience, it is not difficult to understand that in order to 

. transfer the states to the desired values, the control should be applied near the fillal .. 

time. This is because the effects from any control applied at the earlier time decay 

very quickly for a well-damped system. Thus such control has a little effect on the 

final state values. 

In order to investigate the validity of the calculated state transition matrices, a free 

motion simulation is considered. A nonlinear vehicle is given an initial (set of 

states) condition equivalent to 1 degree of steering input and its uncontrolled 

motion is represented by the black dotted lines in Figure 5.1. State transition 

. matrices are calculated based on this nominal trajectory. Using the property of the 

state transition matrix shown in (5.10), the states are reconstructed with the initial 

state deviation that corresponds to 10% of the initial value used in the nominal 

trajectory (blue lines). Red lines represent the nonlinear model trajectory with the 

initial condition of nominal value plus deviation. It shows that the state transition 

matrix is defined accurately only up to a certain time period. Beyond 0.35 

seconds, the sensitivity to the shifted state value becomes significant and the 

solution diverges. The numerical problem involves the inversion of X(t) is 

highlighted again in this example. 
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Figure 5.1 State Re-construction with State Transition Matrices 

In order to rectify this numerical problem, the singular values of X(t) are 

constantly monitored and the values that causes numerical instabili ty are re-set 

according to the tolerance as defined below. 

(520) 

Where E is the floating-point relative accuracy and n is the number of the states . 
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Figure 5.2 Minimum Singular Value of X(t) 

It is clear from Figure 5.2 that certain mjnimum singular values are causing the 

numerical instability shown in Figure 5. L The black dotted line shows the 

tolerance set by (5.20). The blue line is the "unconstrained" singul ar value where 

it becomes small er than the minimum tolerance after 0.35 seconds. The new 

singular value is then set as shown by the red line. 

The modified X(l ) value with the new singular values are then determined using 

the property of Singular Value Decomposition method [Press et ai, 2007], i.e. 

(5.2 1) 

Figure 5.3 shows the resultant state reconstruction using the identical simulation 

environment as used for Figure 5. 1. It is clear that the numerical instability 

problem has been solved and the accuracy of state transition matrices has been 

maintained. 
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Figure 5.3 State Re-construction with modified Transition Matrices 

5.3.2 ~ Method 

In this section, the alternative method for calculating the controll ability Gramian 

is presented. This method is investigated in order to circumvent the problem 

experienced in state transition matrix calculation for a well-damped system. 
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Consider an uncontrolled system defined in (5.7) with the scaled system mau·ix 

replacing the original matri x. 

x(r) = A(t )x(t) 

The above differential equati on can be solved reverse III time with the in itial 

condition x( '1") = B( '1") , and the final state vector is defined as ~('1") = x(O). It must 

be noted that the system in reverse time has to be defi ned as x( t ) = - A (t )x (t ) . It is 

then clear to see the relationship between B( '1") and ~('1") wi th the state transition 

matrix as shown below. 

Recall the definition of controllability Gramian III (5. 16), the alternati ve 

expression using ~('1") is defi ned as 

(523) 

Unfortunately, it is found that ~ method has a setback similar to the state transition 

matrix method. Consider a fo ll owing scalar system 

x = C/X + bu with a = - 0.0 I and b = I 

Recall that ~('1") is detelmined reverse in time, using (5.22) we have 

(524) 

With (523), Controllability Gramian for the scalar system is then written as 

(5.25) 

Substituting (5.24) into (5.25), and solving for the finite time integral case of 

to = O, t, = 2 gives a fo llowing result. 

= J: e-2wr d-r 

= - 2~ [e-2a
, ]: 

= 0.204 
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The above result agrees with the solution obtained by solving the following 

continuous-time Lyapunov equati on, clearl y onl y applicable to LT! systems. 

AW+WAT + BBT =0 (5.26) 

The solution to the Lyapunov equati on is obtained by infinite time integration 

fo rwards in time [Rugh, 1996). 

(5.27) 

The limitation of the ~ method is noticed when (5.25) is solved with an infinite 

time limit. This is readily demonstrated as fo llows 

W(t t) = __ I [e -2" ' J~ 
0' J 2a 0 

I 
=-- (oo- J) =oo 

2a 

This is purely due to the fact that the differenti al equation is solved reverse in 

time. In other words, if ~( .. ) is defined forwards in time, the solutions of (5.25) 

and (5.27) agree. Comparison of (5. I 7) and (5.26), time-varying and time

invariant cases respecti vely, reveals that this sign discrepancy in reverse and 

forward time integrati on is included. This impl ies that the Controllabil ity Gramian 

should be determined via (5. 17), rather than via ~( .. ). However, this information 

is still required if one requires to determi ne an open-loop control. Open- loop 

control is used later on in thi s thesis for the purpose of validation and further 

investigation into the controllability - dynamics relationship. 

There also is a limitation in solving a Lyapunov equation as the integration is 

defined with an infinite upper limit. This means that the A matrix has to have all 

the eigenvalues with negati ve real parts (i.e. negati ve definite), otherwise a fini te 

solution cannot be obtained. Practically this is then incorrect in the case of a 

conditionall y stable system (i.e. some of the states have eigenval ues with zero real 

part) when it is actuall y controllable. 
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The ~ method is applied to the L Tt Quarter Car Model, as described in Chapter 2, 

in order to investigate its validity. Please refer to Table 2. 1 of Chapter 2 for the 

system parameters used for the model. Quarter Car model is chosen for thi s 

validation due to the simplicity of its dynamics. The fo llowing figures highlight 

the accuracy of ~ method and its limi tati on. 

From (5. 19), it is clear that if the states initial condition is set as ;('r) , then it 

should converge to final states of B( r) when simulated forwards in time. Figure 

5.4 shows the error between the actual calcul ated val ue and the free motion 

simulati on result for a lightly damped system. The error increases as 1: increases, 

however within the negligible magni tude. 1: is the time available for control. 
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By contrast, Figure 5.5 shows the signi ficant amount of error when the method is 

applied to a well-damped system. 
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Figure S.S ~ Calculation Error for a well-damped system 

For 1: values less than 2 seconds, the calculation error is relati vely small. However, 

the error grows to a considerable magnitude as the control time window is 

increased fu rther. Thus the subsequent Gramian calcul ation wou ld not be correct. 

The above figure indicates that " if you have plenty of time to apply control, the 

controller fail s". Again, this is not correct practicall y for the same reason as 

di scussed earlier. 

5.3.3 Analysis of Controllability Gramian Matrix 

In the previous two sections of this thesis, the different ways of calculating the 

controll ability gramian matrix are discussed. It is noted that neither of the methods 

are perfect and have simi lar shortcomings. This section investigates the properties 

of the gramian matrix. Through this study, the influence of the two different 

calculation methods is examined further. 

As stated in (5. 16), the controll ed system is c.c. provided the Gramian matrix is 

invertible. In order to investigate the invertibility, Singular Value Decomposition 
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(SVD) is perfo rmed rather than calculating its determinant. SVD is thought to be 

a better measure as it can always be performed and it is "almost" unique no matter 

how singular the matrix is. The condition number, which is the ratio between the 

largest and the smallest singul ar values, can then be used as a measure of 

inverti bility. It has to be noted that the state values have to be well balanced in 

magnitude to gain a meaningful measure from a condition number. Figure 5.6 

shows the condi tion number of the Gramian for the li ghtl y damped system. 

Quarter car ri de model is used with very small suspension stiffness and damping 

coefficients. The stiffness and damping values were reduced by factor of 100 

compared to the baseline parameter values shown in Table 2. 1 of Chapter 2. 
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It is clear from the above fi gure that the system is not controllable when the time 

allowed for control, 't, is very small. Moreover, the fi gure also indicates that the 

controllability degrades as 1: becomes larger than the certain value. This is due to 

the dynamic characteristics of the uncontrolled system. Some of the states decay 
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to zero after approximately 2 seconds, this makes the relevant element of Gramian 

matri x very large, hence the characteristics shown in Figure 5.6. 

Alternati vely, the inverse of the minimum singular value can be used as a measure 

of controllability. This avoids the unbalanced state magnitude problem as 

di scussed earlier, and the result is shown in Figure 5.7. It shows that the 

controll ability improves as ~ increases. 
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Figure 5.7 Inverse of Minimum Singular Value of Gramian Matrix 

In order to assess the implicati ons of Gramian matri x properties with respect to 

various operating conditions, a 3DOF vehicle handling model, as described in 

Chapter 2, is used. For Figures 5.6 and 5.7, Gramian matrices are determined 

using 1:, matrix calculation . However, due to the problem of the 1:, method 

mentioned earlier, Figure 5 .8 is generated vi a solving (5.17) for the reference 

trajectories with various step steer angles (and hence various operating 

conditions). 
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Figure 5.8 Gramian Information for Step Steer Simulation 

It is clear from the condition number and the inverse of the minimum singular 

value that the system becomes less controll able as the magni tude of step steer is 

increased. This is because a controller requires more time to transfer the states as 

the input becomes larger. Moreover, it has to be noted that the interpretation of 

controll ability varies depending on the particular parameter used fo r investigation. 

In other words, if the condition number is used, it can be concluded that all the 

vehicles have a similar contro ll ability if more than 0.9 seconds is allowed for 

control. However, this time period, at which all the vehicles have similar 

controll ability, is reduced to 0.5 seconds if the inverse of minimum singular value 

is used as a measurement parameter. Therefore, the decision needs to be taken 

carefull y as to which parameter shou ld be used as a measure of controllability. 

Figure 5.9 shows the Gramian characteristics for a longer period of time. The 

condition number part of Figure 5.9 can be compared with Figure 5.6 where the 

Gramian was determined through the ~ method. Figure 5.6 saw a signi ficant 
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increase in condi tion number when 1: is large and its lack of correlation to real life 

was discussed. By comparison, the condition number is reasonably well controlled 

in Figure 5.9. However, for a measure of actual controll ability, the inverse of 

minimum singul ar value information should be used as it relates most to reality. 
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It has to be noted that this approach can onl y give an indication of controll ability, 

it does not give the subsequent open loop contro l as it requi res ~ matrix 

information. This open loop control input calcul ation is di scussed in the next 

secti on. 

5.3.4 Open-Loop Control using Gramian Matrix, Quarter Car Ride Model 

The results of Gramian calcul ation shown in Figures 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 can then 

be used to define an application period for contro l input (suspension force). The 

upper 1: value can be determined according to the tolerance set with respect to the 

magnitude of its calculation error. The lower limit can also be set with regard to 
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either the threshold in condition number or the magnitude of mi nimum si ngular 

value. 

Open loop ti me-varying regul ator control is defined in (5. 18), th is can be 

ex pressed in terms of S'( or) using the defi niti on stated in (5. 19) . Figure 5. 10 shows 

the control input (suspension force) profile with vari ous 't , defined for a li ghtl y 

damped system. 
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Figure S.10 Control Input Profile 

It is clear that the control magnitude increases as control time window, 't, reduces. 

It is inevitable that the large amount of effo rt is required to control states in a short 

amount of time. It is found that the system cannot be regul ated when 't is 

decreased further than the smallest value shown in Figure 5. 10, i.e. 0.25 sec. This 

is as expected since Figures 5.9 shows that the controll ability becomes extremely 

poor when 't is reduced to approx imately less than 0.25. 
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Figure 5.11 Open - Loop Control of Lightly-Damped System 

Figure 5.11 shows the result of applying the control profile shown in Figure 5. 10 

to a Quarter Car vehicle ride model. It can be seen that the applied control 

successfull y regulates the states within a specified time period. Steady-state error 

occurs since it is an open loop control policy, thus any error occurred during the 

process is not policed. Moreover, the sprung mass displacement is not controlled 

very well if 't is less than 0.5 seconds . The dolled black line indicates the 

corresponding response when there is no control present. 
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The equ ivalent result for a well-damped system, using "typical" values (as stated 

in Table 2. 1 of Chapter 2) for suspension sti ffness and damping, is shown in 

Figure 5. 12 below. As discussed earlier, the controll ability can only be determined 

within spec ified 't values due to the en'ors in ~ calcul ation. For the result shown in 

Figure 5. 12, the Gramian mCllr ix is calculated for r::; 05 seconds, and the final 

time of control is set at 0.5 seconds. 
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Figure 5.12 Open Loop Control of Well-Damped System 

States are controlled reasonably well by the specified final time, however it is 

found that the range of "'t window" - at which the control can be applied 

successfull y - is small. The maximum value oh is approximately 0.9 seconds, the 

control magni tude determined beyond this 't value becomes small enough such 

that the change in the resul t is not recognisable. Minimum 't value is found to be 

approximately at 0.1 seconds. 
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Figure 5.13 Inverse Minimum Singular Value of Controllability Gramian 

Figure 5. 13 shows the property of the controllability matrix used to determine an 

open-loop control shown in Figure 5. 12. This is used in conjuncti on with the 

calculation error values shown in Figure 5.5. 

5.3.5 Open-Loop Control using Gramian Matrix, 3D OF Handling Model 

Having proved the validity of Open Loop control strategy using a Quarter Car 

Ride model, the controll er is then defined using a 3DOF handling model. In order 

to investigate the validity of the method, the reference trajectory for 3DOF 

handling model is set so that it is effectively a time-invariant system. In other 

words, it has constant zero steering input with zero initi al condition. Moreover, in 

order to avo id the numeri cal problem, the system is "flipped" in time. 

1 = 1,+ 1, - 1 
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In this time co-ordinate, the original definiti on of open-loop control being a 

" regulator that transfers some non-zero initia l states" has been transformed to a 

"controll er that transfers initial zero states to some non-zero final states". 

When determining Controll ability Gramian, (5. I 7) is multiplied by - I to retain the 

time-stability relati onship. Steady-state value of the calcu lated Gramian matrix is 

compared against the time-invari ant case, i.e. solut ion to the Lyapunov Equation, 

and is confirmed to be correct. Equati on 5.8 is then applied to the system defined 

in the origi nal time co-ordinates. Transition matrices are then determined in the 

stable direction as shown in (5.9). Subsequent open-loop control , equi va lent to 

(5. 19) is defined as follows. 

(5.28) 

Finall y, the resultant open-loop control is "flipped back" for the forward-time 

application. Figure 5. 14 shows the resultant state transition. The blue line 

indicates the time-invariant reference trajectory. The black dotted line indicates 

the target final state value that is taken from the steady-state val ue of 0.05 degree 

step steer simulation. The red line clearly shows that the state transfe r is achieved 

satisfactory within a given control period of 3 seconds. 
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Figure 5.14 Open - Loop State Transfer Result 

It is clear from Figures 5. 14 and 5. 15 that the state is only controlled with in the 

"last minute". Although 3 seconds of control time is given, the controller produces 

very little steering angle at the early part of the period. As di scussed previously, 

thi s is due to the dynamics of the system being well -damped. Any control applied 

at the earlier part of the manoeuvre will be damped out, hence will not be able to 

influence the final state values. 
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Figure S.lS Control Steer Profile with various final state severity 

Figure 5.1 5 also shows the variation in control steer magnitude and profi le with 

respect to the various severities of the target final state. It is clear that as the target 

value becomes harder to achi eve, the control magnitude becomes larger and more 

oscillatory. However, the time period during which some control is applied 

remains the same (approximatel y 1.5 seconds) for all cases. 

Figure 5. 16 shows the effect of varying control fi nal time on the contro l input. The 

control magnitude becomes larger and more osci ll atory as less time is allowed to 

transfer the states. 
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Figure 5.16 Control Steer Profile with various control fina l time 

The resultant state transfers on the front and rear tyre lateral forces are shown in 

Figure 5. 17. It is clear that both states are transferable within the time period as 

small as 0.5 seconds. In additi on, the effect of the rapid change in steering angle at 

the very last moment of the time period is refl ected in the fro nt lateral fo rce plot. 
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Figure 5.17 Transfer of tyre lateral force states 

As shown in Figure 5. 16, the control input magni tude varies with respect to 'to 

This variati on comes from the property of Gramian matri x as shown in Figure 

5. 18. The minimum singular value has reached the steady-state value 

approx imately beyond I second, hence the control steer would not change if the 

control fi nal time were greater than I second. However, if the fi nal time is 

smaller, then [he inverse of mi ni mum singular value increases. Since the Gramian 

matri x is inverted for the open-loop control, thi s results in larger control 

magnitude. The info rmation fro m Figure 5. 18 is consistent with the steering angle 

traces shown in Figure 5. 16. It is also significant that the controll abi lity degrades 

rapidly when the control period is less than 0.5 second. 

Figure 5. 18 also shows the effect of various reference traj ectory severit ies on the 

inverse minimum singular value of Gramian matrix . It is shown that as the 

severity of the reference trajectory increases, the inverse of min imum singu lar 

value increases, hence indicating a reduction of controllability. Oscill ation shown 
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in the case of 2 degrees of constant reference steer is due to the osc ill ati on in the 

reference trajectory itself. One might think the reason why having a contro l period 

of I.S second is more controllable than 2.S second, as shown in the figure. This is 

due to the fact that around 2.5 seconds, states are closer to the limit of its 

perform ance compared to the values at I .S seconds. Therefore the states are less 

transferable at 2.S seconds. From the results acquired, it is confirmed that the 

mini mum singular value gives a good measure of actual contro llabil ity rather than 

condition number or norm. 
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Figure 5.18 Inverse Minimum Singular Value of Gramian Matrix 

As well as limiti ng the control application period, the control magnitude itself can 

also be regulated by utilising (S. 18) as 

(S.29) 

This information can be integrated within a time-varying optimal control of a 

nonlinear system. 
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Finall y, the acc uracy of the achi eved final state values depends on the sampling 

frequency of linear models. Within the handling model, a numeri cal tyre force 

generation delay of 0.0 I second is included. The controller produces a steering 

angle which influences front tyre fo rce. The effect of front tyre fo rce is then 

propagated through the dynamics of the system to alter the rest of the state values. 

Thus in order to achieve an accurate result, the sampling frequency has to be 

higher than 100 Hz. The percentage errors are as summarised in Table 5. 1. 

Depending on the application (hence the error requirements) , the sampling 

frequency has to be kept minimum as it increases the computational time heavil y. 

Sampling Frequency [Hz] Front Lateral Force Error [%] 

100 29 

200 8 

1000 0.33 

Table 5.1 Effect of Sampling Frequency on the Computational accuracy 

5.3.6 Analysis using a Moving " t window" 

So far, the controllability is in vestigated with regard to 

i.) The various length of " t wi ndow" 

ii .) The operating condi tions. 

Instead of varying the above two factors, the fixed time "t window" is used and is 

moved along a state trajectory in order to assess the controllabil ity at different 

point in time. From the earlier studies, it is discovered that controller requires 

approx imately more than 0.5 seconds to successfull y transfer the states, as shown 

in Figure 5. 18 (of course, depending on the demand severi ty). Figure 5.1 9 below 

shows the lateral force generated at the front tyre when the vehicle is subjected to 

1.5 degrees of step steer. The trajectory has a slight osci llation before it reaches 

the steady-state value. 
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Figure 5_19 Front Lateral Force Trajectory 

Figure 5.20 shows the inverse of minimum singul ar val ue of Gramian matrix. It is 

calculated based on the fi xed length ",; window" of 0.5 second and is moved along 

the above trajectory with 0.25 seconds of overl ap at each time. It can be seen that 

the graph shows some simil ari ty to Figure 5.1 9. The vehicle is most controllable 

at the start of manoeuvre and the controll ability decreases as the tyre force builds 

up . The point of minimum controllability corresponds to the time at which the 

front tyre fo rce reaches its max imum value. The value oscillates as the tyre force 

oscillates. Most significantl y, Figure 5.20 shows the nonlinear relati onship 

between controllability and tyre force. Although the steady-state tyre force value 

is not hugely different fro m the overshoot peak at 1.5 second, the minimum 

singular value shows the signi ficant difference. Moreover, although the tyre force 

at 0.5 seconds is less than 4 kN, signifi cantl y smaller than the steady-state value, 

the di fference in controll ability is not as large. Therefore it can be said that the 

controllability information shown in Figure 5.20 gives very good indication to 
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whether the vehicle is close to its limit of adhesion or not. Large changes at the 

moderate operating condition do not result in poor controllability. 
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Figure 5.20 Controllability with moving 0.5 second "'t window" 

Correlation between Figures 5.1 9 and 5.20 clearly show the varying controll ability 

through the manoeuvre. Therefore, it can be concluded that thi s method of 

assess ing the controllabi lity using a "moving 't window" provides the most useful 

information . 

5.3.7 Controllability Analysis on Vehicle Path Optimisation result 

Recall the time-varying controllability discussed in Section 2.4 of Chapter 4, 

where the iterati ve optimisation encountered a problem when the vehicle was 

operating close to the limit of adhesion. This was despite of the fact that the 

control magnitude was regulated carefull y so that the deviation from linearised 

models is kept small. 
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In order to in vestigate this issue, Controll ability Gramialt is determined for the 

result at iterati on 56, where the best final displacement cost was achieved. The 

Gramian matri x was also calcul ated fo r the resul t at much earlier iteration where 

the vehicle is operating at more moderate condition. 

Figure 5.2 1 shows the inverse of the minimum singul ar value of the Gramian 

matri x. It is calculated usi ng a moving "']; wi ndow" of a fixed time period since 

thi s represented the actual controllabi lity the best (as discussed in the prev ious 

section). The time wi ndow was set at 0.5 seconds and this wi ndow is moved along 

the trajectory with 0.25 seconds of overlap at each time, i.e. 27 controll ability 

windows are determined in total for this particul ar simulation. 

5 

- optimum 
iteration 5 

- iteration 56 

6 

Figure 5.21 Controllability Gramian Information 

7 

Figure 5.2 1 shows that the controll ability oscillates as the states oscillate. From 

the mean value, it can be seen that the vehicle is less controllable at the 56'h 

iterati on compared to the 5'h iteration. In addition, the 56'h iteration resu lt has a 
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very similar mean value to the optimum constant steer / steady-state result. 

However, due to the oscillating dynamics in the trajectory at iteration 56, it is 

often less controllable than the steady-state reference. This trend can also be seen 

at iteration 5. Therefore, it is safe to conclude that although the mean values of the 

controllability are similar, the optimisation result is less consistent and has worse 

controll ability in places due to the osci ll atory dynamics. 

Figure 5.22 shows the total tyre utili sation at both iterations. It is clearly shown 

that the tyres are used much closer to their limit at 56th iteration. The most notab le 

difference is within the first 2 seconds, where the utili sation drops as low as 75% 

for the 5th iteration. This is reflected in Figure 5.21 where the vehicle has more 

controllability at iteration 5 during the corresponding time period. Moreover, there 

are points where the tyres are actuall y used more at the 5th iteration, compared to 

the later iterations. This is due to state oscillation caused by the under-damped 

dynamics, which is reflected on the controllability information in Figure 5.21. 
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Figure 5.22 Total Tyre Force Utilisation 
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From these validation exercises, it can be concluded that the optimisation can 

drive the vehicle to the vicinity of its steady-state performance limit. This is 

supported by the controll ability and tyre utili sation information, together with the 

final displacement and vehicle trajectory (which were di scussed in Chapter 4). 

Therefore, the fai lure of the optimisation beyond 56'h iteration can said to be due 

to the lack of controllability. 

5.4 Summary 

In this Chapter, the controllability of a linear time-varying system is analysed and 

its properties are discussed in detail. The open loop control is then determined 

based on controllability information. 

Two methods are examined in order to calculate the controllability Gramian 

matrix. It was found that both methods have their own shortcomings (i.e. matri x 

becomes close to singular or invalid solution on infinite time integral) . By 

studying the properties of the Gramian matrix itself, it was concluded that the 

state transition matrix method provides more relevant result to real li fe . Moreover, 

the inverse of minimum singular value of the Gramian matrix was fo und to 

represent the actual controllability the best. 

Open-loop controller was then designed using the Gramian matri x. This requires 

the calculation of transi tion matrix, which could not be well defined for well

damped system. By " flipping" the integration time step, it was possible to avoid 

the numerical problems. As a result, the controller was successfully derived and 

was used to study the relationship between the dynamics and controllability 

fUlther. 

The open- loop controUer performance provided the data on the minimum time 

period required in order for the states to be successfu ll y transferred. Moreover, 

"moving controllability window of fixed time period" is found to provide the most 

relevant information of the changing dynamics through the time. 
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The Gramian matrix information was used to investigate the optimisati on issue 

described in the previous chapter, where the final displacement cost fluctuated 

over several iterations when the vehicle was operating close to the friction limit. 

The Gramian information showed that the optimised trajectory was often less 

controllable than the steady-state maxima due to its osci ll ating dynamics. This 

was further supported by tyre utilisation data. Hence, it can be concluded that the 

optimisation failure was a result of poorly conditioned matrix due to lack of 

controll abi li ty. In order to avoid this issue, controllabi lity information needs to be 

integrated with within the optimisation in order to suitably regul ate the controll er 

input(s). 

Finally, although it is not within the scope of thi s thesis, it remains as an 

interesting future project to investi gate the formation of a cost function with the 

controllability information integrated within (i. e. "on-line" use of controllabi li ty). 

For example, the 4WS cost function described in Chapter 3, Equations 3.2 & 3.4, 

could include the influence of decreasing controll ability as the vehicle reaches 

towards the friction limit. Hence, it enables to retain / guarantee a certain level of 

controll ability throughout its trajectory. 
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Chapter 6 

Vehicle Path Optimisation using a Time-Variant Linear 

Optimal Reference Control: Part 2 

In Chapter 4, an iterati ve vehicle path optimisation strategy was established and 

validated using a 3DOF handling model , with the steering rate as the sole control 

input. It is found that the optimisation converges to a path that is in the vicinity of 

the steady-state limit (within 0.4% fi nal displacement error). However, there was 

an issue wi th the optimisation, where the cost fluctuates over several iterations 

when the vehi cle was operating close to the limit of adhesion. In order lO 

investi gate thi s issue, controll ability theory was studied ex tensively in the 

prev ious chapter. From thi s study, it was concluded that the cost fluctuation was 

due to poorl y conditioned matri x near the friction limit, which caused lack of 

controllability. 

Having established that the fundamental optimisation method itself was 

functioning as intended, in this Chapter, the optimisation problem is extended to 

include longitudinal dynamics. This enables the si mulation of more general 

manoeuvres and hence the results are more relevant to the real li fe problem. In 

addition, the robustness of the optimisation method itself is further in vesti gated. 

6.1 Controller Description 

The optimisation method is developed using a 10 Degree-of-Freedom (10 DOF) 

vehicle handling model as described in Section 2.3 of Chapter 2. The controller 

now outputs dri ving torque demand as well as the steering rate demand. 

The optimisation includes foll owing cost functions: 

I) Final state deviation, described by pseudo distance state M matri x 
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2) Quadratic road geometry constraints 

3) Magnitude & relati ve balance between two contro l inputs 

4) Pseudo forward velocity deviation cost 

Q matrix 

R matrix 

Q, matrix 

Cost 4 is defined as shown in Equation 6. I below, where 0 indicates the forward 

velocity deviation between the previous and current iterations. Thus this cost 

encourages the forward velocity to be increased for the new trajectory. 

(6 1 ) 

Without this fourth cost function , the controller tends to concentrate on optimising 

the later part of the simulation. This is due to the fact that it is more effective to 

optimise the later part of the trajectory since it has a stronger influence on the final 

state values (d ue to the damping in the system). This was studied in detail in 

Chapter 5, where the open-loop control ler was designed based on the 

controllability Gramian matri x. If the optimisation focuses its effort in the later 

part of the simulation, it dri ves the vehicle to first reach its limit onl y at the 

corresponding part of a trajectory. This then " locks" the result as the local gradient 

of road geometry cost becomes steep. Any control applied prior to this point in 

time wi ll still have effects on the trajectory. However, as the later part of the 

trajectory has already reached the limit of adhesion and hence has a very poor 

controllability, the optimisation tends to fail. Therefore, Cost 4 is required to 

distribute the control effort more even ly throughout the time period. 

As this optimisation is computationally very expensive, every effort was made to 

run the optimisation efficiently. It was found that the operations using Simulink 

slows down the computation considerably. Therefore all the state derivatives are 

determined within Matlab, and are integrated using fifth-order Runge-Kutta 

method with Cash-Karp constants [Numerical Recipes, 2007] . In addition, the 

linearisation code is also re-written within Matlab using the small perturbation 

theory. This speeded up the computation by a factor of four. 
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It is found that the sluggishness of the optimisation partly comes from its inability 

to optimise two control inputs, steering rate and longitudinal torque, 

simultaneously. The weightings in four different cost functi ons are determined so 

that the main objecti ve, final displacement, remains as the dominant cost. In 

addition, the fo rward velocity deviati on cost weighting is kept relatively low to 

ensure that it acts onl y as a supporting cost. 

Moreover, when the optimisation reaches very close to the limit handling, the 

control magnitude has to be regulated to such that the dev iation is very small. Th is 

is necessary since the Iinearised models become very insensiti ve when the actual 

nonlinear vehicle can be highl y sensiti ve, as di scussed in Chapter 4. This meant 

that the optimisation could onl y improve the result marginall y towards the end of 

the process (diminishing return). The optimisation is said to be converged when 

the improvement in final displacement is consistentl y less than 0.4 %. This 

tolerance is set based on the steady-state validation results presented in Chapter 4. 

6.2 Single Corner Optimisation 

A simple 90-degree right-hand corner is used for testing the optimisation method. 

Initial vehicle forward veloc ity is set at 25 m/s together with the con'esponding 

unsprung mass rotational dynamics, however, the rest of the states are initiall y all 

set to zero. The pseudo distance state is set to the lateral distance target. In 

addition, the forward velocity deviation pseudo-state is set to 5 m/so 

The intermediate results over the iterations are shown in Figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3. 

Figure 6.1 shows the change in the steering action over the iterations. The steering 

trace becomes more aggressive at earlier time peri ods in order to produce an 

appropriate initial opposite steer angle. After this counter-steer, steering angle 

raises much faster to the peak angle. This means that the steering angle is held 

near the region that produces the max imum lateral acceleration for much longer 

period oftime. 
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From Figure 6.2, it can be noticed that the vehicle starts accelerating straight away 

as soon as the simulation starts. This initial acceleration keeps increasing until 

iteration 11 0. Beyond this iteration, the optimisation focuses more on increasing 

the minimum cornering speed. In addition, the correspond ing braking point shifts 

earl ier as well as the acceleration point after the apex. The effect of these changes 

over the iterations is clearly shown in the lateral acceleration plot in Figure 6.2. 

The steady-state is reached much earlier and is held near-constant for a longer 

period of time. Peak lateral acceleration was experienced during braking because 

the vehicle has steady-state understeer with no longitudinal acceleration. 

Figure 6.3 shows the vehicle path variation over the iterations. The tendency for 

the convergence is clearly shown. The initial trajectory drives around the outside 

of road centre line for the majority part of the manoeuvre. Through the iterat ions, 

the path tends towards the apex at the middle of the curve and taking wide entry 

and exi t in order to maximise the turning radius. 
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Figures 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 show the converged result of optimisation. It can be seen 

that the optimised vehicle path follows the classical out-in-out strategy. This is not 

surprising as this problem deals with an isolated 90 degree corner. 

Figure 6.4 shows the steering angle and lateral acce leration profi les. An initial 5.2 

degrees of opposite steer is clearly shown and it produces the corresponding 

lateral acceleration of 0.66 G with 0.32 seconds delay. This is followed by a quick 

turn-in , producing approximately 0.68 G lateral acceleration now in the opposite 

direction. It is then held between 0.65 G and 0.82 G for over 7 seconds whil st the 

vehicle negotiates the corner. The max imum lateral acceleration is produced just 

before the apex , and the second peak in the steeri ng angle corresponds to the point 

at which the vehicle hi ts the apex at 5.9 seconds. Beyond thi s point. the steering 

angle is gradually decreased while the lateral acceleration remains almost 

unchanged for further 3 seconds. This is a combined effect of increasing forward 

velocity as shown in Figure 6.5 and tyre non linearity in the lateral direction. At 

around 9 seconds where the vehicle is closest to the outside road boundary, the 

steering angle continues to decrease and small amount of negative steer is applied 

towards the end as it tries to keep a vehicle straight without producing a 

significant drag. 
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Figure 6.5 shows the longitudinal and lateral velocity profi les. It shows that the 

vehicle initially accelerates to just over 3 1 m/s , indicated by a red dot. The 

corresponding vehicle displacement on the t.rack is marked also by a red dot in 

Figure 6.6. From this point onwards, the vehicle forward velocity is gradually 

decreasing as the vehicle heads towards the apex. It starts accelerating again from 

the point marked by a magenta dot unti l it reaches the maximum of 44 m/s at the 

end of the manoeuvre. The black dot on Figure 6.6 indicates the point where the 

peak lateral acceleration is ex perienced in the negative direction . 
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Figure 6.7 Normalised Tyre Forces 

Figure 6.7 shows the nonnal ised tyre forces, F(cr) , at all four corners of the 

vehicle. It can be seen that the front tyres are very close the limit of adhesion 

between 2 and 8 seconds, indicating the optimum steering input. Moreover, the 

effectiveness of the initial opposite steer can also be seen. The tyre lateral force is 

used within 5% of its maximum value despite very limited amount of time is 

available to control. By contrast, the rear tyres do not reach their peak at any stage 

of the manoeuvre. This is because the vehicle is not grip limited under traction, 

but is limited according to the engine power of the vehicle which is set at 100 kW, 

i.e. approximately 130 bhp. From Figure 6.4, it can be seen that the steering angle 

is small after 10 seconds. During this period, the vehicle is accelerati ng at the 

constant rate as shown in Figure 6.5. Under thi s pure-acceleration condition, only 

40% of the tyre friction envelope is utilised. Even whilst cornering with 

significant lateral acceleration, the tyre utilisation rarely reaches 90%. Therefore, 

if the balance of a vehicle is shifted towards the front (i.e. larger friction circle at 
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the front tyres), then the optimisation result is expected to improve. This is 

investigated later in this Chapter where the vehicle set-ups are altered. 

This optimisation took 350 iterations to converge to thi s solution, taking just 

under 12 hours. (Note that thi s result was obtained in 2002 with the PC equipped 

with 2GHz CPU and 785MB RAM) As shown in Figure 6.8, the optimisation 

performance improves onl y by a very small amount beyond 200'h iteration due to 

the reasons di scussed earlier. 
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Figure 6.8 Optimisation Performance over iterations 

6,3 Optimisation Validation 

The previous section described the optimisation result achieved for a single 

cornering manoeuvre. Tyre utili sation figures show that the vehicle is dri ven in 

the vicinity of its performance limit. Following thi s result, three separate studies 

are made in order to further investigate the robustness and the validity of this 

optimisation. 
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6.3.1 Sensitivity to Controller Parameters 

In this section, the robustness of the optimisati on method with respect to changes 

in certain controller parameter settings is investigated. The results of the 

optimisation should remain unchanged, prov ided the optimisation method is 

working correctl y. Otherwise, it means that the result is highl y coupled to the 

controller parameter setting itself, this obviously makes the result much less 

meaningful. 

In order to investi gate this controller parameter sens itivity on the optimisation 

results, the pseudo-forward veloc ity deviation value, Up, is altered. Since thi s 

parameter acts as a "supporting" function to distri bute the control effort , it is 

thought to be a sui table parameter fo r such robustness investigation. On the 

standard setting, thi s is set to 5 m/so It is then changed to 3m1s and 7m/s, and the 

results are shown in Tab le 6. 1 below. 

Up [mlsl 

3 

5 

7 

Final Distance achieved 

328.48 

328.63 

329. 14 

% error 

0.04 

o (ref) 

0.2 

Table 6.1 Effect of Up Change on Optimisation 

Iterations 

546 

352 

314 

It is clear that the optimisation results (final di stance) remain largely unchanged 

regardless of the variati on in Up value. Moreover, the quicker convergence is 

observed with the increased Up value, as expected. Since the optimisation remains 

valid for all three cases, one should set Up = 7m1s for the qu icker convergence. 

These results demonstrate that this pseudo state is serv ing its functi on as intended. 

In other words, it is controlling a vehicle forward velocity increase throughout the 

time period, hence spreading a control effort without affecti ng the main 

optimisation objective (max imise lateral displacement) itself. 
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Table 6.2 shows the resultant cost of the three optimisation results di scussed 

above. As the forward velocity deviation pseudo-state acts only as a supp0l1ing 

cost in order to run optimisation properly (as explained earlier), its magnitude 

should be insignificant compared to the main coSt (final di splacement). Table 6.2 

shows that the final displacement cOSt is in the order of 1000 times larger than that 

of V", 

Vp Final Displacement Cost Vp Cost 

[m/s] [ 1000] 

3 24.54 6.22 

5 24.50 17.27 

7 23.43 34.05 

7* 40.00 338.90 

Table 6.2 Resultant Cost Magnitudes 

Figure 6.9 shows the lateral acceleration profile over time. The si milarity among 

these profil es confinns the earlier discuss ion, where the results are said to be 

robust with respect to the tri ed controller set-up variations. 
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The numbers on the last row of Table 6.2, highlighted in blue, show the result of 

experimental optimisation where the weighting constant, c, in Equation 6. 1 is 

increased by a factor of 10. Although the forward velocity cost remains relati vely 

small compared to the max imum distance cost, Figure 6. 10 clearl y shows the 

effect of thi s high weighting. The vehicle max imises its forward velocity by 

tracing an outside edge of the corner with the expense of poor max imum di stance 

achievement. Judging from the magnitude of relati ve cost, it is clear that the main 

objective of thi s optimisation remains as maximising the final distance. However, 

it focuses on increasing the vehicle speed since thi s becomes much more effective 

to reduce the fin al distance cost during the rel atively earl y part of the iterations. 

Consequently, the path becomes very close to the road geometry boundary, which 

in turn prevents further deviati ons, as di scussed prev iously. 
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Figure 6.10 Resultant Vehicle Path with High Up weighting 

Figure 6. 1 I shows the controller perform ance over the iterations. The optimisation 

is continued until 660lh iteration, and the final lateral displacement achieved is less 

than 270m (as oppose to the achieved di splacement shown in Figure 6.8 , which 

exceeds 330m). Between the 100lh and 500lh iterati ons, the displacement onl y 

improved by 10 metres. Moreover, the final displacement value starts fluctuating 

beyond this point. In other words, the optimisation result over the iterations no 

longer forms the 1st order curve shown in Figure 6.8. It is clear from Figures 6. 10 

and 6.11 that the optimisation 'stalls' when the vehicle forward velocity cannot be 

increased much further due to the road geometry constraints. Therefore it can be 

concluded that this cost weighting ratio between vehicle forward velocity 

deviati on and fi nal di splacement is not suffic ientl y low. 
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In summary, it is proved that the optimisation method itself is robust with respect 

to reasonable changes in the controller parameter. However, it has to be noted that 

if the controller setting is modified significantl y, in this case bay a factor of 10, 

the optimisation failed due to imbalance between two cost functions. The 

optimisation is no longer valid in such cases . 

6,3,2 Effect of Engine Power Increase 

Recall Figure 6.7, showing the tyre force utili sations when the optimisation 

converges. It was di scussed that the rear tyres were not used up to their capacities, 

possibly due to the engine power limitation. In order to further investigate thi s 

hypothesis, the optimisation is performed with twice the original engine power. 

Figure 6.12 shows the tyre utilisation using the intermediate result. Tyres are now 

used more fully both at the front and rear axles, compared to the optimum result 

achieved with the standard setting. This is more significant whilst cornering and at 
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the ex it. It is noted that the tyre force utili sation is actuall y lower going into the 

corner. This is due to the optimisation failure beyond certain iterations, hence this 

part of the manoeuvre has not been optimised. The mechanism of this fai lure is 

discussed later on. 
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Figure 6.12 Tyre Force Utilisation with increased engine power 

High frequency oscillation can also been on the rear tyre utilisation . In order to 

investigate the cause of this oscillation, individual wheel velocities are plotted in 

Figure 6. 13. It shows that the significant wheel spin occurs when accelerating out 

of the corner. Right tyres are li ghtly loaded due to the lateral weight transfer as 

this is a right-hand corner simulation . Since the vehicle model only has an open

differenti al, thi s results in more severe wheel spin at right rear tyre, as shown in 

Figure 6.13. The slower front wheel velocity seen elsewhere is due to the part of 

the lateral velocity component created by a steering action acting as a drag. 
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Figure 6.13 Wheel Angular Velocities 

The effect of thi s wheel spin in terms of handling balance can be seen from the 

yaw angle time history shown in Figure 6. 14. At the point where the wheel spin 

occurs, kn ee point can be observed, indicated by a red star mark. The yaw angle 

increases at higher rate during this wheel spin, showing a classic "power - sliding 

I oversteer" situation. 
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Figure 6_14 Yaw Angle time history 

As briefly mentioned earlier, the optimisation actually fa il ed at the later iterations. 

There are a few potential reasons resulting in this error. As shown in Figures 6.1 2 

and 6. 13, there are high frequency oscill ations in wheel velocity states. Hence, the 

integration tolerance might not have been set adequately small. However, thi s is 

discovered not to be the case, as ti ghter tolerance did not alter the result. Another 

possible cause is within the dynamics of the vehicle itself. 

Since the dri veline is modelled with minimum complication, it does not include 

the engine inertia. This means that even the very sudden changes in the torque 

demand can be met quickl y, causing the high frequency oscillati on. This means 

that the resultant dynamics is outside the linearised representation at that 

particular moment in time, hence the controlled system is no longer optimum. In 

order to examine its effect, the additional 2.5 kgm1 driveline inertia is included in 

the unsprung mass dynamics . Figure 6. 15 shows the tyre utilisation, it no longer 

has the high oscillations seen in Figure 6. 12. Moreover, the optimisation did not 
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fail afterwards, thus it can be concluded the failure experienced earl ier was indeed 

due to the uncontrollable and un-modelled high freque ncy dynamics. 
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Figure 6.15 Tyre Force Utilisation with Increased Unsprung Mass Inertia 

Having addressed the high frequency oscill ati on issue mentioned earl ier, the 

optimisation was re-processed. However, the resultant path shown in Figure 6. 16 

is clearly not optimum. The path is similar to the one shown in Figure 6. 10 where 

the forward velocity deviati on cost was set very high. Significant increase in the 

engine power makes the torque control more effective than the steeri ng rate 

control. By utilising this extra freedom allocated in one of the two control inputs, 

the vehicle is driven very close to the outside boundary of the road geometry at 

earlier iterations. As discussed earlier, this " locks" the result due to the quadratic 

road geometry cost having very steep gradient when a vehicle is near the 

boundary. More signi ficantly, both front and rear tyres are both used completely 

during certain period in time (around 5 seconds mark). This means that the 

controllability of the system is very poor. 
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Figure 6.16 Resultant Vehicle Paths 

The control input cost weighting, R, between steering rate and torque is altered to 

give relati vely more freedom in steering control. Thi s has a normali sing effect on 

the increased engine torque ava ilable. This al so enables to avoid both fro nt and 

rear tyres reaching the ir limit simultaneously. It is found that this alternation has a 

signi ficant effect on the optimisation result. Figure 6. 17 shows the resultant 

vehicle path, it is clear that the optimisation now finds the apex of the corner 

successfull y. Moreover, it can be seen th at the optimum path is very s imilar to the 

one with half the engine power until vehicles hit the apex. After the apex, the 

vehicle with more engine power ex its the corner with smaller turning radius. The 

vehicle forward velocity plot shows an interesting comparison where the higher 

powered vehicle takes apex later, hence max imising the benefit of engine power 

for the ex it. 
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Figure 6.17 Vehicle Path Comparison with different Engine Power 
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Figure 6.18 Vehicle Forward & Lateral Velocities Comparison 
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Figure 6.19 Steering Angle Comparison with different engine power 

From Figure 6.19, it can be seen that the steering time history has a similar overall 

shape regardless to the engine power available . However, the steering angle is 

reduced further due to the heav ier deceleration ex perienced with 260 b.h.p. 

vehicle. In addition, the steering angle is increased at the ex it of the corner [0 cope 

with increased understeer. 

Figure 6.20 shows the resultant tyre utilisation, it is clear that the rear tyres are 

used more fully with the increased engine power. Rear tyre forces reach very close 

to the friction limit, however with still some margin left. In order to carry out the 

optimisation successfull y, this is an important factor. If both front and rear tyres 

reach their respective limits during the early stage of the optimisation, as shown in 

Figure 6.15, the controller suffers from what seems to be a lack of controllability. 

Consequently, the optimisation results in failure as seen in Figures 6. 10 and 6.16. 

By altering the control input cost matri x, R, the controller is set so that it finds the 
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front tyre limit first whilst maintai ning the relatively low usage of rear tyres. Once 

the front tyres are near the limit, the rear tyre utili sation starts increasing. 
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Figure 6.20 Tyre Force Utilisation Comparison with different engine power 

In summary, the increased engine power made the rear tyre utilisati on higher. 

Hence, it confirms the earlier hypothesis on the low utili sation of rear tyres. This 

study also hi ghlighted a couple of interesting issues. First, lack of dri veline inelti a 

caused an optimisation failure as the lineari sed representation become invalid . 

Secondary, the increased engine power caused an imbalance between the steering 

rate and the engine torque controllers. This also resulted in controll ability issue 

when both front and rear tyre forces saturated simultaneously. These issues are 

solved by increasing the inerti a and modi fy ing the R matrix respecti vely. 

6.3.3 With Higher Initial Vehicle Forward Velocity 

The results acquired so far show that the vehicle does not experi ence heavy 

braking at all. This is due to the low initi al vehicle forward velocity setting. In 

order to experiment in the braking action more, the initial forward velocity is 
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increased to 32 m/so It is found that when the initial velocity is set much higher 

than this value, it is difficult to generate an initial trajectory which does retain 

some controllability. Clearly, hav ing higher initial velocity means that the more 

severe braking is required to keep the vehicle within the road boundary. If thi s 

causes both front and rear tyres to be very close to their fri cti on limits, the 

controll ability becomes poor, thus the optimisation cannot be successfully 

pe/fo rmed. 

Figure 6.21 below shows the compari son of the steering angle profil e between the 

25 m/s and 32 m/s initial forward velocity. 
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Figure 6.21 Steering Angle Comparison with different Initial Velocities 

Although the overall profil e is similar, the di fference is clearl y shown both in 

magnitude and phase. From the very similar initi al opposite steer input, the 

vehicle with higher initial velocity uses higher steering rate to reach its peak 

steering angle. The initial peak steering angle itself is less. The entire steering 

angle profile is shifted due to the velocity difference. Figure 6.22 shows the 
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difference in the forward velocity time history. The minimum cornering velocity 

occurs at a similar point (as expected), and hence more severe braking is applied 

with the increased initial forward velocity. Corresponding lateral acceleration is 

also higher and the steady-state phase occurs at earlier time. 
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Figure 6.22 Forward Velocity and Lateral Acceleration Comparison 

From Figure 6.23, it can be seen that the resultant vehicle path is generall y 

similar. The difference is noticed at the entry of the corner where the vehicle with 

higher velocity does not move to the outside as much. This is due to the saturated 

tyre capability and the resultant lateral accelerati on as shown in Figures 6.24 and 

6.22 respecti vely. From the tyre utilisation profile in Figure 6.24, it can be seen 

that botb front and rear tyres reach their friction limit simultaneously between 2 to 

4 seconds. During this period, the vehicle is experiencing a constant deceleration. 

Combined effects of this decelerati on and generated lateral force saturate the rear 

tyre. 
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With the hi gher initial velocity sett ing, it is confirmed that the optimisation is able 

to dri ve a vehicle at its max imum decelerati on capability. Having already covered 

the pure cornering event in Chapter 4 and the traction event in the previous section 

(6.3.2), thi s completes the investigation into this optimisati on method. It is shown 

that the optimisation is capab le of find ing a limit of adhes ion in all these 

manoeuvres. 
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Figure 6.23 Vehicle Path Comparison with different Initial Velocities 
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Figure 6.24 Tyre Force Utilisation Comparison with different Initial 

Velocities 

6.4 Combined Corner Optimisation 

The oplimisation method is so fa r successfully applied to determine the optimum 

driving li ne through an isolated single corner. In this section , the method is 

applied to a more complex problem using combined corner geometry. The aim is 

to investigate whether the optimisation is capable of prioriti sing the control 

manoeuvre with respect to certain road geometry. 

Road geometry consists of 90 degrees right hand corner (exactly the same as the 

one used so far) followed by a short 50 meters straight section and 90 degrees left 

hander which is then fo llowed by a long straight (more than 300 meters). Figure 

6.25 shows the road geometry. 
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Figure 6.25 Combined Corners Geometry 

In a real environment, a driver makes a decision in choos ing a racing line based on 

the knowledge of the circuit geometry, the vehicle chasacteristics and their 

sensiti vities. For example, a track layout coul d have a chicane, fo ll owed by a 

sweeping right-hander and then by a long straight. Provided there is only one 

vehicle on the track, the decision is made to either max imise the straight-line 

speed or minimise the time through the chi cane, depending on thei r sensiti vity to 

overall lap time gain. 

In order to investigate such a "prioritisation" problem, the road geometry is set so 

that the intermediate straight is too short to treat the two corners independentl y. 

Therefore the controller is required to treat it as one corner, and make a decis ion 

in prioriti sing the certain part of the track with the expense of the other parts. In 

additi on, the second corner is fo llowed by much longer straight than the other two 

straights. This is to put a higher sensitivity on getting the second corner exit 

correct, in order to maximise the final di splacement. 
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A part of the optimised vehicle path is shown in Figure 6.26. It is shown that the 

controller does not treat the two corners with an equal importance. The line 

througb the fi rst corner is largely compromised in order to place the vehicle in a 

des irable pos ition for the second corner. If the first corner is taken as an 

independent corner, a vehicle will take out-in -out approach as shown earlier 

(Figure 6.6). However, this does not necessarily allow the vehicle to enter the 

following corner with the same out-in-out approach. As the second corner is 

followed by a long straight, there might be an advantage by putting a higher 

importance to get the second corner ex it correct. 
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Figure 6.26 Line through a Combined Corner 

From the vehicle forward velocity profi le shown in Figure 6.27, it is clear that the 

two corners are treated as a one combined corner. The vehicle continues to 

decelerate very deep into the corner, marked by a red dot in Figure 6.26. From this 

point onwards, the vehicle accelerates all the way along, including the cornering 

phase. 
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Steering angle time hi story is shown in Figure 6.28, where the significant 

di fference between the fi rst and second corners is noticed. It can be seen that the 

steering angle profile until 10 seconds is largely compromised. This sub-optimal 

manoeuvre through the first corner is confirmed by investigating tyre force 

utili sation, shown in Figure 6.29. It shows th at the front tyres rarely reach their 

limit before 10 seconds. Moreover, the rear tyre usage is very low indicating non

severe braking. By contrast, front tyres are used full y through the second corner, 

and the corresponding rear tyre usage of around 80 %. These levels of ut il isation 

are similar to the one experienced in Single Corner Optimisati on result, shown in 

Figure 6.7. 
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Figure 6.29 Tyre Force Utilisation 

In order to further in vestigate whether the above result actuall y shows the 

prioritisation strategy in negoti ating thi s combined corner or not, the road 

geometry is modified with a much longer intermediate straight of 300 meters. 

Thus the two corners are now effecti vely de-coupled. From the single corner 
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optimisation results, it can be seen that the intermediate straight has to be at leas t 

200 meters long to ensure this de-coupling. 

Figure 6.30 shows the vehicle path over the iterations. Unfortunately, this result 

suggests that the optimisation did not solve thi s prioritisalion problem 

success full y. It is clearly shown that the optimisati on concentrated its effort onl y 

on the second corner. As menti oned earlier, due to the elongated straight between 

the first and second corners, it is not necessary to compromise the line through the 

first corner. Hence, thi s indicates a problem in the optimisation itself. 
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Figure 6.30 Vehicle Path Convergence 

Figure 6.3 1 confirms the optimisation failure, where the tyre utilisation for the 

first part of the course is far away from their limits. Moreover, whilst negotiating 

the second corner, it can be seen that the tyres are not used as much compared to 

the result from the single corner optimisation shown in Figure 6.7. 
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Figure 6.31 Tyre Force Utilisation 

The possible causes of thi s failure are investi gated. It is thought that the main aim 

of the cost functi on, to di splace a vehi cle to the furthest position, can be achieved 

more effecti vely by focusing on improving the latter part of the trajectory first. 

However, thi s meant that the opti misation converges to "out-i n-out" line fo r the 

second corner whilst the line through the fi rst corner still remaining largely 

unchanged. An y attempt to then optimise the path through the fi rst corner poses a 

problem as the subsequent changes in the vehicle pos ition through the second 

corner have a very high cost. This is because the vehicl e is already placed very 

close to the boundary around the second corner. As a result, the optimisati on 

converges to the result which is clearly not optimised for the entire track layout. 

Fo r a single corner optimisation, pseudo-forward velocity cost was used 

successfull y in order to spread the control effort through the whole manoeuvre, 

hence avoiding this local convergence issue. However, thi s "uneven convergence" 

remains to be a problem for more complex corner geometry. 
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In an attempt to counteract thi s problem, the input cost matrix, R, is made time 

varying. It is set so that the control effort at the early part of the manoeuvre has a 

signi ficantl y small er cost than the one at the later part of the manoeuvre. 

However, this change was not successful as it onl y suppressed the control 

magni tude through the earlier part of the course. It did not change the strategy 

which the optimisati on worked. 

Although it was not possible to find the exact cause of this probl em, an interesting 

difference is observed between this result and the one with the 3DOF model in 

Chapter 4. The 3DOF model result shown in Figure 4.3 finds the fi rst apex 

success full y. By contrast, the IODOF model result fail s to find the fi rst apex. 

Although the length of last straight is di fferent between the two simulati ons, the 

di fference in the resul ts I optimisation strateg ies clearly seems to be linked to the 

forward velocity degree of freedom. Further research (outside the scope of thi s 

thesis) is required in order to understand exactl y how thi s extra degree of freedom 

influenced the optimisation strategy. 

6.5 Summary 

This Chapter described the app lication of vehicle path optimisation using a 

IODOF vehicle handling model. The optimisation method is based on the one 

developed fo r a 3DOF model, as described in Chapter 4, however, is ex tended 

with an additional control input (engine torque demand). 

The Single comer optimisation result showed th at the method is capable of finding 

a line within the vicinity of the friction limit. The converged path clearl y shows 

"oul-in-out" line through the corner to max imise the cornering speed whilst 

utilising the available tyre forces. Results over tile iterations improved 

continuously in a firs t order manner, suggesting that the optimisation was run 

successfull y. 

Validation exercises are performed and the main findings are as follows. 
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I) The optimisation method is robust with respect to the controller setting 

changes wi thin a "reasonable" magnitude. 

2) Initiall y, the vehicle was under-powered so that rear tyres were not fully 

used to their limit (i.e. not an optimisation issue). 

3) With hi gher engine power, it was found that the input cost matri x, R, had 

to be weighted differentl y in order to keep the similar authority to both 

steering and torque control. 

4) If the front and rear tyres reach their limits si multaneously, it prevents 

from running the optimisati on properly. 

5) Initi ally , the vehicle was not put on its limit under braking. When the 

initial vehicle forward velocity was increased, the optimisati on 

successfull y solved the problem with limit braking. 

Finally, the optimisati on technique was applied to a slightl y more complex corner. 

This is to in vestigate whether the controller was capable of prioritis ing a certain 

part of manoeuvre in order to achieve the best overall gain. The result showed that 

the controller concentrated on maximising the performance in the latter half of the 

manoeuvre as it has the higher sensitivity to final di splacement. Time-varyi ng R 

matri x was used to solve this issues, however, was not successful. 

When comparing this result against the 3DOF model result shown in Chapter 4, it 

shows interesting contrast. In order to understand thi s mechani sm, further research 

is required. 
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Chapter 7 

Influence of Vehicle Characteristics on Path Optimisation 

and Controllability 

In Chapters 4 and 6, an iterative method for optimising a vehicle path for a given 

road geometry has been developed. It was found that the method was able to dlive 

a vehicle at the vicinity of fric tion limit for simple single corner geometry. Two 

methods were developed, one with a single control input (steering rate) and the 

other with two contro l inputs (steering rate + engine torque). Although the 

iterative optimisation itself was successful , it was discovered that the controller 

strategy had to be set up carefu ll y in order to avoid controllability issues. 

In Chapter 5, implications of controll abi li ty on the optimisation results were 

di scussed in detail. In Chapter 6, one of the optimisation fai lure showed loss of 

controll ability when both front and rear tyre forces saturated simultaneously. 

Hence, it can be argued that vehicles that retain more controllability near the limit 

may be able to achieve a better solution. So far, a "standard" vehicle set-up was 

used for all the simulation. 

This chapter investigates if the optimisation process / result are heav il y coupled 

with the underlying vehicle dynamics itself or not. In order to investigate thi s, the 

single corner optimisation problem (as used in Chapter 6) is applied to various 

vehicle set-ups. Steady-state and transient parameters are changed independently 

in order to map the vehicle dynamics to the optimisation result in a 

straightforward way. 

In addition, the cost functions used in the 4WS controUer work in Chapter 3 is 

also used in the analysis. This is to investigate the potential relationship between 
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4WS handling objecti ves and the optimisati on results. Is vehi cle that has linear 

handling characteri stics through the most of operating condition really 'easy' to 

drive? 

7.1 Steady-State Parameter Influence 

In order to in vesti gate the effects of steady-state vehicle characteri stics, the 

optimisation method is applied fo r vehicles B, C, D and E. The specifications of 

these vehicles are outlined in Chapter 2. Vehicles B and C have more understeer 

characteri stics compared to the reference, Vehi cle A. Simi larl y, vehi cles D and E 

have more oversteer characteri stics. All the simulations are set so that they trace a 

similar vehicle path at the start of the optimisation. This gives the same fi nal 

displacement cost to start the optimisation with . As a consequence, the 

corresponding steering angle ti me histories differ among the vehicles (and hence 

the subsequent dynamics condition). These small differences in steering angle at 

the fi rst iteration should not affec t the fin al res ult as they will be overwritten by 

the steering rate controller through the iteration process. It is worthwhile 

investigating whether this di fference in steady-state characteristics has any effec ts 

on the optimisati on strategy itself as well as the resul t. 

The summary of res ults is shown in Table 7. 1 below. In general, it can be seen 

that the fi nal di stance achieved and the mean veloci ty forward increase as the 

vehicle weight is shi fted towards the rear ax le, i.e. more steady-state oversteer. 

Table 7. 1 also shows the total tyre utili sati on along the manoeuvre. The utili sati on 

actuall y reduces as the distance result improves. Hence, it can be said that more 

oversteering vehicles are able to achieve bette r result (increased final di stance) 

with more margin left in tyre capability. This result is further investigated later on 

in this section. 
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Unit C B A D E 

Weight Distribution % 65 62.5 57 50 40 

Final Distance m 326.59 328.43 333.5 1 332.44 334.48 

Tyre Utili sation 2.77 2.73 2.69 2.63 2.55 

Mean Forward Velocity mts 33.72 33.88 34. 17 34.32 34.50 

Mean Abs. Lat. Acc. " 0.468 0.468 0.478 0.484 0.474 
" 

Table 7.1 Steady-State Dynamics Effects 

Figure 7. 1 shows the comparison of the optimised vehicle paths. It shows that 

these results all follow similar path throughout the manoeuvre. Only notable 

difference is the vehicle position at the ex it straight. 
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Figure 7.1 Vehicle Path Comparison 
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From Figure 7. 1 and the steering angle characteri sti cs shown in Figure 7.3, it can 

be seen that all vehicles tend to move wide during the approach to the corner, in 

order to maximise the turning radius. However, the understeer vehicles (8 & C) 

are not displaced as wide. The oversteer vehicles (D & E) have less initial 

opposite steering angles. However, due to the vehicle characteristics, more lateral 

accelerations are produced at the equivalent steering angle and hence the 

increased lateral displacement. This general reduction in steering angle is clearly 

shown for Vehicle E in Figure 7.3. Moreover, after the second peak in the steering 

angle, the oversteer vehicles reduce steering angle earlier than the others. 

This result indicates that there is reall y on ly one optimum line when negotiating 

thi s corner. The controller produces sli ghtl y different demands to best compensate 

for the differences in vehicle dynamics. 
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Figure 7.2 Steering Angle Comparison 
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Figure 7.3 Longitudinal and Lateral Velocities Comparison 

Figure 7.3 shows the vehicle longitudinal and lateral velocities. It can be seen that 

the acceleration at the start of the manoeuvre is very similar for all vehicles. 

However, the max imum velocities achieved before brakin g are lower for oversteer 

vehicles due to higher lateral sliding. In the mid-corner, the oversteer vehicles 

decelerates less, however with the higher lateral sliding. Corneri ng speed is kept 

more constant with earlier acceleration points at the ex it. This means that these 

vehicles are able to reach higher velocities at the end of the straight since all the 

vehicles accelerate with the max imum engine power avail able (i.e. torque limited 

rather than grip limited). In addition, the lateral velocity profiles show that its 

magnitude and oscillation are reduced with the increased understeer setting. 

The tyre force utili sations at both front and rear ax les are investi gated and are 

shown in Figures 7.4. The utilisation fi gures themselves do not have the actual 

size of the friction circles. Hence, when comparing the di fferent vehicle set-ups, it 

should be investigated together with the magnitudes of tyre forces shown in 
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Figure 7.5. Figure 7.4 shows that all vehicles use front tyres to their limit whil st 

cornerin g, and there is not much di fference among the vehicles. The differences 

are more apparent at the entry and exit of the corner. In terms of initial opposite 

steer effect, Vehicle A seems to use the friction circle most and also at the earliest 

point in time. Towards the end of the manoeuvre, the most oversteering vehi cle E 

has considerably less steering angle as shown in Figure 7.2. Its effect on tyre 

utili sation is clearl y shown in Figure 7.4. 

As the vehicle is set to understeer more, the rear tyres utilisation increases 

compared to the front. The onl y exception is during braking Gust before 5sec), 

where this trend is reversed. Considering the di fferences in achieved final 

di stances, it is clear that the more oversteer vehicles (w. r. t. the reference vehicle 

A) are better suited to negotiate thi s corner. 
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Figure 7.5 Front & Rear Axle Tyre Lateral Force 

7.1.1 Investigation using 4WS Cost 

In the previolls secti on, the optimisation results are analysed in terms of handling 

balance and tyre utili sation. In this section, these results are discussed from a 

particul ar handling index view point. Recall Chapter 3 where a 4 WS controller 

was developed with the aim to achieve certain dynamic characteri stics by 

minimising two cost functions. One is to achieve a linear relationship between 

lateral accelerati on and yaw rate with respect to the vehicle forward velocity. The 

other is to achieve a neutral steer yaw rate gain through the wide lateral 

acceleration range. In Chapter 3, these costs are defined as shown in Equations 3.2 

and 3.4 below. 

(3.2) 

(34) 
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These cost functions were used as the handling objectives for 4WS controller, as it 

is thought that these would give predictable dynamics and hence relatively easy to 

control. Both linearity and neutral steer costs, as shown above, are calculated for 

the optimised trajectories with various vehicle set-ups. This is li sted in Table 7.2, 

together with the maximum di splacement achieved through the optimisation. 

Please note that the results are based on the passive vehicle as used for Chapters 4 

and 6, not the active 4WS vehicle used in Chapter 3. 

Unit C B A D E 

Weight Distribution % 65 62.5 57 50 40 

Final Distance m 326.59 328.43 333.51 332.44 334.48 

Linearity Cost 10. 12 10.77 12.55 11.80 15.66 

Neutral Steer Cost 5.09 5.05 4.95 4.59 4. 19 

Table 7.2 Effects of Steady-State Dynamics on 4WS Costs 

Figure 7.6 shows the general trend such that Linearity Cost increases and Neutral 

Steer Cost reduces as vehicle setting is changed towards more steady-state 

oversteer. As mentioned earli er, the optimisation result improves as the oversteer 

tendency is increased. This suggests that having nonlinear rel ationship between 

lateral acceleration and yaw rate does not become a severe disadvantage for path 

optimisation. However, the yaw rate gain with respect to the steering angle input 

seems to be important in controll ing a vehicl e. This might be due to the steering 

action being directly influenced by a controller. 
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Figure 7.6 Four-Wheel-Steer Costs vs. Weight Distribution 

7.2 Transient Parameter Influence 

T!! 
:5 
Ql 
c 

Hoffman et al [Hoffman, 1966) and Hogg et al [Hogg, 1992) suggested that the 

yaw damping has a significant influence on the driver 's path foll owing ability. 

This could be linked to the optimisation' s abili ty to control a vehicle in order to 

trace a desired path . Hence, the yaw damping is a ltered in order to investigate its 

effect on the optimisation resul t. Definition of yaw damping based on the bicycle 

model is stated in Equation 2.33. 

t; mC2 + /" CO 

2uml u tiJn 

(2.33) 

It shows that thi s parameter is affected by mass, yaw moment of inenia, 

wheelbase, front and rear tyre cornering stiffness and fore/aft weight distribution 

of a vehicle. Total mass and wheelbase remain fi xed for this study in order to 

retain a fundamental reference dimension/set-up of a vehicle. In addition, fore/aft 

weight distribution change has already been investigated in the steady-state 

parameter effect section, using vehicles B, C, D and E. Therefore the effect of 
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varying the yaw damping is in vestigated using vehicles F, G and H which simply 

have different yaw moment of inertia values. Summary of the resul ts is shown in 

Table 7.3 below. 

Units F A G H 

Yaw Moment of inerti a kgm2 3500 2863 2500 21.42 1820 

Maximum Distance m 332.47 334.39 333.5 1 333. 15 333.63 

Tyre Uti li sation 2.67 2.67 2.69 2.68 2.70 

Mean Forward Velocity m/s 34.12 34.2 1 34. 17 34.15 34.1 8 

Table 7.3 Transient Dynamics Effects 

The results are very interesting, where the best performance is achieved with 

vehicle F that has 2863 kgm2 yaw moment of inertia. Vehicle "F" has the set up 

such that the yaw radius of gyration equals to the distance between CoG to the 

rear axle. increasing or reducing the inertia from th is value resulted in the poorer 

performances. However, reducing the inertia futther to 1820 kgm2 with Vehicle H 

improved the result slightl y. This yaw inetti a effect on the final di splacement is 

plotted in Figure 7.7 . It must be noted that the yaw inertia value is not necessarily 

varied at a small enough increment to be able to conclude at which exact value the 

optimisation performs at the best or worst. However, the results suggest that there 

are multiple points at which the vehicle performs well. Casanova [Casanova et aI, 

2000) investi gated the influence of yaw inertia variation on his minimum time 

manoeuvre optimisation result. He found increase in unbalanced yaw moment 

during the transient phase of the manoeuvre. However, as the length each of 

transient phases was very small , hence its effect on minimum manoeuvre time was 

negligible until the yaw inertia is increased to unrealistic values. He also 

compared the results using "g-g" diagram and found that the vehicle with the 

largest inertia operated more away from the edge of the diagram. This is due to 

longer transient phase, as expected. 
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Figure 7.7 Final Displacement with various Yaw Moment of Inertia 

Figure 7.8 again shows that the resultant vehicle paths do not vary considerably 

with the different values of yaw inerti a. However, the initi al vehicle di splacement 

trend, where it moves towards the outside of the corner, shows the obvious result 

where the vehicle with the lowest yaw inertia is displaced outwards the mos t. This 

lateral displacement is reduced as the yaw inerti a is increased. The corresponding 

steering angle time history is shown in Figure 7.9. It shows that vehicle I (highest 

inertia) produce the largest initi al oppos ite steer angle and vehicle H (lowest 

inertia) produces the least. Towards the exit of the corner, vehicles with larger 

inerti a tend to reduce the steering angle earlier. Again, this steering profi le and the 

resultant vehicle path show that the controller is compensating fo r the difference 

in dynamics in order to effecti vely trace a single optimum line through this corner. 
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Figure 7.9 Steering Angle Comparison 
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7.2.1 Investigation using 4WS Cost 

Linearity and neutral steer costs are used for further assessment as per steady-state 

analysis. From Table 7.4 and Figure 7. 10, it can be seen that both costs have the 

same trend as the one shown in Table 7.2 and Figure 7.6. It is consistent in the 

way that the best result, the max imum final di splacement, is achieved when the 

minimum neutral steer cost is achieved. Obvious ly, havi ng higher yaw inertia 

value slows the transient yaw dynamics. This seems to help controller keeping the 

vehicle wi th relatively more desired yaw rate - steering angle relationship. When 

the inertia is red uced from the value at which the best result is achieved, 2863 

kgm2
, the increase in neutral steer cost is steeper. By contrast, the cost increases at 

much more moderate rate when the inertia is increased further. 

Uni ts F A G H 

Yaw Moment of lnerti a k<>m2 

'" 
3500 2863 2500 2 142 1820 

Maximum Distance m 332.47 334.39 333.5 1 333. 15 333.63 

Linearity Cost 13.99 13. 11 12.55 12.15 12. 19 

Neutral Steer Cost 4.94 4.92 4.95 4.99 5.03 

Table 7.4 Effects of Transient Dynamics on 4WS Costs 
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Figure 7.10 Four-Wheel-Steer Costs vs. Yaw Moment of Inertia 

7.3 Controllability & Vehicle Dynamics - Brief Study 
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In the previous secti ons, vehicle path optimi sation is performed with various 

di fferent vehicle characteristics. Its performance was examined by using not onl y 

its resultant cost (achieved final di splacement), but also by using 4WS objective 

functions defined in Chapter 3. 

In Chapter 5, the property of controll ability Gramian matrix was used successfully 

in understanding the vehicle path optimisation result. In this section, it is used to 

investigate the coupling of vehicle dynamics and controllability. Step steer input 

is used as its result contains both steady-sta te and transient data. 

First, steady-state dynamics effects are in vestigated using vehicles C & D, with 

the standard vehicle A as a reference. As mentioned earlier, vehi cles C and 0 

respectively have more steady-state understeer and oversteer. In order to ensure 
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that all vehicles operate at the equivalent severity, the magnitude of steering 

inputs are altered among the vehicles. Step steer of 1.5 degrees is appli ed to the 

reference vehicle A and the resultant total lateral acceleration is recorded. Step 

steer magnitudes for vehicles C and D are set to 2.0 and 1.1 degrees respectively, 

so that the same amount of lateral acceleration is produced. Contro ll abi lity 

Gramian is determined for the simul ations and the inverse of its minimum 

singul ar value is shown in Figure 7. 11 . 
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Figure 7.11 Gramian property for different vehicle set-ups 

Regardless of the vehicle set-up differences, the lack of controll ability when time 

allowed for control is less than 0.5 is apparent. Figure 7. 11 shows that vehicle D -

oversteer - has the least controllability for all different 't values. As the setting is 

moved more towards steady-state understeer, the controllabi lity is improved. 

Moreover, although the percentage difference in weight distribution wi th respect 

to the reference vehicle A is similar (7 - 8 %) for both vehicles C & D, the 

controll abi lity does not change significantly between vehicles A & c. By 

comparison, there is a considerable difference between A & D, hence the 
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relationship between the vehicle balance and controllability is nonlinear. For the 

limited variation in vehicle set-ups and operating conditions, it can be concluded 

that, for a conventional front-wheel-steer vehicle, vehicles with more steady-state 

understeer characteri stics have better controll ability. 

Hav ing in vestigated the steady-state dynamics effects on the controll ability, 

vehicles F and H are used to investigate the transient dynamics effects. Figures 

7. 12 and 7. 13 respectively show the front tyre lateral force and controll ability 

profi les with respect to the various yaw inertia values. Constant " 1 window" of 1 

second is used and is moved along the trajectory. From Figure 7. 12, it can be seen 

that the contro llability trend is different depending on the point of time along the 

trajectory (consistent with the previous findings). 
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Figure 7.12 Front Lateral Force Profile with various Yaw Inertia 

During the transient period of the manoeuvre, i.e. between 0 and I second, it 

shows that the vehicles with less yaw moment of inertia have less controllability. 

This is because a vehicle has achieved higher lateral forces more qui ckl y with less 
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yaw inertia. Hence the vehicle is operating at more severe dynamics range at this 

particul ar point in time. However, beyond the point where the vehicle reaches its 

steady-state approximatel y at 2.5 seconds, vehi cles with higher inerti a has less 

controllability. As the variation in yaw inertia does not have an effect on the 

steady-state force values , all vehicles are operating at equall y severe operating 

conditions. The difference in the controllability despite of thi s suggests that the 

vehicl es with hi gher inerti a req uire larger effort to transfer the state within a given 

time window of I second. In other words, they are less sensiti ve to the input 

vari ation which shows up as less controllable. This is in agreement with the 

finding of Sharp [Sharp, 2005] , where he found that for good tracking 

performance with short preview di stance, yaw inerti a and mass should be small. In 

other words, for a given time window of I second, reducing vehicle inertia means 

reaching closer to a full preview di stance (i f the full preview di stance is greater 

than J second). 

Figure 7. 13 shows another interesti ng characteristic for vehicle H, which has the 

least yaw moment of ineltia. There is a relati vely sharp peak when the front lateral 

force reaches its max imum value, whereas the corresponding peaks for the other 

vehicles are more moderate. Any qui ck changes in controllability are undesirable 

for a dri ver, since one has to adapt hi s/her control strategy quickly to compensate 

for such changes. The sharpness of this peak as well as its magnitude suggests that 

the small inertia actually makes it more difficult to control when a vehicle is 

closer to the limit of adhes ion. By contrast, it is easier to control when a vehicle is 

operating at moderate steady-state condition . 
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Figure 7.13 Transient Dynamics Effect on Vehicle Controllability 

7.4 Summary 

Using the single co mer optimisation problem formulated in the previous chapter, 

simple vehicle parameter sweeps are performed in order to investigate the 

relationship between the vehicle dynamics and the optimisation result. 

Despite the significant magnitudes of the changes experimented either on the 

weight distribution or the yaw moment of inertia, all the results converge to a very 

similar path. This suggests that there is onl y one optimum line through this simple 

corner geometry as one might expect. The performance difference in terms of 

achieved fi nal displacements are noticed, although, not very significant. Thus it is 

difficult to draw clear conclusion sorely from thi s relati vely simple comparison 

study alone. Only clear fi nding is that more oversteering vehicle was able to 

achieve better result with more margin left in rear tyre force capacity. Even 

though the controller is able to take advantage of thi s extra margin on rear tyres, it 
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mayor may not be the case fo r a human driver (for various reasons: i.e. less 

accurate internal model, delay in control acti on, noisier feedback signal etc). 

Casanova et al [2002] also found that the simulated optimum weight d istribution 

was signi ficantl y more rearward than the experiment results in real li fe . 

The handling objecti ves used for 4WS control in Chapter 3 is re-introduced here 

in order to inves tigate the implication of such dynamics characteristics on the path 

optimisation resul t. It is fo und that the neutral steer cost function has a strong 

correlati on with the vehicle path optimisation perfo rmance. Whereas the linearity 

cost did not show noticeable correlati on. This could be because the neutral steer 

cost functi on is influenced directl y by the control input, whereas the linearity cost 

is controlled indirectl y. 

The effects of varying vehi cle characteri sti cs are studied also from controll abili ty 

point of view. Step steer simulation was used for thi s study, as the result contains 

both transient and steady-s tate data. Al though onl y the limited numbers of 

changes are made, it highlighted a few interesting points. For the range of 

dynamics covered in this study, it is found that 

i.) Vehicle with more steady-state understeer retains higher controll ability 

ii .) Hav ing less yaw inertia makes it more controll able at moderate operating 

condition 

iii.) However, it makes a vehicle less controllable around the limit of adhesion 

In this Chapter, results are analysed in a very straightfo rward manner. In order to 

further understand the interaction among vehi cle dynamic characteristics, 

optimisation performance and controllability, more detailed mathematical analysis 

is requi red. However, thi s is outside the scope of this thesis and hence remains as 

a future research project. 
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Chapter 8 

Discussion and Conclusions 

8.1 Discussion & Conclusions 

The existing li teratures show that many control systems have been applied in 

order to enhance vehicle dynamics. Control sys tems such as Four·Wheel·Steer 

(4WS), Direct Yaw Moment Control (DYC) and Roll Moment Distribution 

Control have been in ves tigated by many researchers and some has been 

implemented on mass production vehi cles. Similarly, many di fferent control 

theories, both linear and nonlinear, are used to achieve the "desi red" vehicle 

characteristi cs. In th is thes is, the research was conducted using a linear optimal 

control strategy as it guarantees the optimum solution, although not necessaril y 

globaUy, and the results can be in vestigated more analytically. 

Chapter 3 described a 4WS controller using a linear time- invari ant optimal control 

with a reference model structure. This structure allowed the controll er to be 

designed based on the very simple 2DOF bicycle model as a reference model. The 

nonlinearity of the actual vehicle, represented by the 3DOF handli ng model with 

nonlinear tyres, is controlled well using the secondary feedback controll er. In 

addit ion, Tabu Search method is applied in order to pelform multi -parameter 

optimisati on required within the design stage. The hand ling objecti ves of the 

controller are set so that the vehicle exhibits a consistent (hence predictable) 

dynamics until the tyre capacity saturates. These targets are successfull y achieved, 

showing that onl y the very basic vehicle info rmati on is required for the primary 

controller. Robustness of the controller was in vesti gated and it was found that the 

controller des igned on the sinusoidal steer test inherits reasonably good 

robustness. Moreover, the sensitivity analysis revealed that the controller is robust 

to small changes in the various vehicle parameter values. 
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As shown by many literatures, even with a vehicle equipped with an active 

steering .. control· suffers from. tyre saturation. Hence, change in vehicle 

characteristics cannot be avoided under such situation [Mokhiamar, 2003, 2005). 

Moreover, if the control strategy was not formed properly, it is possible for the 

. controller to have a~ adverse influence on the resultant dynamics. The controller 

designed in this thesis simply regulated the amount of control authority in order to 

avoid such situation. Canale et al [Canale, 2008] proposed a control structure 

using Internal Model Control (IMC), which was able to guarantee robust stability 

in the presence of saturation function. Sharp et al [Sharp 2000] applied time-

. invariant linear optimal control technique, but used saturation functions within the . 

controller. 

Time-varying modelling approach is used as a next step in order to better 

represent the vehicle operating conditions throughout the various dynamic range, 

including at the limit of adhesion. In Chapter 4, iterative vehicle path optimisation 

problem is formulated using a linear time-varying optimal control, with a 

reference model structure. The controller is applied to the 3 DO F handling model, 

which was also used for the 4WS study. The validation study was carried out 

using the steady-state simulation on the limit handling condition. It showed that 

the optimisation method works satisfactory, utilising the available tyre forces to 

find a manoeuvre close to the friction limit. The optimisation displaced vehicle 

within 0.4% of the theoretical maximum. However, there are a couple of issues 

with the optimisation. Due to the nature of the quadratic road geometry cost 

function, the solution could get locked if the vehicle runs very close to the edge of 

the road. Hence, the optimisation needs to be formulated in a way such that it 

avoids this at the early stages of the iteration process. It is also found that the 

optimisation encounters a problem when the system condition becomes poor near 

the limit handling condition. Itis hypothesised that the matrix becomes poorly 

conditioned due to lack of controllability and hence resulting in inappropriate 

control inputs. 
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In order to understand this optimisation failure within the vicinity of friction limit, 

Chapter 5 analyses the controllability of a linear time-varying system and 

discusses its properties in detail. The study started with the determination of the 

. calculation method for controllability Gramian matrix, which provides the 

fundamental information on system controllability: Two methods of calculation 

. are examined and it is found that both methods have their own shortcomings. 

However, from studying the properties of the gramian matrix itself, it is concluded 

that the state transition matrix m.ethod pro~ided more r~levant information to real 

life problems. Moreover, the inverse of minimum singular value of the gramian· 
.. 

matrlxis found· to best reflect the actual controllability of the vehicles. The 

resultant Open-Loop control is defined based on the gramian matrix and was·. 

applied to transfer the states to the prescribed· values successfully within the 

various time constraints. It is found that the controllability generally becomes very 

poor when there is less than 0.5 second is available to transfer the states. 

Moreover, "moving controllability window of fixed time period" is found to 

provide the most relevant information of the changing dynamics through the time. 

These findings I methods are then used to understand the optimisation issue found 

in Chapter 4, where the final displacement cost fluctuated over the several 

iterations when the vehicle was operating close to the friction limit. The Gramian 

information showed that the optimised trajectory was often less controllable than 

the steady-state maxima due to its oscillating dynamics. This is further supported 

by tyre utilisation data. Hence, it is concluded that the optimisation failure is a 

result of poorly conditioned matrix due to lack of controllability. In order to avoid 

this issue, controllability information needs to be integrated within the 

optimisation process in order to suitably regulate the controller input(s). 

Having established that the vehicle path optimisation method itself is functioning 

correctly, the problem formulation is then extended to include longitudinal 

dynamics in order to perform simulation of more general manoeuvres and hence 

the results are more relevant. to the real life situation. The single corner 

optimisation result showed that the method is capable of finding the driving line 
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within the vicinity of the friction limit. The converged path clearly showed "out

in-out" line through the corner to maximise the cornering speed whilst utilising 

. the available tyre forces. The robustness of the controller is assessed by 

. investigating the controller parameter sensitivity on the optimisation result. Initial 

result showed rear tyres were not fully used to their limit, whilst the front tyre 

. utilisation was on the limit. The validation exercise with increased engine power· . 

and initial forward velocity showed that the optimisation can make full use of all 

available tyre forces, if required. Therefore, it proved that the control strategy 

formulation was capable of determining a solution which involves a coupling of 

longitudinal and lateral dynamics demands. The repeatability of optimisation 

result was very good with respect to small changes in initial conditions. It is 

interesting that Casanova et al [Casanova, 2000] found other local solutions as 

well as the optimum solution. It is reported that the optimiser trades reduce corner 

entry speed for increased corner exit speed on certain occasions. This was not seen 

from the work covered in this thesis. 

The optimisation technique is then· applied to slightly more complex corner 

geometry. Its aim is to investigate whether the controller was capable of 

prioritising a certain part of manoeuvre in order to achieve the best overall gain. 

Unfortunately, this optimisation problem could not be solved successfully. The 

optimisation concentrated on the latter part of the manoeuvre as it had higher 

sensitivity to the final cost. It was not possible to improve the optimisation 

strategy by regulating the control effort with respect to time. For the lap time 

optimisation problem, Casanova et al [Casanova, 2000] discretised the track into 

short, totally de-coupled segments in order to reduce the sensitivity of the cost in 

later part of road section compared to earlier controls. He reported the maximum 

length of 200m achieved the best balance between optimisation robustness and 

computational time, although this depends on the complexity of road geometry. 

Although this is clearly a possible option, this structure is not expected to provide 

insight into "prioritisation" problem. This is simply because the controller may not 

have a necessary "preview" of the road geometry ahead in order to make a 

prioritisation decision. More recently, Kelly [Kelly, 2008] studied influence of 
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preview distance on minimum time manoeuvre optimisation result. For a corner 

followed by a long straight, longer preview distance achieved better result by 

maximising the exit speed with the expense of entry speed. It was found that the 

optimisation performance stabilised beyond 250m. preview distance. . Such· 

. approach could be adapted for the optimisation issues encOlintered in this thesis. 

Finally, the coupling of the optimisation result and the vehicle dynamics itself is 

investigated. III the earlier study, one of the . optimisation failure showed the loss 

of controllability when both front and rear tyre forces saturate simultaneously. 

Hence, it can be argued that the vehiCles that retain more controllabilitynearthe 

limit may. be able to· achieve a better solution. In order to investigate this, the 

vehicle paths optimisation is performed with various vehicle set-ups. It is found 

that all the vehicles converge to a very similar path, suggesting that there is only 

one optimum line through the simulated corner. Since a single 90 degrees bend is 

used for this study, such result is as expected. Future work with more complex 

corner geometry may provide further insight. Although the differences are not 

very significant, it showed that more oversteering vehicle was able to achieve 

better result with more margin left in rear tyre capacity. The handling objectives 

used for the 4WS controller work are also used in the analysis to investigate if 

such indices have any correlation to the path optimisation results. It is found that 

the neutral steer cost function has a strong correlation with the vehicle path 

optimisation performance. Whereas the linearity cost did not show noticeable 

correlation. However, this is only a "soft" numerical result. In order to further 

understand the interaction among vehicle dynamic characteristics, optimisation 

performance and controllability, more detailed mathematical analysis is required. 

The effects of varying vehicle characteristics are also studied from controllability 

point of view. Although the study is relatively simple and limited, it showed that 

understeer tendency improves controllability. It also showed that the increase in 

yaw inertia makes a vehicle more controllable at the limit, however, it makes it 

less controllable at moderate operating conditions. These results accords well with 

our practical driving experience. In addition, these findings show interesting 
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. relation to Sharp's findings, [Sharp, 2005], where he found that the yaw inertia 

should be small in order to achieve good tracking performance with short preview 

distance. Moreover, the results showed that the controllability variation with time. 

as well as its absolute magnit~de is a key factor. If a vehicle has dynamic 

characteristic such that the contr~llability changes suddenlywh~n certain 

dynamics is exhibited, a driver has to adapt very quickly in order to compensate 

and produce a correct control action. This can be mentally and physically 

challenging and may not enhance the safety. 

8.2 Recommendation for Future Work· 

• Inclusion of the controllability infomiation within the cost functions of 4 WS 

or any other active handling dynamics control strategy. The objective is to 

maintain certain controllability throughout the manoeuvre. For instance, if the 

vehicle starts losing control, the original handling performance cost function 

can be overwritten to retain higher controllability for safety 

• . Formal integration of the controllability information with the time-varying 

optimisation technique used for vehicle path optimisation. This thesis used 

controllability only as an "off-line" post processing tool. 

• . More detailed analysis of the relationship between vehicle dynamics, path 

optimisation . result . and controllability. This thesis focused more on 

establishing the optimisation methods, hence formal analysis of the result from 

vehicle dynamics point of view is still required to gain further insight. 

• Modification of time-varying optimal controller to reflect certain human 

dynamics. Example of such dynamics includes but not limited to variable time 

lag, bandwidth, noise and offsets. 

. • Comparison of controllability information with other researchers' findings of 

handling quality such as Sharp's work on required preview distance. 

• Validation work of above theoretical investigation, possibly using a driver-in

loop simulator. 
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